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ABSTRACT

Th¡s practicum focused on individual and group treatment for

adolescents who have a history of sexual abuse. Clients were seen at

the Community Resource Clinic over a per¡od ot seven months. All

clients were also involved with the child welfare system. The literature

review examines the developmental needs of adolescents. These

developmental tasks are then related to the treatment issues relevant to

abuse victims. lnterventions with practicum clients focused on

decreasing the anxiety related to the trauma of their abusive experience

Altering maladaptive beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that develop as

learned responses to abuse (and the aftermath of disclosure) were the

other main areas of focus in treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

The sexual exploitat¡on of children by adults has been increasingly

acknowledged as a serious and widespread problem. Courtois ('1988)

explains that "societal acknowledgement of the prevalence of child

sexual abuse has resulted in special¡zed services directed towards the

prevention, detection, and intervention into ongoing abuse" ( p'8). Child

and Family Serv¡ces of Central Winnipeg approached the Community

Resource Clinic in order to develop therapeutic treatment as part of the

specialized services included in intervention. Ch¡ld and Family Services

of Central Winnipeg identified that a large number of adolescent females

made up their sexual abuse caseload. The Sexual Abuse Coordinator for

the agency expressed concern that these victims were not rece¡ving

treatment of any kind. lt was agreed that this practicum would focus on

psychotherapeutic treatment for adolescent female victims of sexual

abuse , The clinical work took place ¡n 1991 between February and

October.

This report will t¡rst review the sexual abuse literature in general to

provlde a starting point for readers. The focus will then specifically

address adolescents as a unique client populat¡on and review treatment

issues relative to those who experience sexual abuse ¡n their families.

This report will then outl¡ne the practicum that developed out of the

request for service that was presented by Child and Family Seryices and

the literature review.



SECTION ONE LITERATURE REVIEW

CHAPTER ONE : Overview of Ghild Sexual Abuse

DEFINITION AND PREVALENCE OF THE PROBLEM

lncest is a phenomenon that has interested scholars and

practitioners in psychology, psychiatry, anthropology, soc¡ology, and

biology for decades (Rist, 1979). The proh¡bition of sex betvveen certain

people, incest, is one of the few that appears to be universally cross-

cultural. This is probably because the incest taboo has sound

sociological, biological , and psycholog¡cal justification in that "¡t

protects the structure and function of the family system, it promotes the

psychosexual development of children, and it safeguards the healthy

evolution of the species" (Everstine and Everstine, 1989). For this review

several definitions of incest will be discussed. The prevalence of the

problem will also be considered in order to try and understand the e)dent

of child sexual abuse in our society.

Sandra Butler (1978) provides a comprehensive definition of child

sexual abuse as " any sexual activity or experience imposed on a child

which results in emot¡onal, physical, or sexual trauma" (p.12). This

definition is a starting point but leaves room for argument whether sexual

activity between adults and children would be considered abusive if there

is no evidence of trauma in these areas. Finkelhor (1979) suggests that

the question of whether a child is capable of giving full and informed

consent to sexual activity with an adult will help society understand what

is eth¡cally wrong w¡th the behaviors, regardless of whether there is

ev¡dence of trauma. Finkelhor argues that children are incapable of

consenting to sexual activity because they have inadequate knowledge of

the agreement and consequences. Giaretto (1982) also includes the

concept of sexual exploitation in his definltion of abuse. He concludes

that because the partners are mismatched in psychosocial maturity they

are "not equally capable of negotiating a mutually beneficial sexual



partnership" (Giaretto, 1982, p 22). Sexual abuse ¡s perpetrated against

children that range in age from infants to adolescents and includes a

broad speclrum of sexual activity. G¡rls are victim¡zed ten times more

often than boys (Green,''l989). Girls represent 80 - 90 % of victims and

males represent an ovêrwhelming majority of sexual offenders (Gelinas,

1983). Boys are also most often victimized by men (Green, 1989). The

use of the female pronouns in reference to v¡ct¡ms and male pronouns

when discussing offenders is supported by these statistics.

The terms, intrafamilial abuse or incest, will be used

interchangeably in this report. ln the narrowest definit¡on of incest a blood

relationship must exist between the child and the offender and intercourse

must take place. Clinicians have moved to a broader definition that

recognizes a range of sexual behaviors and an acknowledgement that the

presence of a blood relationship ¡s less significant than the psychosocial

dynamic of a familial relationship (Sgroi,1982; Russell, 1986; Schaefer

and Evans, 1988). What becomes more important than the denotation as

a relat¡ve is the fact that an emotional bond and trust exist between the

victim and offender. The v¡ctim's distress is created by the betrayal of this

trust regardless of the perpetrator's kinship (Crowder and Myers - Avis,

1990). "lt is the relationship, not the biology that is betrayed" (Gelinas,

1983, p.313). Most child sexual abuse is perpetrated by people

whohave ready access to their victims via their family relat¡onships

(Sgroi, 1978). Ward (1984) concurs with this and identifies natural

fathers as the largest single group of offenders. Sink (1988) reports

fathers, stepfathers, uncles, brothers, and grandfathers among the most

frequent perpetrators but singles out abuse by fathers or step fathers as

the most enduring and psychologically severe. Courtois and Sprei (1988)

cite several studies that cþnclude sexual cÐntact between fathers and

daughters and stepfathers and daughters are the most prevalent forms of

abuse. Russell (1988) lound24a/o of intrafam¡lial perpetrators were

fathers and 26/o were uncles. The incest taboo is weakened between

step-fathers and daughters (Swan, 1985). This suggests an increased

risk for common law partners also but no statlstics were found that

3



considered this category separately. This would seem to be an important

area that has been overlooked.

With a history of secrecy and misunderstanding of the subject, the

magnitude of child sexual abuse as a problem has remained disguised

for many years. Recent studies however, have confirmed that sexual

abuse is not the uncommon, isolated experience of a few children but

rather is a major risk in childhood (Sink, 1988). Figures based on the

number of cases that actually come to the attention of child welfare

author¡ties or police can only reprêsent a starting point on which to base

estimations regarding the more significant number of cases that remain

unreported. Bagley and Thomlinson (1991) suggest that these figures

are routinely underestimated . ln a national Canadian survey Bagley and

Thomlinson (1991) reported lhal 17 .6o/" of adult females and 8.2/" of adult

males recalled sexually abus¡ve experiences prior to their 17th blrthday.

In 1986, Peters, Wyatt, and Finkelhor (1986) set out to review studies of

incidence and prevalence of childhood sexual abuse because the

information that was available to them at this t¡me was confusing and did

not reach any consensus. lt is ditficult to put forth any figure with

conv¡ction when their comprehensive review of prevalence studies in

North America reports ranges from 6% lo 62/o 'for females and 3% to 31%

for males (Peters, Wyatt, & Finkelhor 1986, p.19). "Although even the

lowest rates ¡nd¡cate that child sexual abuse is far from an uncommon

experience, the higher reported rates would point to a problem of

epidemic proportions" (Peters,Wyatt, and Finkelhor ,1986, p.19).

Russell's (1988) study found in a random sample of 930 women, the first

probabil¡ty sample ever conducted on this subject, that 16% reported one

exper¡ence of intrafamilial abuse before the age of 18 years and 12%

before the age of 14 years. lt is alarming that only 2% of these

intrafamilial experiences were reported to authorities (Russell, 1988).

Bagley and King (1990) suggest that a reasonable minimal estimate is

that 20% of women experience childhood sexual abuse and that 25% of

these victims have long-term problems of mental health and severely

diminished self-esteem. They further postulate that these figures suggest



that 5% of all women in Britain, Canada, and the United States have

chronically impaired ad,ustment because of sexual abuse in childhood.

DYNAMICS OF INCEST

The cornerstone of effective intervention is an understand¡ng of the

mechanics and dynamics of intrafamilial child sexual abuse. Sgroi (1982)

has identified a predictable pattern of dynamics involved in sexual

relationsh¡ps between adults and children. These dynamics will be

examined as they apply to families.

No two families will ever present exactly the same but

generalizations can help us be aware of possible family patterns. Sgroi

(1982) describes f¡ve seperate phases in which the activ¡ty usually

occurs; the engagement phase, sexual interaction, secrecy, disclosure,

and a suppression phase following the disclosure. The engagement

phase sets the stage for the possible sexual abuse. An adult with¡n the

family or family circle has access to children w¡thin that system. The adult

then needs the opportunity to be alone with the child. The circumstances

may be accidental initially but thereafter an offender can be expected to

watch for or orchestrate continued opportunities for private interactions

with the child. The adult's pos¡tion as a favoured adult or simply their

implicit power and author¡ty over the child is usually enough to get the

child to participate in somê form of sexual behavior. Subtle coercion and

misrepresentation of moral standards seem to be the norm for engaging

children rather than force or threats, although the latter is sometimes

present. Those who do not understand why children comply rather than

run or scream misperceive the power of adult authority in the eyes of

many chifdren, especially when the authority figure is a sign¡ficant adult in

the child's life (Sink,1988). Underlying all these factors is the cruc¡al

component that the adult w¡shes to initiate sex with the child. Finkelhor

(1984) considers this motivation to be the f¡rst precondition necessary for

sexual abuse to occur. He sets three other preconditions that must be met

that incorporate sociological and psychological explanations of abuse,

The potential offender must overcome internal inhib¡tions against acting



on the motivation as well as external inhibitors and obstacles. Ïhe final

factor is overcoming or undermining the ch¡ld's possible resistance. This

may be attr¡buted to the potential abuser or may be caused by other

factors related to the vulnêrability of the child (i.e., loneliness).

Following engagement the relationship moves into the sexual

interaction phase. Sgroi (1982) suggests that this phase is a progression

of sexual behaviors. "The progression of exposure to fondling to some

form of penetration is very predictable" (Sgroi, 1982, p.15). This

progress¡on is typical but of course variations may be encountered. The

process may also be prematurely interrupted by discovery or disclosure.

Courtois (1988) cautions that a victim's story should not be discounted just

because it does not match the escalation Sgroi (1982) suggests. The

secrecy phase then follows in order to facilitate repetition of the activity

and also to protect the offender from being caught and held responsible

for his behavior.

Different explanations have been put forth as to why the child does

keep the secret for months, years, or perhaps forever (Courtois and Sprei,

1988; Summit, 1983; Burgess, Holmstrom, and McOausland, 1979). "Very

few v¡ctims of childhood sexual abuse are known to report the assault to

an adult at the time of the incident and even less report the assault to

police or ch¡ld protection authorit¡es" (Bagley and Ramsay, 1986, p.46).

The ch¡ld may be pressured or persuaded to keep quiet because of actual

or implied threats. The threat does not necessarily focus only on physical

violence. Children are often controlled by threat of separation from their

families, of getting ¡nto trouble from a third party, or threat of harm to a

loved one, or threats to personal belong¡ngs, Other children maintain the

secrecy because of the pleasure and attention gained through the

relationsh¡p. The activity may be self-reinforcing on some levels. This is

an important dynamic that is sometimes ignored. It must also be

considered however, that children may find the sexual stimulation

pleasurable and may enjoy the affection and attention bestowed upon

them through this relationship. Swan (1985) describes the sexual nature



of children and argues that this is natural. "A powerful biological

propensity plus the obvious reward and reinforcing nature of sexual

exper¡ence is enough to explain the e)cremes to which some children go

in pursuing sexual activih/' (Swan, 1985, p.64). "The child may cling to

the ¡ncestuous relationship because of special power derived from being

the father's favourite" (Green, 1989,p.1967). These same arguments are

sometimes misconstrued to support the notion that children are not

necessarily harmed by sexual relations with adults or are willing

partic¡pants. Giaretto (1982) talks of critics that suggest that trauma ¡s

caused to children by the public outcry about sexual abuse and not the

abuse itself , There are also a few that "take the extreme view that

children might profit from early sexual indoctrination by responsible

adults" (Giaretto, 1982, p.2). Of course this po¡nt of view does not

consider the effects the sexual activity has on the relationship and ignores

Finkelhor (1984) and Russell's (1986) arguments about the inability of

children to give informed consent. Everstine and Everstine (1989)

extend the issue of consent by saying that these children are not freely

part¡cipat¡ng ¡n the incestuous relationship but are bargaining with sexual

favours for the affection , atiention, and sense of being important, that

every child should have as a b¡rthright. "Ch¡ldren have an enormous

need for adult closeness and nurturance and too frequently they pay a

tragic price for it" (Everstine and Everstine, 1989, p.21).

ln order for the abuse to come to the attent¡on of protessionals or

other family members, something or someone interrupts the secrecy

phase, either by accident or design. Accidental disclosure can be brought

on by observation by someone else, suspicious physical ¡njury to the

child, development of sexually transmitted disease in the child,

pregnancy, or concern over the child's age inappropriate knowledge of

sex or sexualized behaviors. Purposeful disclosure occurs when a

participant, usually the victim, decides to tell a third party about the abuse.

The child may have various motives for disclosing and it will be ¡mportant

to explore the reasons for the revelation when it occurs (Sgroi, 1982). For

ân adolescent the factor that usually triggers the revelation of incest is a



power struggle between the victim and the exploitive parent (James and

Nasjleti, 1983).

After disclosure attempts to suppress public¡ty, information, and

intervention are typical (Sgroi, 1982). Suppression may be extended to

denial of the victim's sutfering or denial of the abuse all together. The

suppression phase may be marked by verbal pressure that is abusive or

threaten¡ng and a¡med at forcing the child to recant or stop complying with

the intervention processes. The perpetrator and other family members,

especially the nonoffending parent, may try to undermine the victim's

credibility and consequently the allegation of the abuse. Divided loyalties

and protection of the family are important factors in all family members

reactions to the disclosure and their subsequent supportive or

suppressive actions.

These five phases outlined by Sgroi (1982), provide an overview of

how abuse typically occurs and allows us some insight into the child's

experience. Although this pattern was developed to characterize all types

of child sexual abuse, they are usually more pronounced in cases of

abuse w¡thin a family (Courtois, 1988). Since the family is generally

considered to be a place of safety and security that nurtures the growth

and development of children, abuse within the family contradicts society's

assumptions about families. As it is eas¡er to believe that strangers are

the source of danger to our children, the possibility ot a trusted relative

explo¡ting a child has been routinely denied because it ¡s so contrary to

our view ot the sanct¡ty of the family. Sink (1988) points out that the safety

of children in their families has been presumed rather than enforced and

this cont¡nues to put children at risk. Understanding family dynamics

with¡n incestuous families will provide a clearer picture of how the

protect¡ve barrier of the family collapses.

FAMILY DYNAMICS in INCESTUOUS FAMILIES

ln the l¡terature the dynamics and characteristics of incestuous

families are d¡scussed from many different perspectives. Different

philosophical orientatlons have shaped a mult¡tude of definitions and



approaches to the problem of intrafamilial sexual abuse. Humanistic

psychology is oriented to the growth and development of the whole

person. ln describ¡ng child sexual abuse this perspective shows a

compassionate understanding of both offender and the victim and

suggest that they are both responding to forces of social¡zation and

personal crisis (Bagley and King, 1990). Family systems models

exam¡ne the family as a un¡t and are concerned with family roles,

¡nteractional patterns, and dynamies. This perspective is useful in

explaining how the family develops dysfunctional patterns that would

place all the members in personal crises e¡ther effected by or prone to

incest. The feminist perspect¡ve incorporates the context of societal norms

and sex-role stereotyping into the analysis of tam¡ly roles and patterns.

This perspective can help us to understand how socialization and

patr¡archal family structures contribute to this problem. This paper will rely

on the fem¡nist and fam¡ly systems perspect¡ves to explain the dynam¡cs of

incestuous families, with a humanistic orientation as the foundation.

The feminist perspective sees the abuse of power as a paramount

dynamic of abuse (Swink and Leveille, 1986). Feminist theory

emphasizes the subjective experience of the abused child, the more

powerful role ascribed to males in our society and the less powerful to

females, and the sexualization of these power differentials (Courto¡s,

1988). This model depicts incest as occurring between an active,

resistant but powerless victim and a powerful, intrus¡ve, self-serv¡ng

offender (Brickman, 1984). Brickman describes incest as a direci

consequence of the growing independence of women from the protective

control of men and the lack of conc¡mitant growth by men. Men who can

not deal w¡th equal and independent sex partners look for younger

partners or use increasingly coercive techniques or both. lncest then is

the end result of th¡s process and can be considered as the e)Íreme or

end po¡nt on a continuum. Traditional family patterns of authority allow

fathers to control what goes on in the family and can render mothers and

children incapable of standing up to his authority. "The patriarchal famify

provides the model for ¡nequality and sex-role conditioning" (Courtois,



1988, p.166). Perpetrators sexualize their relat¡onship with a child in

order to try and satisfy unmet needs in areas such as affection,

dependency, authority, aggression, and sex. Children are seen as the

logical choice tor their actions because they are so accessible, trusting in

nature, vulnerable, and immature. Rencken (1989) calls sexual

object¡f ication, the use of those less powerful for sexual gratification, a

societal dynamic that is at work in abusive families. This is consistent

with the feminist argument that patriarchal society contributes to child

sexual abuse by providing the conte* for which ¡t can occur in the first

place (Asher, 1988). Sgroi ('1982) agrees that child sexual abuse is a
means of acting out non-sexual issues in a sexual way and that inev¡tably

the otfender is in a pos¡tion of power over the child victim.

Conceptualizing the problem of incest from a family systems

perspective has contributed to a better understanding and growing

acceptance that the problem is at least in part family based (Friedman,

1988). Family systems theory helps understand the precipitants to abuse

occurring between parents and children. Systemic thinking allows for

consideration of the impact an incestuous relationship has on all family

members. Understanding ¡nteractions between family members, looking

at the rules they have established to govern their interactions, and the

structures families create that maintain problêmatic behavior such as

sexual abuse are important issues to family systems theor¡sts (Friedman,

1988). ]'his ¡n no way takes the responsibility for the abusive behavior

away from the person that chooses to otfend. "The ultlmate declsion

to act out in a sexual manner with a chtld is st¡ll that of the
perpetrator regardless of the preemptlng variables and
factors" (Friedman, 1988, p.329). This framework identifies incest as a

symptom of a dysfunctional fâmily system. Sink (1988) argues that

overemphasizing the roles of children and families in incest can only be

expected to obscure the perpetfator's responsibil¡ty for the abuse. ïhis
dilemma can be resolved by using a systemic approach to understand

the process of abuse and the aftermath of discovery while causation ís

examined in relation to the abuser's motives and psychological

10



functioning (Sink, 1988). Bagley and King (1990) caution that sexual

abuse of a daughter by her father can be both a response to family stress

and the cause of more stress to all concerned. Several family systems

theory models recognize that the child, and usually the mother, are

innocent in instigating the abuse but have to share in the patholog¡cal

misery which the father imposes on his family (Bagley and King,1990).

Systemic thinking will be considered useful in assessment as it allows the

therapist to comprehend the fam¡ly's response pattern to the abuse more

clearly and to see how the family reorganizes itself after disclosure. The

goal of intervention from this perspective is to fac¡litate change in the

patterns of the family's interactions that both contributed to and

maintained the problem behavior, wh¡le keeping the ultimate

responsibility for the incestuous behavior on the adult perpetrator. lt may

not always be possible to use a system¡c intervention with these families

but the systemic framework is useful even if the therapist only has access

to the child ( Rencken, 1989).

Family systems theory provides a context for understanding the

meaning and function that the ¡ncestuous relationship has for a family. "ln
any given family, the incestuous relationship may serve an entirely

different function and purpose' (Friedman, 1988,p.330). There are many

types of family interaction patterns and family relationships can be very

complicated so it is impossible to define specific characteristics of these

families. Gelinas (1983) emphasizes that incest is relationally-based

sexual abuse that occurs because of both indiv¡dual and family

processes. Family systems theorists have attempted to identify what type

of relational patterns are typical to incestuous families and have found

that boundaries are an area that often appear disturbed in these families.

Family systems theorists are interested in boundar¡es because they

influence the structure of incestuous families. The structure of a system is

the key determinant of what goes on within the system and what

transpires between the system and it's environment. Larson and

Maddock (1986) examine boundary disturbances in the follow¡ng areas;

families and their social environments, adult and child generations in

11



families, interpersonal or role boundaries between family members, and

intrapsychic boundaries within family members. They support that

looking for difficulties or abnormalities in these boundaries is an ¡mportant

part of understanding family structures that are prone to incest.

There is support for the proposal that incest is a reflect¡on of a

family system that is relatively closed, undifferentiated and rigid in both

structure and function (Larson and Maddock, 1986; Friedman, 1988).

lncestuous families are often described as socially, emotionally, and

sometimes evên physically isolated. They need to protect themselves

from the critical social feedback that thê social environment could provide

regarding their sexual secret. The incestuous tam¡ly system creates a

rigid psychological boundary between itself and it's e)dernal environment

(Larson and Maddock, 1986). Friedman (1 988) refers to this as

psychological ¡nsulation against outside ¡nput to the system. A scarcity of

resources develops as family members are forced to try and meet all their

emotional needs within their family system. This closed, highly

autonomous unit views outsiders as intruders who are not to be sought

out for sharing or intimacy. There is little opportunity for growth and

members tend to becpme overdependent on each other which results in

enmeshment. Their boundaries become ¡ncreasingly rigid to keep the

family intact when they comê into contact w¡th outside social or legal

systems. "The heavy price paid for this isolation is , of course, the family's

inability to replenish it's energy through st¡mulation, support, nurturance

and en¡oyment derived from contacts with the outside world" (Sgroi ,1 982,

p.252).

When families are ¡solated members can become totally dependent

on each other. This enmeshment promotes the blurring of boundaries

between adult and child generations (Larson and Maddock, 1986). Role

confusion is produced when family members are compelled to meet each

other's needs regardless of age or developmental stage. This is most

clearly evidenced by the child victim's functioning in both a spousal and

parental role (Friedman, 1988). G¡aretto (1982) found that the severe

stress that incestuous relationships put on a family structure cause the
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family roles to become so blurred that the victim does not know how to

relate to her father, mother, or her siblings. These victims often spend

their childhood having been a wife and mother to their father, a mother to

thelr mother, and a mother to their siblings (Gelinas, 1983). Gelinas

(1983) provides a strong argument that the victim is parentified by both

parents through the dysfunctional family interaction patterns but cautions

that unless the non-offending partner actively participates or knowingly

allows the abuse to continue, she is not responsible for her partner's

sexual abuse of their daughter. Role confusion or blurring of roles are

considered to be more useful descriptors in these cases (Larson and

Maddock, 1986). Role reversal is a loaded term that can sometimes lead

to mother blaming ¡f it ¡s understood to ¡nd¡cate that the mother has

abdicated her role as a partner and pushed her daughter into her place.

James and Nasjlet¡ (1983) provide a a clear example of how a child can

act in the parental role without the mother knowing about the abuse. They

suggest that if a child does not tell their mother about the abuse it is

usually because they do not perceive her as a person that can assume an

assert¡ve, protective role. The daughter sacrifices her own emot¡onal and

physical well being in order to protect her mother, in essence parenting

her (James and Nasjleti, 1983). Fem¡nist theor¡sts agree that mothers

need not be automatically held part¡ally responsible for the inc€st but

should be viewed as potential allies for their daughters (Brickman, 1984).

Larson and Maddock (1986) describe the role confuslon as contrary to the

functioning of healthy families as children in incestuous families perform

developmental tasks appropriate to adults, and parents resign themselves

from certain important responsib¡l¡ties ¡n order to compete w¡th the¡r

children for limited emotional resources. The question of responsibil¡ty

versus blame remains a common theme in the literature (Bagley and King,

1990). Some explain that "sign¡ficant blurring of familial role boundaries

can only take place when parents permit this to happen and fail to set

appropriate expectations and l¡mits for themselves as well as for the

children" (Sgroi ,1982, p.244). This explanation must be used with

caution so that society does not continue to place unwarranted
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responsibility on mothers for cr¡mes of the father.

Families in which incest has occurred can be characterized by

boundary diffusion that is w¡tnessed in members lacking autonomy and

the power of self-differentiaton (Larson and Maddock, 1986). ln a system

where there are scarce resources and members are enmeshed, they are

forced to yield their autonomy in order to belong. " The family relational

imbalances have taught them that they literally have no r¡ghts, particularly

to needs of the¡r own; nothing is owed to them, inherently or because of

their contributions, and they arê allowed no claim to needs, rec¡procity or

even acknowledgement" (Gelinas, 1983, p.319). The structure of the

incestuous family is threatened by independent thoughts, feelings, or

behaviors of members. Differentness cannot be tolerated as it is seen as

distancing and individuation is considered to lead to alienat¡on and

disloyalty (Larson and Maddock, 1986). Control becomes a cr¡tical factor

¡n family structure in order to discourage autonomous behaviors that will

threaten the system. Sometimes the incestuous father sets himself up as

the sole communicator with persons outside the family in order to further

discourage non-familial alliances (Sgroi, 1982). When this is rigidly

enforced it further enhances the parent's powerful position and increases

their capacity for abuse of power.

Intrapsychic boundaries become maladapt¡ve in these families as

individual personality structures do not fit well with the environment.

Family members distort meanings and behaviors in an attempt to

minimize the emotional pain and cognitive dissonance that the abuse

creates (Larson and Maddock, 1986). Defense mechanisms such as

denial are common methods to clpe with the pain and trauma while

maintaining their emot¡onal dependence and interpersonal enmeshment
(Larson and Maddock, 1986). Sgroi (1982) describes that the negative

aspects of the internal family functioning must be denied in order to be

bearable. Considerable energy must also be spent denying any possible

posit¡ve or attractive aspects of the outside world in order to ma¡ntain the

family's isolation. Denial allows the family members to distort thought

patterns. lntricate ratonalizat¡ons are created to live with symptomatic and
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problematic behaviors. Denial also helps reduce the fear of exposure of

the abuse to the outside world.

Larson and Maddock's (1986) conceptual¡zaton of boundary

disturbances in intrapsychic, interpersonal, intergeneraiional, and societal

interaction patterns is useful in explaining a range of behav¡ors that

frequently occur in abusive families. The social isolation caused by rigid

societal boundaries can lead to many problems. Social isolation may

lead to membership in subcultures of soc¡ety. lsolation increases

suspiciousness of all outsiders and supports family cohes¡veness. Overly

rigid socieial boundaries ¡nhibit appropr¡ate informational exchange

between the family and their environment regarding sex-related beliefs,

attitudes, and values. The confused boundaries between generations in

the family allows for erotic contact between the parent and child

subsystems and also contributes to children believing that ¡t is their role to

meet their parents needs (James and Nasjlet¡, 1983). lnterpersonal

boundary disturbances contr¡bute to the belief that one member's survival

depends on the survival of the othêr and that any change in the family

system threatens that survival. lndividuals perform self sacrificing

behaviors for the good of the family. Confused interpersonal boundaries

lead to chaotic fam¡ly patterns where there ¡s no sense of emotional or

physical privacy. Accumulatively, these boundary disturbances create a

structure that permits or may even encourage child sexual abuse within a

family. Before the effects of this abuse can be considered the meaning of

the abuse to the family will be discussed.

MEANING TO THE FAMILY

lnterfamilial child sexual abuse does not serve the same function in

each family in which it is found. lf we look at the meaning that the family

attributes to the abuse we will gain some insight into purpose and

motivat¡on for the behavior. L¡ke all human behavior, incest is meaningful

within the context ¡n which it occurs (Larson and Maddock, 1986). The

function that the incest serves in a particular family comes from the
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newvork ot meanings which t¡e together fam¡ly members and influences

their patterns of interactions. Larson and Maddock (1986) identify four

basic functions that the sexual involvement with children can serve in

interpersonal exchange processes. They outl¡ne that it is important to

consider whether the incestuous behavior is an "atfection-exchange

process", an "erotic exchange-process", an "aggress¡on-exchange

process", or a "rage-exchange process". This will assist in determining

the meaning of sexual abuse to each family and in effect¡vely planning

intervention.

A significant amount of incestuous behav¡or functions as an

"affection-exchange process" betlveen two ore more family members of

different generations (Larson and Maddock, 1986). Offenders may

appear to be involved in some form of courtship of their vict¡ms, that is

usually canied out in a clandestine manner. The sexual behavior is seen

as a misguided attempt to show atfection or feel emotionally close. The

lack of healthier, more acceptable forms of physical nurturance and

atfection within the family contribute to the development of this

interactional pattern (Larson and Maddock, 1986). lt also increases the

likelihood that the child will not resist the sexual contact as it meets their

natural needs for physical closenèss and affection. The victim may afso

be reluctant to give up this position of special attention and privilege.

"She may develop a hostile, competit¡ve relationship with her mother and

other siblings and aligns with her father in intrafamilial conflicts" (Larson

and Maddock, 1986, p.33). Developmental factors may eventually

undermine the relationship by creat¡ng conflict between the participants.

The offender turning to a younger sibling or the v¡ctim entering

adolescence may lead to disclosure. Fam¡ly memb€rs may show anxiety,

depression, and exaggerated dependency needs when assessed but

display relatively etfective functioning in their social environment (Larson

and Maddock, 1986). Victims might eventually display stress related

symptoms or problematic behaviors based on their isolation in the

community and in their own home.

The "erotic-exchange process" is evident in families that sexualize
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all interactions. Erotic¡sm is projêcted into language, physical

appearance, clothes, recreation, and humour (Larson and Maddock,

1986). Family members are socialized into this atmosphere and may feel

little anxiety about their atypical behavior. lf they do try to exercise control

over their bodies or seek out privacy they may be shamed or made to feel

guilty by other family members. Although violence is ¡nfrequently used to

encourage participation, power and control are seen as strong but subtle

influences that ensure compliance. lt is not unusual for this type of family

structure to include one or more members who are symptomatic and this

may eventually lead to the discovery of the family secret. lnappropriate

sexual behavior by younger family members at home or in the

community, extra{amilial sexual abuse by a family member, or the tracing

of neighbourhood rumours about the family may lead to suspic¡ons of an

incestuous system (Larson and Maddock, 1986).

ln the "aggression-exchange process" offenders "use sexualized

anger to deal with their frustration and disappointment over various

aspects of their lives" (Larson and Maddock, 1986, p.36). The ¡ntent

appears to be to hurt someone ¡n the family through anger and even

violence in his sexually abusive acts. ïhe perpetrator chooses to hurt a

more vulnerable and powerless member of the family rather than the

actual source of his host¡lity. The ditfuse interpersonal boundaries that

are part of these systems allow the perpetrator to believe that his abusive

behav¡or will actually eftect the person to whom the hostility is directed.

Typical distortions are seen in this family structure but individual

psychopathology is also a factor. Ïhe offenders behavior in these cases

are driven by feelings of low self-esteem and shame that may be

associated with their own childhood history of sexual abuse (Crowder &

Myers - Avis, 1990).

The "rage - expression process" is the f¡nal functional type of

incestuous behavior that Larson and Maddock (1986) ¡dent¡fy. Thls ¡s

considered to bê onê of the most pathological of family systems. The

offender acts out h¡s unfocused, primit¡ve anger or rage on a family

member who is less threatening. Usually the anger will be focused on a
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child. This process may contribute to development of individual

psychopathologies in other, or all fam¡ly members. Coping strategies

developed w¡thin this system are often very maladaptive when applied

outside the family.

These exchange processes are characterized by pervasive and

enduring interaction patterns that, once identified through assessment,

can be examined in treatment (Larson and Maddock, 1986). Crowder

and Myers - Avis (1990) criticize this conceptualization because it does

not address the dynamics of power and control within the family system.

"Since power and control are always present in sexual abuse, it is thus

limited in it's usefulness" (Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990, p. 23). They

make use of Larson and Maddock's concepts however as a descr¡ption of

individual and interpersonal behavior in the process of intrafamil¡al abuse.

It is included here for the same reason as well as my bel¡ef that it provides

an understanding of the possible meanings the abuse has to the family

that is involved. Power and control are considered to be more important

in the dynamics of intèrfamilial abuse rather than in the meanings families

develop for the abusê. Understanding the dynamics of incestuous

families, the meanings that sexual abuse has been given in a family, and

knowing the range of effects that may be presented can prepaÍe helpers

to more effectively meet the family where they are and plan appropriate

interventions.

EFFECTS
Evidence continues to accumulate that clearly suggests that child

sexual abuse is a serious mental health problem that is cons¡stently

associated with disturbing afteretfects in a significant portion of it's victims.

Browne and Finkelhor (1988, 1986) provide two comprehensive rev¡ews

of both the cl¡nical and empirical literature for initial and long term etfects

of child sexual abuse. They have set an arbitrary cut otf point at two years

following the termination of the abuse to delineate initial from long term

effects. "The empirical literature does suggest the presence - in some

portion of the victim population - of many of the initial etfects reported in
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the clinical l¡terature, especially reactions of fear, anxiety, depression,

anger and hostil¡ty, and inappropriate sexual behavior" (Browne and

Finkelhor, 1986, p.152). They caut¡on however that because many of the

studies were technically weak the results should be cons¡dered promis¡ng

but not conclusive. Their review also found that many of the long term

effects suggested in the clinical literature have been emp¡rically

conf irmed.

"Adult women victLøized aa chíldren are ûore
likely to nanLfeat depreasion, aelt - desttuctive
behavior, aaxLety, îeelíngs of ísolation anil
st Lgma, poor Belf-esteem, a tendency toward
revictimization, and subsþance abuÉe. DÍfficulty
ín t,Jruattng othe'"s and sexuå1, maladjusËment, Éuch
a6 sexual dysphorta, sexuâ¡ dyÊtuncþion, Ímpaired
aexual self- eeteen, and avoidaace or abstenëi.on
îro¡tr eexual actívíty l¡as also been tepoÊte¿l by
empirícal teÊearcheta, although agteeø.ent aEong
atudíes is Les6 consíst,ent Íor the variables on
sexual Êuncttoníng't

(Browne and Finkelhor, 1986. p.162).

Haugaard and Repucci (1988) have also reviewed the empirical and

clinical l¡terature and divide their findings into emotional, behavioral, and

sexual consequences. Emotional consequences include feelings of guilt,

anger, depression, and helplessness. These emotional effects play a
major role in the development of many adverse behaviors. Some victims

internalize their distress, resulting in somatic complaints, sleep pattern

disturbances, nightmares and self-destructive behavior. Others
externalize their distress, which leads to aggressive behaviors, acting out,

and sexual act¡vity with both younger and older individuals (Haugaard

and Repucci, 1988). Finkelhor and Browne (1985, 1988) have

developed a clear model to organize the wide range of effects

documented in sexual abuse literature. Their conceptual framework

separates the effects into four areas that could each be considered
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traumagenic. ïhe conjunction of these four areas "in one set of

circumstances makes the experience of child sexual abuse somewhat

unique" (Finkelhor and Browne, 1988, p.62). Traumatic sexualization,

stigmatization, betrayal, and powerlessness are conceptualized as the

c€ntral trauma causing factors of child sexual abuse. Each factor has it's

own resulting psychological consequences and behav¡oral manifestations

(Finkelhor and Browne,1988). This framework gives form to the wealth of

problems associated with child sexual abuse. Finkelhor and Browne

(1988) suggest that the operation of each of these dynamics alters a

child's emotional and cognitive or¡entation to the world. Trauma is

created through the distortion of the child's worldview, their self-concept,

and the¡r affective capac¡ties.

Finkelhor and Browne (1984) define traumatic sexual¡zation as "a

process in which a child's sexual¡ty (feelings and attitudes) is shaped in a

developmentally inappropriate and ¡nterpersonally dysfunctional fashion

as a result of sexual abuse"(p.181). This can happen in a variety of ways

such as a child being rewarded for sexual behavior inappropriate for the

developmental level or the child learning to acqu¡re affection and attention

through sexual behavior. Offenders transmit confusing messages to

ch¡ldren about acceptable sexual behaviors and morals and focus

attention on sexual parts of the body. For some children sexual

experiences become associated with frightening memories and this

connection persists. "Children who have been traumat¡cally sexualized

emerge from their experience with inappropriate repertoires of sexual

behavior, with confusions and misconcept¡ons about their sexual self-

concepts, and w¡th unusual emotional associations to sexual

activities"(Finkelhor and Browne, 1988, p. 63). Different sexual abuse

experiences produce a dramatic range ¡n type and extent of traumatic

sexualization. Experiences in which a child is a more active partic¡pant,

and activities in which a child is enticed rather than forced will produce a

more sexualized victim. A younger child who has little or no

understanding of the sexual nature of the activity will probably be less

sexualized than a child who is old enough to realize the sexual
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implications.

Betrayal is the second category of traumagenic dynamics and

refers to the process "by which children discover that someone on whom

they were vitally dependent has caused them harm" (Finkelhor and

Browne,1984, p.182). Child victims feel betrayed by both the offender

and other fam¡ly members. At some point the child may realize that the

offender has misrepresented or lied about moral standards and

manipulated their behavior. Family members who were not protect¡ve or

fail to believe and support the child can increase the child's sense of

betrayal. "lnability to trust is d¡rectly linked to the victim's low self-esteem

and past experiences of betrayal" (Sgroi, 1982,p.124 OT course there is

an increased sense of betrayal in intrafamilial offences (Brickman, 1984)

but the degree of betrayal may also be effected by how the child feels

about the offender. lf the child was suspicious of the offender's behav¡or

from the outset it will be less of a betrayal than if the child saw the activity

as positive initially and then realizes they were mislead (Finkelhor and

Browne, 1988).

"Powerlessness refers to the process in which the ch¡ld's will,

desires, and sense of etficacy are continually contravened" (Finkelhor and

Browne,1988, p.64). They theorize that the repeated invasion of the

child's territory and body space creates a basic sense of powerlessness

that can be exacerbated by the degree of coercion and manipulation

involved. Other aspects of the abuse that also contribute to this dynam¡c

are the child's ¡nability to stop the abuse, lack of response when a child

tries to get help, or a child's realizat¡on that they are trapped in the

situation by their own dependency. Brickman (1984) documents that all

the incest survivors she has worked with discuss the many strategies they

tried in order to avoid the incest. Powerlessness is more than just a
psychological experience as the victim simply does not have the power to

change the offender's behav¡or. When a child is able to bring the abuse

to an end or at least exert some control over its occurrence they may feel

more empowered (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986).

The final dynamic Finkelhor and Browne (1984) develop,
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stigmatization, "refers to the negative connotations - for example,

badness, shame, and guilt -- that are communicated to the child about the

experiences and that then become incorporated into the ch¡ld's self-

image" (p.184). The negative messages can be sent through direct or

subtle behaviors and communication with the offender. Negative or
judgmental responses from family members or the general community

can also have lasting effects on a child's developing self-image.

After outlining these four seperate themes that are possible sources

of trauma in child sexual abuse victims Finkelhor and Browne

(1984,1988) propose that the f ramework be incorporated into

assessment. Clinicians would attempt to determine what degree of

trauma a client has experienced and which of the four themes are

relevant. The traumagen¡c model was developed further by taking the

etfects cited ¡n the literature and categorizing them under the applicable

traumatic dynamic. They hypothesize that traumatic sexualization is
particularly associated with impacts on sexual behavior and confusion

about sexual norms and slandards. These effects would include sexual

dysfunct¡ons, promiscuity, sexual anxiety, and low sexual self-esteem

found by many researchers (Shapiro and Dominiak, 1990; Jehu, Gazan

and Klassen, 1985). Stigmatization would be most clearly related to

long-term cogn¡tive effects such as guilt, poor self-esteem, a sense of

differentness, and isolation. This is associated with secondary problems

such as drug and alcohol abuse, criminal ¡nvolvement, suicidal ideation,

suicide attempts and other self-destructive behaviors. Betrayal would

seem most plausibly assoc¡ated with effects such as depression,

dependency in extreme forms, impaired ability to trust and to judge the

trustworthiness of others, and anger. Some of the behavioral

manifestations Finkelhor and Browne (1988) associate w¡th this are

vulnerability to subsequent abuse and exploitat¡on, discomfort in intimate

relat¡onsh¡ps, and mar¡tal problems. The anger stemming from betrayal is
part of what may lie behind the aggressive and hostile posture of some

sexual abuse victims, particularly adolescents (Browne and Finkelhor,

1986). Antisocial behavior and del¡nquency sometimes associated with
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a history of victimizatlon are also an expression of this anger, and may

represent a desire for retaliation. Finally, powerlessness is likely to be

associated with fear and anxiety, a lowered sense of self-eff icacy,

perception of the self as a victim, and sometimes an identificat¡on with the

aggressor as an attempt to regain some sense of power. "Manifestations

here might include nightmares, somatic complaints, depression, running

away, school problems, employment problems, vulnerability to

subsequent victim¡zation, aggress¡ve behavior, delinquency, and/or

becoming an abuser" (Finkelhor & Browne, 1988, p.67). Responses in

this category are both signs of being resigned to a victims position and

desperate attempts to demonstrate that they can regain the power that

was taken away from them.

The traumagenic dynamics can be useful to clinicians in several

d¡fferent ways. Firstly the conceptual¡zation provides many new

hypotheses to test that will yield more specific information regarding what

is damaging about child sexual abuse. lt can also be used as a start¡ng

point for developing assessment instruments that are more specific to

ch¡ld sexual abuse. Flnkelhor and Browne (1988) propose that the¡r

traumagenic framework can already be used as an aid in assessing

impact of abuse as ¡t prompts clinicians to check for problems in all areas

and can be used to gu¡de effect¡ve intervention planning.

ïhe effects of an incestuous relationship may also be presented in

treatment in a disguised version ¡f the problem has not been previously

disclosed. Gelinas (1983) discusses how the untreated negative effects

can repeatedly create symptoms and problems that w¡ll make therapy

unsuccessful. The usual d¡sguised effects seen in a victim that has not yet

disclosed are depression, and problems with impulse control and

dissociation. "Clinicians facing sexually abused patients who present

without sexual abuse as their chief complaint are first met with what

appears to be a fortress of defensive structures. Most commonly seen are

denial, proiection, acting out, splitt¡ng, displacement, distortion, and acute

regressive states" (Shapiro and Dominiak, 1990, p.69). Schaefer and

Evans (1988) describe typical patterns of self-abusive behavior found ¡n
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people where ¡ncest is eventually uncovered. They hypothesize that self-

mutilating behaviors such as cutting or carv¡ng skin, pulling out hair, or

burning and a variety of eating disorders are methods that victims use to

act out their pa¡n without acknowledging the source. Many of the effects

described in the literature will be present both before and after disclosure

¡n differing degrees. Of course the evidence of symptomatic behavior in

the v¡ct¡m is often the first clue that leads to detection of incestuous

families. Disclosure does not magically make these problematic

behaviors disappear as they have usually become well entrenched

methods of coping.

Gelinas (1983) made some of the first connections between ¡ncest

victims responses and other survivors of trauma. lncest v¡ctims are

observed to sometimes alternate between numbing or denial and

repetit¡ve intrusions of vivid recollections and exaggerated affective

states. Some would argue that the aftermath of childhood sexual abuse

represents what is commonly referred to in the field of mental health as

post - traumatic stress disorder (Briere and Runtz, 1988). The long term

trauma of incest leads to delayed responses that are characteristic ways

of reacting to immense stress, consistent with victims of war, terrorism, or

rape. Many suggest that ¡ntrafamil¡al child sexual abuse may produce

either delayed or chronic post - traumat¡c stress disorder (Briere,1989;

Gelinas, 1983). Briere and Runtz (1988) feel that the label of post

traumatic stress disorder is not broad enough to encompass the wide

range of symptoms that are reported with great frequency in sexual abuse

suryivors. ln order to avoid the stigma of multiple psychiatr¡c labels that

could be attached to the "specific constellation of psychological

disturbance arising from severe childhood sexual victimization" a more

useful term was created (Briere and Runtz, 1988, p.92). "Post sexual

abuse trauma" is considered a specific form of post - traumat¡c stress

d¡sorder (Briere, 1989). This term represents a more global description of

the long term etfects seen ¡n incest survivors. Many of the symptoms of

post-abuse trauma are then explained as either logical, adaptive

responses of victimization that become inappropriate in the postabuse
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env¡ronment or as cond¡tioned reactions to abuse-related stimul¡ that

persist into later l¡fe (Briere, 1989). Post sexual abuse trauma is a more

appropr¡ate categor¡zation of the long-term etfects as it recognizes their

developmental and adaptive aspects. This distinguishes post sexual

abuse trauma from the more static aspects of delayed post traumatic

stress disorder (Briere and Runtz, 1988).

MEDIATORS OF LEVEL OF EFFECT

Research has rarely found sexual abuse to be without damaging

consequences for the victim (Briere, 1989). lt ¡s clear, however, that all

children do not react to the experience of being sexually abused in the

same way. lt has not been clearly established which factors account for

the range of response. Long term victimization, involving violence or

coercion, that is perpetrated by highly va¡ued and trusted family members

is likely to contribute to the most damaging consequences (Dolan, 1991 ;

Bagley and King, 1990). Factors believed to mediate the degree of

damage are wide ranging. Experiences that are of short duration and

where the victim is given strong support upon disclosure seem to cause a

lesser degree of traumatization (Dolan, 1991). lt is less traumatic for

victims when responsibility is placed clearly on the perpetrator. This

responsibility may be placed on the perpetrator through legal means or

social repercussions if the offender does not accept lhe blame of their

own volition (Dolan, 1991). Degree of intrus¡veness of the activity and

the age at the time of v¡ctimization may be relevant mediators of the level

of effect. Results in these and other hypothesized relevant areas remain

contradictory or negative. At this point there is no specific contribut¡ng

factor that has been consistently associated w¡th a worse prognosis

(Wachtel and Scott ,1990).

ïhere is some evidence that gender is a strong mediating tactor ¡n

victim responses to ch¡ldhood sexual assault. D¡fferent patterns of

response are seen in male and female v¡ctims. McGregor and Dutton

('1990) cite a 1984 study by Carmen, Rieker, and Mills that concluded that

male v¡ctims display symptomatic behavior in aggressive ways while
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females acted out ¡n self-destructive ways. The same study also found

that females tend to ¡nternalize their anger and pain as depresslon and

low self esteem which increases their risk for revictimization. Males

externalize the same affect and seem more l¡kely to infl¡ct the¡r anger on

others rather than themselves.

ln intrafamilial cases the support ot the non-offending parent and

siblings has been proven to be an important factor ¡n reducing the impact

of the abuse (Conte and Berliner, 1988; Everson et al., 1989). Everson et

al. (1989) found that less than 50 o/" ol mothers in their study of 100 cases

could be classified as consistently supportive of their children, with 25 %

of them s¡d¡ng completely w¡th the perpetrator. ïhey also found a strong

relationship between the mother's current relationship with the offender in

that ¡t was easier for those who were divorced or separated to support the

victim, Mothers who fail to support their children may be struggling with

their own personal problems and are incapable of responding to the

distress and emotional needs of their children (Everson et â1., 1989).

"lmmediate intervêntion aimed at supporting mothers and helping them to

believe, empathize with, and offer cons¡stent emot¡onal support and

protection of their children may be the most effect¡ve way of reducing the

child's emotional stress and d¡sruption following disclosure of incest"

(Everson et al., 1989, p.206).

Developmental processes can be considered an important

mediator as many theorists propose that etfects change as the child

matures and that new developmental tasks such as adolescence,

adulthood or parenthood can cause certain effects to appear or reappear

(Wachtel and Scott, 1990). lt has not been determined whether

responses to sexual abuse follow a similar pattern across preschool,

school-age, and adolescent age groups (Friedr¡ch, 1990). There ¡s

evidence that the effects of childhood sexual abuse are the most serious

dur¡ng adolescence (Rist, 1979). This supports Finkelhor and Browne's

(1986) hypothesis that since no relat¡onship could be found between the

age of onset of abuse and the degree of behavioral disturbance that the

most important variable may be the stages of development through which
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the abuse persists rather than the age of onset. lncest victims have their

development affected and modified by their experience. This will be

further explored in a seperate section pertaining to the developmental

¡ssues that adolescents face and how this relates to the etfects of incest.

A brief review of the literature pertaining to treatment for victims lv¡ll

precede the focus on developmental issues.
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OHAPTER TWo : @!@!
INTRODUCT¡ON

One of the difficulties in reviewing the literature on treatment for

adolescent victims is that most information focuses on child or adult

populat¡ons and it is difficult to know what is and is not relevant to an

adolescent. An adolescent may be closer to an adult in chronological age

but may have regressed considerably in dealing with the aftermath of the

abuse disclosure. Conversely, a young adolescent may be so parentified

that they are used to being treated like an adult and may relate to the

therapist in a more adult manner. Some argue that developmental

distortion is an etfect of abuse that ¡s unique to each victim (Watchel and

Scott, 1991). lntervention should be developmentally appropriate rather

than focusing on the variable of age, An adolescent sexual abuse victim

seeking treatment can present in many forms. An adolescent who is

being treated during the initial crisis after the disclosure may have

different treatment ¡ssues than an adolescent who was abused as a child

but entering treatment for the first time. Abuse that happened in the past,

histor¡cal abuse, may be being acknowledged for the first time. lt also will

be different if the client disclosed the abuse as a child but has never had

the opportunity to make sense of the exper¡ence. ln these cases it is no

secret that the abuse took place but for any number of reasons treatment

was never made ava¡lable or deemed necessary. lf the abuse is

historical, literature discussing work with adult survivors may be the most

relevant to these adolescents. lf the abuse was ongoing perhaps the

literature relating to children's responses and treatment needs is the most

applicable as it is more likely to include managing the immediate crisis.

Adolescents may also fall into the category of those who enter into

treatment because act¡ng out behavior has lead to therapeutic
intervent¡on without any acknowledgement of a history of sexual
vict¡m¡zat¡on.
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TREATMENT GOALS

Bagley and King (1990) provide a very general start¡ng point

stating that healing is a process of learning to enjoy living with oneself in

the world. ln the¡r work they see the goals of therapy as "helping sury¡vors

to express acceptance of a full range of emotional responses, put the

abusive experience into a h¡storical and emotional perspective, and

empower¡ng the former victims to rebuild their own self-esteem and

confidence" (Bagley and King, 1990, p.154). Russell (1986) adds that

treatment goals must include coming to terms with a world in which bad

experiences happen to oneself and also restoring a damaged self-image.

Everstine and Everstine (1989) set a goal of working towards the child

being able to externalize the sexual abuse as an event rather than hav¡ng

it remain part of her self-concept. They see th¡s as imperative to the

development of a healthy self-concept and a sense of selÊworth. Courtois

and Sprei (1988) recognize that goals will vary according to the needs of

each client. ln trêatment's least intense form, shori term counsell¡ng that

provides reassurance, information, and support may be sufficient
(Courtois and Spreí,1988). Women suffer¡ng the most serious effects may

require long-term reconstruct¡ve treatment that involves breaking the

secret, catharsis, and a reevaluation of the incest (i.e. it's circumstances

and its effects). A comprehensive d¡scussion of long term therapy goals is
provided by Courtois and Sprei (1988). The goals for which they
elaborate for adult vict¡ms, are the establishment of a therapeut¡c alliance;

acknowledgement and acceptance of the occurrence of the abuse;

exploration of issues of responsibil¡ty and complicity; breakdown of

feelings of isolation; recognition, labelling and expression of feelings;

catharsis and grieving; cognitive restructuring of faulty beliefs; insight and

behavioral change; education and information giving; separation and

individuation. For children, therapy should provide a time to "begin to

express their feelings about the sexual abuse, their families, and about

the events which have occurred since disclosure. lndividual therapy

allows victims a safe time and place to "put the pieces together" and to

begin rebuild¡ng their self-esteem" (Porter, Blick, and Sgroi, 1982, p.142).
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Rencken (1990) discusses d¡tferent goals to consider depending

on whether the intervention is immediate or delayed (over a year since

the last abusive episode). ln immediate interventions therapeutic goals

involve a process of empowering the child by reinforcing the reporting of

the incest, rebonding with the nonabusing parent, assertiveness and self-

protection, redefining their relat¡onship w¡th the offender, resumpt¡on of

age-appropriate roles whenever possible, and positive control and

attitudes regarding sexuality. ln delayed interventions it can be expected

that the victim will have built up defenses to cope with the abuse.

"Although these defenses may have initially have been functional, they

will probably present s¡gnificant obstacles to both identification and

treatment of affective, relationship, and sexual issues" (Rencken, 1990,

p.86). A major treatment issue and goal is the expression of the

repressed emotions.

THERAPY OVEFVIEWS AND PHILOSOPHY OF TREATMENT

From a feminist perspective a victim's pain and ¡t's consequences

are the central feature of incest (Brickman, 1984) and will be the focus of

treatment. Trauma and suffering in the v¡ctim are assumed to be present

and treatment emphasizes believing in and supporting the survivor and

her experience. ln Brickman's (1984) opinion these are long range goals

rarely accomplished in anything less than two or three years. Courtois

and Spre¡ (1988) consider the symptoms that a client exhibits as the

symbolic way that she commun¡cates about her experience while

defenses are viewed as skills devised to surv¡ve the trauma. All the

symptoms and defenses that victims present must be understood in

conte)d and not pathologized (Courtois and Sprei, 1988). Dismantling the

defenses is essential to beginning work on the underlying mater¡al and

w¡ll ¡n turn lead to symptom remiss¡on over the course of therapy. A

feminist perspect¡ve is consistent with a survivor - oriented perspect¡ve

and recognizes that childhood sexual abuse may be relevant to a variety

of adolescent and adult mental health problems and that therapeutic

attention to these historical events may have a significant lmpact on
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current psychological functioning (Briere, 1989). This does not ignore the

possibility that other aspects of the clients childhood have also been

destructive but assumes that the most distress¡ng problems presented will

be related to the experience of intrafam¡lial sexual abuse. Family therapy

is seen as a final step in a sequence of interventions with the first priority

be¡ng to provlde the child with a safe and nurtur¡ng environment.

Briere (1989) also incorporates a phenomenologic perspective into

his work that emphasizes the notions of reaction and accommodation in

the development of later abuse-related problems. lt v¡ews many of the

symptoms of post-abuse trauma as either logical, adaptíve responses to

victimization that become inappropriate in the postabuse environment or

as conditioned reactions to abuse-related stimuli that persist into later l¡fe.

As well as help¡ng the therapist to understand the child's experience of

abuse, a phenomenological analysis points to the need to "stay with the

cl¡ents experience in adulthood". This applies to the content of therapy

as well as the process of treatment. The process must f¡t the cl¡ents

current psychological and emotional state so that it remains congruent

with the cl¡ents ability to process new information or feelings and her

immediate experience. The clients internal state must âlso be constantly

mon¡tored as there is a tendency to move faster than the survivor can

tolerate (Briere, 1989). This philosophy of treatment is essentially a

growth model that sees that survivors have made appropriate

accommodations to a toxic environment. These accommodations were

useful at one t¡me but these survival behaviors and perceptions need

some updating as they tend to become problematic later in life. This is

vastly different from a clinical or medical model that might consider the

same symptoms as pathological and focuses on curing weaknesses.

A family systems perspective can þe successfully incorporated in

work that comes from a feminist perspective and ¡s surv¡vor orlented

(Courtois and Sprei, 1988; Hogan, 1990). From a family systems
perspective (that is consistent with a feminist model) it is not wise to foster

contact between otfender and v¡ctim until the perpetrator accepts full

responsibility for the abuse Systemic work can be done using individual
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and then dyadic work as a medium until ¡t is realistic to consider working

with the entire family. lndividuals can develop in isolation as parts of a
healthy system and have the safety to work on individual issues. Family

reconst¡tution w¡ll be cons¡dered a goal of treatment but not at the

expense of the adolescent's sense of secur¡ty. Henry Giaretto (1982)

developed a well known and often copied model of treatment for the

entire family. The Giaretto model prescribes individual counselling for all

family members plus concom¡tant group work with relevant peers, i.e.,

vict¡ms group, offenders group, etcetera. The treatment procedure then

involves mother-daughter counselling, marital counselling, father-
daughter counselling, and finally family counselling. Bagley and King

(1990) describe a similar model where they clar¡fy that success is not

necessarily the total reconstruction of the family but more importantly

establishing healthy funclioning in whatever porlion of the family chooses

to remain together.

lntrafamilial sexual abuse is usually traumatic. Therefore it is
important to develop an understanding of how trauma and the associated

anxiety will be addressed in treatment. Many of the symptoms related to

sexual abuse can be expla¡ned as attempts to master or cope with the

anxiety produced by traumatic stress, either through approach strateg¡es

or through avoidance and denial (Roth and Cohen, 1986). Stress
produces physiological arousal as well as cogn¡tive and behavioral

responses. When these responses are "elicited by situat¡ons or st¡mul¡

that pose no external danger or threat of harm and interfere with adaptive

behavior they are l¡kely to be labelled as anxious" (Wheeler and Berliner,

1988, p,229). Anxiety is an unpleasant state that people are generally

h¡ghly motivated to reduce or eliminate. Behavioral coping responses

may involve avoiding situations related to feelings of anx¡ety. For abuse

victims this may initially entail avoiding the¡r offender. This same

response can become overgeneralized and problematic to the point of
producing it's own anxiety.

"As the processes of generalizing and / or higher-order

conditioning proceed, the child might experience anx¡ety in
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the presence of persons or s¡tuations far removed from the

initial abusive experiences. While the anxiety might have

been adaptive initially, in the sense that it alerted the child to

the dangers posed by her father or even of the potential

dangers of, for instance, being alone with men, in the long

run as the process of generalization and higher-order

conditioning evolve and the child's developmental level and

needs change, the anxiety could become maladapt¡ve and

even debil¡tating" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.230).

Avoidant behaviors and thoughts m¡nimize the discomfort of anxiety and

their successful avoidance reinforces it's continuation. Repression is

explained as a learned process of avoiding thoughts or events associated

w¡th anxiety (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Repression is a damaging

coping mechanism because the sufferer is never able to exam¡ne whether

their fear or anxiêty remains necessary. Repression also interferes w¡th

the acquisit¡on of more appropriate coping strategies and skills.

Repression "interferes with higher cognit¡ve processes ... [and] ¡nhibits the

use of language to help to understand, distinguish, and sort out the stimuli

that are producing or maintaining anxieff' (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,p.

231). Approaching the source of the anxiety allows for the oþservance of

changes and developments that might make the situation more tolerable

(Roth and Cohen, 1986). Approach strategies can suggest approprlate

act¡on and encourage ventilation of affect. Approach and avoidance

strategies both have their place in managing the anxiety that sexual abuse

creates. Avoidant strategies may be therapeutic if they allow for a gradual

recogn¡tion of threat and prevent the individual from being overwhelmed
(Wheeler and Berliner,1988). Wheeler and Berliner (1988) suggest

interventions "directed toward active but gradual "mastering" of anxiety

through strategies that gradually foster engagement and coping with the

anxiety and fears and minimize counterproductive denial and avoidance"

(p.231).

The other theory base that is useful ¡n understanding children's

responses to sexual abuse is a social learning perspective. A "major
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pathway to postabuse maladjustment is through the maladaptive social

behaviors, beliefs, and attitudes that children learn from sexual abuse and

the adaptive ones that they fail to learn" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,

p.232). Social learning terms can be linked to the efiects that Finkelhor

and Browne (1985, 1988) have described in the traumagenic framework

so that work is based on a "substantial body of psychological theory'
(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,p.232). Social learning processes help

explain a clearer causal relationship between the abuse and the

documented effects. Berliner and Wheeler (1988) develop "a formulation

that is based on assumptions about hypothesized causal processes"

(p.228). The offender models, instructs, reinforces, and punishes certain

sexualized behaviors in the¡r victims. The child does not have the

cognit¡ve, social, or emotional capacities to regulate the sexualized

behaviors they acquire (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Victims learn that

sexual behaviors can be used to avoid punishment or to earn reinforcers.

Social learning theory predicts that the physical arousal the abuse may

create can lead to disinhibited sexual expression in the child in other

situations (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). This leads to the stigmatization

and traumatic sexualization effects that have been discussed elsewhere.

Victimization can alter certain beliefs about the world that non-v¡ctim¡zed

people assume to be true. Assumptions about personal ¡nvulnerability, a
perception of the world as mean¡ngful and predictable, and a positive self-

concept are assumptions that can be shattered by victimization (Janoff-

Bulman & Frieze, 1983). "While children may not have such well-formed

assumptions about the world, sexual abuse affects their ideas about

themselves, about others, and about relationships that mediate the¡r

behavior and future development" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.233).

For a victim of sexual abuse the lack of control over something as

fundamental as their own body teaches them about powerlessness. The

child comes to expect that they can only produce undesirable outcomes

and the¡r sense of self-efficacy ¡s diminished (Wheeler and Berliner,

1988).
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TREATMENT MODES

Overwhelmingly the literature supports combinations of group,

indiv¡dual, and family treatment for intrafam¡lial sexual abuse cases.

Sgroi (1982) is one of the few that addresses that family treatment is often

not possible because fam¡lies are unable to appropriately confront the

problem within their family. James and Nasjleti (1983) suggest that only

1 in 10 cases are amenable to and appropriate for family treatment. This

sounds rather pess¡mist¡c and may be a reflection of only the initial

position families take at the point of disclosure. Dur¡ng the crisis period,

following d¡sclosure of abuse in a family, individual treatment for non-

offending parents and offenders can attempt to move both parties towards

appropriate readiness for family treatment. lt is most important to work

towards dyadic sessions w¡th victims and mothers as this support ¡s

cruc¡al to the victim's recovery (Everson et al., 1989). Family treatment

(that includes the offender) ¡s not possible however as long as the

offender does not accept responsibility for his abusive behavior. Other

family members will not be considered amenable to family sessions while

they continue to react to the disclosure w¡th den¡al and hostility. ln cases

where the child is the only family member available for treatment
clinicians can still be effective in individual and /or group treatment
although it is not the optimal approach (Sgroi, 1982). lndividual treatment

with victims can be seen as both a stepping stone ¡n preparation for

eventual family work and a valuable experience in it's own r¡ght. Only in

s¡tuations where there is appropriate acceptance of responsibility by the

perpetrator and support for the victim from the non-offending parent can

individual therapy be seen as a short term proposition in preparation for

dyadic and family work.

Treatment approaches with incestuous families described in the

literature tend to be highly eclectic and pragmatic in that they respond to

each clients unique needs (Friedrich, 1991; Courtois and Sprei, 1988;

James and Nasjleti, 1983).
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INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT

Little information is available that addresses specific treatment

methods for child and adolescent victims (Bagley and King, 1990).

Wheeler and Berliner (1988) provide one of the tew "attempts to develop,

refine, and empirically evaluate systematic interventions" (p.227)

Wheeler and Berliner (1988) divide their ¡ntervention strategies ¡nto those

designed to reduce anxiety and those a¡med at treat¡ng socially learned

responses. They appreciate that the complex presentation ot abuse

effects and their volume suggest multiple interventions will be necessary

with this population. Wheeler and Berl¡ner (1988) offer interventions

based in theory "in an effort to pull together the diverse strands of an

emerging field" (p.245).

"Treatment of fear and anxiety involves reducing the arousal to

fear-producing cues and teaching management strategies for neutralizing

the subjective feelings of anxiousness" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,

p.236). The very process of therapy lends itself to anxiety reduction as the

client will be encouraged to gradually expose themselves to the subject of

their anxiety, the sexual abuse, allowing them to master their fears and

apprehensions. Ventilation of affect is also a large part of anxiety

reduction as "appropr¡ate expression of affect may, over time, reduce the
power of abuse cues to elicit arousal and dlscomfort" (Wheeler and

Berliner, 1988, p.236). Anger and grief w¡ll be important focuses of

treatment. These emotions need to be expressed in a safe environment

where cl¡ents can learn constructive strategies for manag¡ng them. The

therapist can assist in resolving grief by helping the client move through

the stages of mourning. Rituals and positive rem¡niscing can be part of

this work (Wheeler and Berliner,1988). An adolescent may need support

to understand that "sad feelings are acceptable and do not reduce the

seriousness or wrongfulness of the abuse" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,

p.237). Angry feefings also need to be expressed through whatever

means the adolescent may be comfortable with including discussion,

reenactments, drawing, and wr¡ting. Having clients identify and describe

their emotions helps to develop relevant and age-appropriate
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management strategies. Specific anxiety-reduction strateg¡es can also be

developed for a client's unique concerns such as nightmares or anxiety

about their ongoing safety. This may ¡nvolve relaxation tra¡ning and

acquir¡ng problem-solving skills for older children that will assist them in

coping with anxiety and fears (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988).

Wheeler and Berliner (1988) provide specific strategies for treating

soc¡ally learned responses to sexual abuse. Areas that they address

include ; altering attributions of responsibility, explaining the offender's

behav¡or, restoring expectations of selt - efficacy, traumatic sexual¡zation,

and sexual behavior problems ( Whèeler and Berl¡ner, 1988). The most

obvious way to work towards altering attributions of responsibility is by

providing the young person with a "straightforward explanation of what

has happened and assurances that they are not culpable for their abuse"

(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.239). This can be complicated by the

struggle to construct explanations that are developmentally appropriate

and incorporate current beliefs in the study of sêxual abuse. Children

need to be provided with explanations about why adults are assumed to

be more responsible and educated regarding the issue of consent

(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). lt is imperat¡ve to el¡cit information and

beliefs regarding the child's perceived part¡cipation in the abuse or their

accommodation of ¡t's continuation. For example a child who has ¡nitiated

sexual activ¡ty or taken favours for their compliance will need to be helped

to understand the choices that they made (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988).

There may be some guilt that is appropriate for a child to feel regarding

their own behavior and it is not therapeutic to absolve such feelings

without examination (Porter, Blick, and Sgroi, 1982).

Explanations of the off ender's behavior also need to be

developmentally appropriate and knowledge based. lt is recommended

to avoid "sickness" as a reasonable explanation as it is associated with

not being in control of one's behavior and confuses responsibil¡ty issues

(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Distorted beliefs must also be exam¡ned

in relation to this issue.

Victims can be taught more effect¡ve coping sk¡lls that help restore
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their expectat¡ons of self-efficacy (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Ihis may

include reenacting scenes where the client avoids or conquers the

otfender, imagining helping a friend with a sim¡lar problem, or planning

how they will be different as a parent (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988).

Children and adolescents can learn to identify "preabuse warning signs"

so that they will teel less vulnerable to revictimization (Wheeler and

Berliner,1988, p.242). The therapeutic relationsh¡p counters the negative

model of the abusive relat¡onship and assists children in improving

relationships w¡th other concerned adults in their network (Wheelêr and

Berl¡ner, 1988). Children's feelings of powerlessness and isolatlon can be

reduced by the acquisition of problem solv¡ng, social, and communication

skills (Wheeler and Berl¡ner, 1988).

"Although not all children have sexual behavior problems following

sexual assault it should be assumed that the abuse w¡ll have a potent¡ally

damaging etfect on their ideas about sexuality or will facilitate engaging in

sexual behav¡or that is potentially harmful" ( Wheeler and Berliner, 1988,

p. 243). lntervention needs to focus on prov¡ding age appropriate sexual

information, values clarification, and development of a personal set of

beliefs regarding sexuality (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Even though

sexual education may seem premature for some young v¡ctims it is always

important to provide victims with accurate information to challenge the

misinformation that the abusive experience creates. lndividual treatment

can also address personal boundary disturbances that abuse can distort,

The therapeutic relationship can model appropriate physical boundaries

between people and also in relation to personal belong¡ngs. Children

need to be confronted and instructed regard¡ng intrusiveness and

appropr¡ate alternatives provided (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Other

interventions in this area are behavior management strategies for
sexually inappropriate behavior and develop¡ng family rules around
privacy and acceptable sexuality (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988).

"What ch¡ldren believe about the sexual abuse and the¡r role in it's
occurrence, their att¡tudes about themselves, and the¡r expectat¡ons of

others are signif icant foci of treatment" (Whseler and Berliner, l988,
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p.235). lt is ¡mportant to determine what the child's beliefs are in order to

examine their appropriateness and utility, "Distorted beliefs may

contr¡bute to many emotional and behavioral problems. lt foflows that the

correction ot distorted beliefs is likely to be accompanied by the

alleviation of such problems" (Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan, 1986, p.50).

lnterventions in this area are all "based on the premise that beliefs have a

significant influence on feelings and actions" (Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan,

1986,p.49). Cognitive restructuring intervent¡ons attempt to change

distorted beliefs and lessen or extinguish the accompanying mood states

(Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan, 1986). As sexual abuse has such a profound

influence on ch¡ldren's develop¡ng belief systems it seems prom¡sing that

cogn¡tive restructuring can uncover and change many distortions for

victims seek¡ng treatment. To correct distorted beliefs the client f¡rst has

to become aware of their beliefs, then examine the distortions they

contain, and finally adopt more accurate beliefs (Jehu, Klassen, and

Gazan, 1986). "Belevant beliefs are often revealed to the cl¡ent and the

therapist during their discussion of the client's problem and history" or

may be gathered through questionnaires and exerc¡ses (Jehu, Klassen,

and Gazan, 1986,p.50). A thorough discussion of the range of common

distortions is provided by Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan (1986), with many

excellent examples. They suggest that the client and therapist become

familiar with the possible distortions. Beliefs are then examined looking

for evidence of the distortions. The therapist and the client explore more

accurate and realistic beliefs that can be substituted for the d¡storted

beliefs. Provision of information, logical analys¡s, decatastrophizing,

distancing, and reattribut¡on are all useful procedures in exploring more

accurate beliefs (Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan, 1986). lnformation can be

prov¡ded through questioning or more direct provision. Factual data may

be needed to refute distorted beliefs. This can be provided verbally or in
prescribed reading or video materials. Logical analysis entails reviewing

whether the conclusions that the client has arrived at are supported by

facts. Consideration is given to alternative conclusions that are based on

appropr¡atê inf ormation (Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan, 1986).
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Decatastrophizing allows for the consideration of many possibilities rather

than the tendency to settle on the worst possible scenario (Jehu, Klassen,

and Gazan, 1986). The client's perspective must be widened to take all

relevant information into account. More realistic considerations can be

made this way. "Distancing refers to the process of a client shifting from a

subjective to an objective perception of her own beliefs, so that they are

no longer regarded as self-evident truths but rather as hypotheses that

may or may not be valid" (Jehu, Klassen, and Gazan, 1986, p. 61).

Briere (1989) concludes that the most important aspects of therapy

with abuse survivors are the generic principles of psychotherapy, A

therapist who is caring, non-exploit¡ve, and reliable coupled with a

therapeutic environment that fosters self-awareness, self-acceptance, and

independence has the most to offer abuse survivors regardless of the

methods or techniques that therapists choose to use as vehicles.

Sexually abused children often take longer to form a trusting relationship

w¡th the therapist that is secure enough to allow them to begin to explore

the actual abuse (Einbender, 1991). This requires great patience from the

therapist, who may feel pressure from other parties (e.9., caseworkers,
parents) to make the child deal with the sexual abuse before the child is
ready to do so.

GHOUP TREATMENT

Group therapy with adolescents usually occurs in conjunction with

some combination of individual, dyadic, and family treatment. At a
minimum it is advisable to have each group member working with an

individual therapist (Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990). The commitment of

a natural support in the client's network ¡s an alternative resource to
explore if the client cannot access individual therapy. Accepting a client

into a group that invites her to expose her pain without first establishing

that she has sufficient resources to support her as she heals, is clearly

doing her a disserv¡ce. A psychotherapeutic aroup can be traumatic for
some clients and will not be appropriate unt¡l individual counselling can

build up their ego strength and reduce the¡r anxiety (Bagley and King,
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1990). This kind of group experience cuts through the clients'natural

defense structures and their awareness of signif icant issues is increased

as they see other members work ¡n the group context. Recover¡ng lost

feelings of anger or grief can be overwhelming and some adolescents

will not be prepared to be this vulnerable or will not have supports

available to them to make ihis a safe option. The advantage of working in

a group mode is the unmatched opportun¡ty it presents to "break through

the isolation, the feeling that no one else can possibly understand, the

feeling of being a freak, the ideas that all incest v¡ct¡ms are qazy, ot

nymphomaniacs, or ugly, or poor, or bad" (Swink and Leveille, 1986,

p.130).

Social support groups or psychoeducational groups are other

opt¡ons to psychotherapeutic groups. Adolescent survivors often have

poor social sk¡lls, lim¡ted age appropriate social¡zation, and distorted or

inadequate knowledge of human sexuality. Psychoeducational or social

support groups can address these deficits w¡thout encountering the same

risks that are part of the healing process in a psychotherapeutic group. lt
¡s ¡mperat¡ve to clearly identify what type of group is being offered when

recruiting clients so that their expectations are realistic. lt is best to plan

for the appropriate group by taking into account resources ava¡lable and

the client population that needs service. Running a smoothly functioning

psychoeducational group will be a more rewarding and growthful

experience for both clients and therapists than having these same people

take part in an under resourced psychotherapeutic group (Crowder and

Myers Avis, 1990).

Goals ot group treatment have both process and content
components.

" Process goals include (1) making the group into a safe

place for its members to discuss their experiences of sexual

abuse, (2) creating clear boundaries for the members,

leaders, and the group as a whole, and (3) structur¡ng the

group to enhance positive interpersonal interact¡ons.

Content goals refer to the type of issues that are addressed
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¡n the group, such as assisting group members to

understand some of the interpersonal and power dynamics

that preceded and permitted their victimization". (Crowder

and Myers - Avis, 1990, p.39)

Process tends to dictate the type of content that will arise. A group

structure that feels safe and predictable to the group members will

encourage the members to make the most of their experience. Th¡s type

of group environment promotes more personal risk taking and g¡ves

adolescents the chance to share their experience and expand the¡r sêlf-

awareness (Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990).

Group experience is especially relevant for adolescents as they are

developmentally becoming far more involved with peer relationships. The

betrayal of trust that the abuse experience has caused will exacerbate

their normal tendency to distance from adults (Crowder and Myers - Avis,

1990). lt provides the opportun¡ty to break down the isolation created by

the abuse experience in a way that individual therapy cannot (Knight,

1990). Being with other adolescents that have been through similar

experiences is seen as a cruc¡al factor in healing (Knittle and Tuana,

1980). The group experience provides a safe milieu for adolescents to
speak because the focus is not always on the ¡ndividual and each

member can participate at their own comfort level. Adolescents also

seem to see the group experience as a social one and may be less

resistant to treatment in this format. Group members act as mirrors for

each other which is sometimes an eas¡er way to address issues. lt is

sometimes easier for vict¡ms to understand that offenders are to be held

responsible for abuse when they are supporting another victim's
disclosure. Recognizing that another group member was not to blame for
the abuse that member has exper¡enced allows listeners to contemplate

that this also holds true in their own abusive experiences. The group also
provides the opportunity to develop new interactive skills in a low risk

setting and to develop a sôcial support network that can exist outside the

group. The cost and time effectiveness factor that group therapy offers are

advantages for the therapists are often c¡ted in the literature (Kitchur and
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Bell, 1989;Crowder and Myers Avis, 1990). There is general consensus

that working with a co{acilitator ¡s âdvantageous as mutual support and a

variety ot skills make working with this intense and volatile population less

stressful. Opinions differ regarding the use of male therapists.

ln setting up a group treatment program careful attention must be

given to the numerous pragmatic decisions that will affect the group

format. For psychotherapeutic groups, where the focus is on process

issues and intensive express¡on of feelings, the format often
recommended is that of short term arrangements (10-16 weeks) where

the adolescent has the option of recontracting for subsequent sessions

(Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990). ln this client-centred framework,

adolescents can leave the group when they feel ready to do so. Crowder

and Myers - Avis (1990) found this to be on average between one and two
years. There appear to be many advantages in this style of group that will

end up being a mixture of some returning members and the new

members that start each cycle. Old members model new behaviors and

skills through their increased comfort with self disclosure. Group

cohesion is strong as returning members have established loyalty to the
group and and have developed trust in the group leaders. Taking breaks

at the completion of the each group cycle (10-16 weeks) creates clear

beginning and ending points for members. This will help create natural

opportunities for people to leave or join the group.

Other models of group structure include 10-12 week sessions

without the opportunity to re-attend. The crit¡cism of short-term

arrangements like this ¡s that it will be increasingly difficult to establish

trust and this can hinder work by keeping interactions on a superficial

level. ïhe Giaretto (1982) model proposes three stages of group

treatment in the "Daughters and Sons United" treatment program. The

first group experience is a 16 week open group that is offered during the

crisis phase following disclosure. The adolescent then moves into the

second group that focuses for 16 weeks on the personal impact of the

abuse and dysfunctional family dynamics. The th¡rd phase is a
psychoeducational group that focuses on human sexuality. There is no
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empirical data that supports an optimum length although some authors

felt that any group treatment over six months overemphasizes the abuse

experience (Kitchur and Bell, 1989). Berliner and MacQuivey (1982)

describe an adolescent group that is ongoing rather than time limited that

would also have the advantage of mixing seasoned members with

newcomers. They admit new members only on the first meeting of every

month for organizational purposes and find that the clients part¡cipate on

average for six months to a year.

Kitchur and Bell's (1989) review of the literature found that authors

vary a great deal on the questions of age of members and group size.

While some recommend no more than a two or three year age span

others have included nine to seventeen year olds in the same group

without significant d¡fficulty. Sugar (1986) supports that three year gaps in

age would be the maximum acceptable range, particularly in early

adolescents (12-14 yeil olds). With large age ranges ¡t is feared that all

members w¡ll not be able to function etfectively ¡n the group because their

developmental tasks are too disparate to allow them to really understand

one another and work effectively. Hazzard, King, and Webb (1986) solve

this argument by proposing that level of maturity is more relevant than

chronolog¡cal age as a cr¡ter¡a on which to ¡udge potential group

members suitability. They fail however, to suggest how a client's level of

maturity could accurately be assessed. For group s¡ze optimal numbers

range from m¡n¡mums of three to four and maximums of s¡x to seven,

although some included as many as ten to twelve without difficulty
(Kitchur and Bell, 1989). Most models see the need for a pre-screening

interview of potent¡al members to assess the girl's ¡nterest in and

appropriateness for the group being offered, as group treatment is not a
panacea for all sexually abused adolescents. The pre-screening meeting

is especially ¡mportant for adolescents as it allows a joining process to

begin that will help reduce iheir anxiety in entering the group (Crowder

and Myers - Avis, 1990). Many clinicians discuss the structuring of

snacks ¡nto the group format as a symbolic way to nurture the group

members (Hazzard, King and Webb, 1986; Porter, Blick and Sgroi, 1982).
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Snack time also provides a natural opportunity for building social skills

and fosters group cohesiveness.

THERAPEUTIC PHOCESS

lncest therapy may take many different formats. The task of

treatment may be " broad or limited, long term or short term" (Sgroi, 1982,

p.107). Most of the literature supports that the recovery process when

address¡ng incest related issues will requ¡re long-term treatment of one to

several years duration (Courtois and Sprei, 1988). lt ¡s also noted

however that some survivors may be overwhelmed by a time-unl¡mited

arrangement without a specific focus and may require the security of time

limits and specific goals. "Adolescent victims are generally more

assertive about the types of therapeutic endeavours they will engage in

and the length of thêir part¡cipation" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.235).

Adolescents can be expected to discuss and negot¡ate what type of

treatment they will accept.

Courto¡s and Sprei (1988) describe a therapeutic process that

involves the survivor addressing the past with a support¡ve ally in order to

find meaning in the abus¡ve experiences, rework the tasks of maturation

that were either missed or experienced prematurely, and grieve the

losses of childhood. Bagley and King (1990) rev¡ew several
complimentary models of treatment that emphasize understanding the

abusive experience by putting the abuse in perspective. Releasing pent-

up emotional energy and restoring and rebu¡lding a sense of self worth

were also seen as important parts of the recovery process (Bagley and

King,1990). Finding meaning in the abuse experience may necessitate

uncovering the meaning that the victim attributed to it at an earl¡er

developmental stage as this ancient definition often fuels continued guilt

and inwardly directed anger (Briere, 1989). When a child real¡zes that

they are being hurt, their knowledge of the world and their limited

cognitive abilities make sense of the experience in very simplistic ways.

Children are taught that adults are always right and only hurt children

when it is deserved by the child (Briere, 1989). Children cannot tolerate
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the idea that their parents, upon whom they are dependent, are bad. This

leads a child to conclude that they (the child) are bad. "The dichotomy

that "either I am bad or they are", especially given the added proviso that

"¡t isn't them", may continue into adulthood in an unconscious, relatively

unchanged form" (Briere, 1989, p.88). Bel¡eving that they themselves are

bad is a more tolerable way for children to make sense of what is

happening. "Although such black and white th¡nking may be appropriate

for the age group of the average child victim, ¡t can be quite problemat¡c

later in life" (Briere, 1989, p.88).

Most of the literature on the treatment of post traumatic stress

emphasizes the need for adequate emotional discharge whatever the

trauma may be (Briere, 1989). Release of emotion is seen as necessary

to accompl¡sh full recovery although trauma often motivates people to

avoid any feeling or events that might remind them of the exper¡ence.

Wheeler and Berliner (1988) recommend emotional catharsis as an

integral part of treatment in children. Briere (1989) points out several

reasons why emotional release may get ¡ncreasingly difficult as victims

gets older. Over time victims learn to suppress the experience of painful

emotion because to recognize it would distract them from their daíly task

of avoiding trauma and maintaining sanity. They develop various coping

strategies to keep feel¡ngs at bay, creating a short-term solution to the

post-abuse trauma. The defenses are seen in f ull strength in
psychotherapy where clients understand that expression of affect is
otherwise quite likely. Emot¡onal release comes to be seen as dangerous

w¡th common fears that they will be overwhelmed by intense affect or that

they will lose control of themselves (Briere, 1989). The clinic¡an must

obviously approach the necessary task of feelings with care and be

prepared to accept all emotions.
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CHAPTER THREE : Adolescents as a Unique
Client Population

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Most of what is known about psychotherapy is based on work done

with adult populations. There is less detailed l¡terature regarding children

as clients and even less that focuses on adolescents and their mental

health issues. There are many developmentaf characteristics of

adolescents that must be taken into account when planning and

implementing therapeut¡c services (Tramontana and Sherretts, 1984).

This review will establish a definition of adolescence and consider their

developmental needs before moving into the subject of treatment for th¡s

age group. Consideration will be given as to how these developmental

tasks might interact with the effects of intrafamilial sexual abuse before

proceeding with a discussion of how treatment is best offered to this
population.

There is a popular understanding that all adolescents will

experience deep emotional d¡fficulty. This life stage is seen as being

characterized by instability, psychic storm and stress regardless of any

extraneous factors (F¡shman, 1988). From this perspect¡ve adolescence

is characterlzed by frequent mood swings, an increased propensity for
acting out, a tendency to use distortions, delusions, and fantasy, a
preoccupation with self, sexuality, and hedonism, and a high intensity of

feelings (Tramontana and Sherretts, 1984). lf all of this was accurate it
would make even "normal" adolescents appear to be qu¡te disturbed at

times. Those adolescents who are also experiencing the aftereffects ot

childhood sexual abuse on top ot this expected turmoil may really be at
odds with their envlronments. ln the last twenty years there has been

some etfort made to test the notion of emotional turbulence in teenagers.

Evidence is accumulat¡ng that supports the opposing position that much

of adolescence is characterized by a more cont¡nuous process of
intellectual, social, and biological development that is relatively
emotionally uneventful (Fishman, 1988; Healy and Stewart, 1984; Offer,
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Ostrov, and Howard, 1981). A review of longitudinal studies (Tramontana

and Sherretts, 1984) concluded that the amount of conflict and turmoil

associated with adolescence is limited and that in reality this population's

sense of competence and self-esteem is high. Healy and Stewart (1984)

present a definition that they feel represents some middle ground in this

discussion. Adolescence is seen as a general course of gradual

b¡ological, intellectual, and social development interrupted by periods of
psychological upheaval and change (Healy and Stewart, 1984). They

argue that most often the psychological upheaval and emotional turmo¡l

are the consequents of psychological transitions that are part of

adolescent development. Any major change in thê life of the adolescent

that involves an increase in novel stimuli and motivates efforts at mastery,

constitutes a significant psychological transition for the adolescent. The

adolescent's experience of the trans¡tion will determ¡ne the emotional

significance and impact of the change (Healy and Stewart, 1984).

Psychological transitions can be related to the developmental tasks

experienced in adolescence that are explored in the ne)d section of this

discussion.

W¡thout a firm understanding of what "normal" adolescence does

or does not look like, mental health professionals will continue to confuse

acting out based on ¡nternal psychological conflicts and rebellion for a
'Jusf' cause. Offer, Ostrov and Howard (1981) use the example that a
young delinquent may actually be telling us more about problems they

are hav¡ng in their family than with their own sexuality or aggression.

Adolescents with severe identity problems or emotional turmoil are not
just experiencing a part of normal growing up. lt is not helpful to ignore

symptomatic behavior by reassuring young people and their parents that

the problems will disappear in time. A history of childhood disturbance

and a gradual rather than sudden onset of symptoms is a poor prognostic

sign in act¡ng out teenagers. ln these cases the symptoms appear to
signify larger, underlying difficulties that have been developing for some

t¡me (Tramontana and Sherretts, 1984). "The clinician needs to be able to

diagnose what is presented to him, yet he can do this only when he has
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a broader perspective on the varieties of adolescent behav¡or that
includes a realistic view of normal adolescents" (Offer, Ostrov, and

Howard, 1981 ,p.128).

DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS
Most observers regard adolescence as one of the most cr¡t¡cal

stages of human development particularly as ¡t prepaÍes one for
psychosocial functioning as an adult (Feldman and Stiffman, 1986;

Crowder and Myers Avis, 1990). Frequently c¡ted tasks of this
development stage or transition period include separating and
individuating from parents; developing satisfying peer attachments, with

the ability to love and appreciate the worth of others as well as

themselves; developing a sense of ¡dentity in familial, social, sexual, and

work âreas; and developing a flexible set of life goals for the future (Knittle

and Tuana, 1980; Offer, Ostrov & Howard, 1981;Allen - Meares and

Shore, 1986). Offer, Ostrov, Howard, and Atkinson (1988) generalise that

as "socializers", adolescents are most concerned with social
relat¡onsh¡ps, particularly ¡n establ¡sh¡ng friendships and develop¡ng a
capacity for empathy w¡th others. As "cognizers", they struggle to
understand the world in a rational, coherent way. lssues of separation

and individuation which are first encountered by the young child are

reexperienced in adolescence at a new level of awareness (Crowder and

Myers - Avis, 1990). This leads to reexamin¡ng and redef¡ning the

adolescent's concept of her limits, personal boundaries, and life tasks.

This life stage is sometimes separated ¡nto early, middle and late

adolescence (Mishne, 1986). lt is felt that each stage represents different

developmental issues and essential psychic transf ormations. ln early
adolescence, from 12-14 years old, there are numerous role changes that

effect the individual (Mishne, 1986). The entrance into junior h¡gh schoot

identifies the departure from childhood and necessitates the adoption of a

new set of reference persons, values, and behaviors. The early
adolescent often feels compelled to exaggerate their independence

which results in rebellious attitudes towards adults and parents in
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particular. ln educat¡on circles junior high school (12-14 yeil olds) is
thought to be the most challenging group with which to work as this
period of life is characterized by the h¡ghest degree of turbulence,

unruliness, bell¡gerence, and defiance (Mishne, 1986). This age group is

also facing the struggle of coming to terms with their changing bodies

which seems to spark a varieiy of react¡ons. Tramontana and Sherretts
(1984) describe this age group as more impuls¡ve, more action-oriented,

less thoughtful, less purposeful, and much more likely to act out. Middle

adolescence, 14 - 17 years old, is characterized by a more ¡ntense

emotional life and a turn¡ng toward heterosexual love concurrent with

increased withdrawal of cathexis from the parents (Mishne, 1986). lt is
reported that cognition has become more realist¡c, objective, and

analytical in this age group. lnterests, skills and talents have emerged

and self-esteem is more stable. Late adolescence, 17 - 18 years old, is

seen as a stage of consolidation and stabil¡zation where more

predictability, constancy of emotions, and mature functioning can be

expected. "There is an increased capacity for abstract thought and

organized application of intelligence" (Mishne, 1986, p.21). Piaget's

theory of cognit¡ve development in adolescence is quoted in the work of

Allen - Meares and Shore (1986). Formal operational thought is believed

to beg¡n in adolescence and should be mastered by late adolescence.

"The adolescent can think abstractly and can cons¡der the range of
possibilities when presented w¡th a part¡cular situation, formulate
hypotheses, and utilize cause and etfect reasoning" (Allen - Meares and

Shore,1986, p.72). Of course cognitive development in adolescents will

proceed at different rates and with varying degrees of success. Some

adolescents will cont¡nue to think in more concrete states and will never

master the ability for abstract thought (Allen - Meares and Shore,1986).

Healy and Stewart (1984) see the adolescent age span embodying a
gradual shift from relatively strong dependence on the family unit to
relat¡ve autonomy and a sense of personal responsib¡lity, but recognize

that some dependence on the family will serve as an anchoring po¡nt in

the l¡ves of adolescents. Whatever definition is accepted, adolescence ¡s
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a developmental period characterized by rapid physical change, str¡ving

for ¡ndependence, exploration and implementation of new behaviors,

strengthen¡ng peer relationship, sexual awakening and experimentation,

and seeking clar¡ty relating to self and one's place in the larger society

(Flencken, 1990).

Attempts have been made to determine what makes the difference

between those who move through these developmental tasks unscathed

and those that struggle. Research indicates that a complex array of
social and psychological factors influence one's transition through this
period (Feldman and Stitfman, 1986; Rencken, 1990). Both the choices

an individual makes in their attempt to meet the challenges as well as the

circumstances that surround them (over which they have little control)

contribute to symptomatic behavior in adolescents and the risk of being

labelled problemat¡c. Rencken (1990) takes a very strong pos¡tion,

arguing that the effects of sexual abuse have been proven to be so broad

based, that until it is definitely ruled out, it's presence should be assumed

in the majority of adolescent problems. The effects of sexual abuse
present special considerations ior this life stage whether the abuse is

historical or current. When working with an adolescent population, the
psychological and emot¡onal difficulties experienced by sexual abuse
vict¡ms must be recognised in light of the developmental tasks that they
are facing (Knittle and Tuana,1980).

DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS IN RELATION TO EFFECTS OF
SEXUAL ABUSE

James and Nasjlet¡ (1983) outline, that in general, sexual abuse is
harmful to a child's development for many reasons including: the loss of

childhood innocence; alienation from peers; pressure on the child
because they are singled out from siblings; burden of keeping the
relationship a secret; the experience of emotions too powerful to be

worked through with a child's mental mechan¡sms; overloading
stimulation and insufficient tension relief; and form¡ng an alliance with

one parent against another. Specific developmental problems related to
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adolescents have also been raised in the literature as they face new

developmental tasks carrying this disruptive baggage with them. Clearly

the experience of sexual abuse during or prior to the onset of

adolescence has a major negative impact on the successful

accomplishment of the necessary developmental tasks. Sexual abuse

violates familial roles and social taboos, thus burden¡ng the v¡ct¡m's

passage through adolescence with a mantle of shame and confusion
(Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990). The adolescents need for peer

relationsh¡ps, a sexual identity, and separation from parents exacerbate

the problems in sexually abusive families. The adolescent is often caught

in the double bind of becoming ¡ncreasingly angry towards the perpetrator

while still feeling the need to protect the family. Self-blame and shame

increase ¡f the adolescent has been taking rewards or extorting favors

(James and Nasjleti, 1983). Adolescents are narcissistic and egocentric

by nature and tend to view causality in terms of themselves which makes

them especially vulnerable to self-blame (Everstine and Everst¡ne, 1989).

Coping with an incestuous env¡ronment tends to consume so much of a
chifd or adolescent's emotional energy that it interferes w¡th their social

development (Everst¡ne and Everstine, 1989). This can be especially

detr¡mental for adolescents as they are expected to be socially maturing

but may have serious deficits. Sexual abuse interferes with the child's
movement through the normal sequence of developmental stages
(Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990). Developmental tasks that are not

achieved at the appropriate age are carr¡ed into later function¡ng. This

can then disrupt normal emotional, cogn¡tive, and behavioral functioning

unless and until they are addressed and healed. Sexually abused

adolescents are often encountering the challenges of adolescence at the

same time as negotiating earlier developmental tasks that have not yet

been successfully completed (Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990).

The dramatic cogn¡tive growth that takes place in adolescence can

cause any unresolved or unrevealed sexual trauma to surface as

concepts that did not make sense before now become clearer. An

adolescent struggles with the problem ¡n new ways as they are more
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aware of the¡r exploitation (James and Nasjleti, 1983). This is relevant

whether the abuse is current, recent or historical. A child of 6 years old

does not understand the full sexual or social meaning of being assaulted

but a 14 yeil old does. Adolescents will have a renewed need to
process the experience in a way that answers the questions that the new

developmental stage has raised (Everstine and Everstine, 1989).

lncreasing cognit¡ve skills allow the first opportun¡ty for reflective analysis

of emotional experience (Taylor and Pr¡tchard, 1980). Adams - Tucker

(1984) points out that although the adolescents increased cognitive

development and soc¡odevelopmental status might be expected to

increase their verbal skills and ab¡l¡ty to communicate, in reality this is not

the case. The regression, fear, or shame that may accompany the

disclosure of abuse make adolescents more hesitant to acknowledge the

problem in an interview than younger vict¡ms.

The development of a new concept¡on of one's sexual self and

the establishment of interactive sexual relationships are normal

developmental tasks of adolescence (Crowder and Myers - Avis, 1990).

Abused adolescents come face to face with the "abnormal¡ty" of their

early sexual exper¡ences as they witness their peers' excitement and

anticipation regarding their developing sexuality. Peers plan and review

together their experimentat¡ons with sexual activity. Adolescent v¡ctims

often adopt one of two e)dreme pos¡t¡ons about sexual¡ty. Some seem to
withdraw from sexuality all together. Others overemphasize their
sexuality through seductiveness or promiscuity that attempts to prove to

themselves and the world that they are not afraid of sexuality. Promiscuity

¡s seen trequently and is explained as an adolescent recreating
components of their abus¡ve experience as a reaction formation or

attempting to deny the anxiety aroused by the trauma (Shapiro and

Dominiak, 1990). Gomes-Schwartz et al. (1990) describe that some

adolescent vict¡ms act out conflicts through sexual¡ty. lt can be d¡fficult to

distinguish sexual acting out from revictimization at times as the abused

adolescent may feel that they are involved in a consensual relationship or

experience that others would clearly define as abus¡ve. Adolescents
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v¡ctimized as children are at a higher risk of being revictimized (Everst¡ne

and Everstine, 1989). These adolescents often put themselves in very

dangerous situat¡ons. Offenders often seem to be able to sense their

increased vulnerability and manipulate opportun¡t¡es to revictimize these
young women.

Wachtel and Scott (1991) integrate Finkelhor and Browne's (1985)

"traumagenic framework" with related developmental tasks.

Traumatic sexualization would directly relate to sexuality, stigmatization is

linked to self concept, powerlessness to etf¡cacy, and betrayal relates to the

ab¡lity to form trust relationships. These developmental tasks all have

increased signiticance in the adolescent life stage. Abuse effects are believed

to manifest over time and will interact w¡th new stressors over the course of

time. One important class of stressors are developmental tasks because

everyone is effected by them (Watchel and Scott, 1 991). "Current reviews of the

l¡terature seem to recognize these developmental triggers but fail to give

adequate attention to them" (Watchel and Scott, 1991 , p.108). The

developmental tasks of adolescence can be expected to produce

"developmentally spec¡fic effects" that were not present in childhood and may

not persist into adulthood (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986b, p.177). Conversely,

certa¡n etfects may be pers¡stent but will be experienced ¡n different forms as a
v¡ctim matures.

Therap¡sts providing treatment to adolescent incest v¡ctims have

consistently noted several issues which need to be addressed in therapy.

Hazzatd, King, and Webb (1986) see emotional reaction of others, court

testimony, and personal emotional reactions as short-term issues for
adolescents. Long-term issues are family relationships, interpersonal

relationships, sexuality, self-esteem, and self-assertion. Knittle and

Tuana (1980) identify common therapeutic issues seen in this population

as ¡solation and alienation from peers, distrust of adults and authority
figures, guilt and shame, fear of intimacy with the therapist and other

adults, anger turned inward in the forms of depression, suicide, and self-

mut¡lat¡on, unmet dependency needs , helpless v¡ctim mentality, and

development of social sk¡lls.
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"rhis is a t.ime when young people are
¡¡oEÈ ínteresteéI ín their sexualíty¡ there
are secondary sex chatacterist,ics
appeating, gtowth Épurts, and important
meþabolic cåanges. lhere is an
excit,eø.ent and a fear about the changes
that are occurting. lhete is a puså to
Ítove away from t.he famìly and a pult to
retuJrn to safety. líâny sexuaTTy abused
ad.oTeacents a¡"e pusbed out of the home
before they are teady, and regtessing
emotionâlLy does noÉ bríng them to a Eate
place, but '"athe'" a plâce of fear and
confueion. Friendshipe are rros t
important ëluring tl¡is tra¡sj tíonal
idlentity time of aëlolescence, hut most
sexualTy abuaed teeoager.É do not have
friends nor do they know how to make
fríends." (Knittle & Tuana, 1980, p.241).

Adolescents living outside of their home environments present

addit¡onal concerns that are rarely discussed in the l¡terature. One study

concluded that children who had experienced d¡srupt¡ons in their family

environment showed more psychopathology 18 months after disclosure

(Gomes-Schwartz et a|.,1990). Children l¡ving away from both parents

had the highest levels of emotional disturbance (Gomes-Schwartz et al.,

1990). It is impossible to determine if this represents children that were

seriously emotionally damaged before the abuse was disclosed or if
separation from the family is the ingredient responsible lor the distress.

Relatively few studies have "attempted systematically to relate maternal

support to child outcomes following disclosure" (Everson, 1989, p.198).

Lack of maternal support is a key factor ¡n setting a negative chain of

events in motion. This chain begins when a ch¡ld must be removed from

their home and family (Everson et al., 1989).
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The nature and meaning of each abuse situat¡on has to be seen in

relation to the developmental status of the victim. lt must also be expected

that certain effects will appear or reappear as issues in relation to the new

developmental tasks that adolescence and other lifestages present. The

corrective experiences provided through individual and group therapy

can support and assisi these young women in coping with their
maturat¡onal conf licts.

TREATMENT PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

One of the most obvious problems that the review of the l¡terature

regarding working specifically with adolescent sexual abuse victims

uncovered is the limited number of cl¡nic¡ans and researchers that
separate this population out from children or adults (Wachtel and Scott,

1991). The wealth of information that addresses treatment issues with

adult survivors can still be relevant but it needs to be kept in mind that

adolescents present unique treatment needs. Sturk¡e (1983) feefs that

any thematic content that is suggested for adult survivors can be modified

to f¡t the developmental tasks with wh¡ch a different client group may be

struggling. For example, adolescent victims may have started dating and

the themes of powerlessness and sexuality are most relevant when

specifically addressed within this context. Feldman and Stitfman (1986)

contend however, that symptomatolagies that appear in adolescence may

be qu¡te different lrom those which occur in adulthood for mental health
problems in general. This would suggest that adolescents need to be

approached as a separate and unique entity and simply modifying adult
issues or treatment methods is not the best way to serve thls population.

Family sabotage is a perennial problem ¡n child psychotherapy but

especially with sexual abuse victims. Hazzard, King, and Webb (1986)

caution that as an adolescent becomes appropriately upset about family

events, becomes more assertive, or becomes emotionally close w¡th her

therapist, family members are likely to feel threatened or upset. Parents

may sabotage therapy at this point by terminating prematurely. There

may also be resistance in more indirect ways such as be¡ng unable to
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organize transportation. With or without parental sabotage, transportation

and inconsistent attendance are frequently mentioned as problems in

providing therapy to children and adolescents (Kitchur and Bell, 1989).

ln working with an adolescent population some practical

suggestions have been made about how to be most etfect¡ve. lt is very

important to have considerable flexibility ¡n therapeutic approach.

Adolescents tend to drop in and out of therapy. They can fluctuate

between feelings of helplessness and independence. They may become

panicked and frightened by either of these positions and attempt to

distance themselves emot¡onally during these times. They also have the

capacity to be uncooperative when they judge that things are going well

then become demand¡ng and want ¡mmediate response when they are in

crisis (Tramontana and Sherretts, 1984). Everstine and Everstine (1989)

suggest that communicating with a traumatized adolescent requires a

delicate balance of reaching out to the hurt and frightened child inside

without offending the client's appropriate striving for independence.

"Both aspects of the adolescent psyche must be worked w¡th ¡n order to

conduct successful treatment and such a feat is not easily accomplished"

(Everstine and Everstine, 1989, p.68). Zayas & Katch (1989) point out

that at times the adolescent client will present ¡n extreme states of

anxiety, panic, or depression and allow the therapist to focus quickly on

the problem. At other times, however, the same adolescent will need

room to approach the problem at a pace that is non-threaten¡ng. The
greatest obstacle to engaging adolescents in treatment may be

establishing trust with them. Developmentally related fears of exposure,

dependency, and loss oi autonomy further compound difficulties in

establishing trust w¡th this age group (Zayas and Katch, 1989).

Tramontana and Sherreüs (1984) offer the following comprehens¡ve list of
practical guidelines for working effectively with adolescents.

7. Be cautíous abouù sensiËive areas ín ad,oTescent
Tife such as appeara nce andt ptLvacy.
2. Do not preveut the adolesëeßt,s desire to feel
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unlque and seperate, í.e. it may not be reassuring
for the client to hear that many others fee! or
behave the sane way and it may cause them to
genetate sttanget syüpþoms.
3. Be firø but compassíonate, sensitive but
strong.
4. Avoid manipulation and autonony struggleÉ in
whích ad.oleÊcent ßay try to engage thetapÍsà
.because they wíIL lose respect for you ít they can
mantpulate you.
5. Avoíd arguments about diÍferences jn
perceptíons and deal primatily wiþb behaviors.
6. Províde st,ructu'"e wit.hout beíng authorÍtarian
by making ex.pectations, st,.uctutes I and
7imítatíons cIear.
7. Be cauúious during petiods of silence or ìn
use of premaÈ,ure ínslght as the adolescent wil7
feel vulnerable 7t therapíst seens to be abJ.e to
magícally teail theír true teelings.
8. Do not eEu¡ate t,he Tanguage, conduct ot ¿ltess
oî the cllent. It may serve to puþ èhem mor.e at
ease buÈ ít does not make the therapist any mo,.e
therapeutic.
9. Remain flexible in approach and avoid
countertîans îerence due to occasional Tack oî
part,icÍpation and co-opetation.
70. Avoíd the u6e of cliches, preachÍng,
futurízíng ot Tectutes as the adoleacent js often
tted to the hete and now.

thai are íøportant to the adolescent.
72. Att.end primatÍIy to the adoleÉcents deeds and
not their wotds.
73. Be sjncere and genuine as adolescents wi77
Iook îor opport,unities ¿o confirm theÍr reasons
fot misërust of a¿lulta.
14. Be consist,ent as true change may be ¿telaye¿l or
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preveÃted wiþhout a conaístent ¿¡¡d persistent
apptoach. (p, 299 )

RESEARCH ON OUTCOME OF PSYCHOTHERAPY

WITH ADOLESCENTS

It is a complex task to measure the success or failure of
psychotherapy with adolescents. There are a number of potentially

confounding factors that can obscure and complicate the appraisal of

therapeutic change in adolescents. The natural course of maturation and

development may cause changes in personality and symptom
manifestat¡on that are difficult to assess. ln long term treatment this is
especially relevant as maturation brings about profound changes in the

ability and behavior of adolescents that confound the effects of therapy.

The adolescent is often experiencing profound ¡nfluences from their

family, peers, and other environmental factors. There may be

simultaneous interventions undertaken by parents, schools, or other

agents. All of this makes isolating the effects of psychotherapy
problematic.

Tramontana and Sherretts (1984) discuss a review they undertook

in 1980 of outcome research that focused on adolescent clients. They

looked for common themes in the research regarding qualities that
adolescents valued in a therapist. The adolescents valued someone that

could engage with them as a real person. The adolescents gave high

ratings to a relaxed, caring person who would reveal appropriate feelings

with spontaneity but who would still rema¡n objective and insightful in

dealing with their problem.

Bagley and Thomlinson (1990) reviewed outcome research and

found that although a wide variety of approaches are documented there is
very little research regarding their outcomes and few appropriate
instruments to measure child sexual abuse treatment programs. They
conclude that a major challenge lies ahead ¡n this area and that at
present program evaluation of adolescent treatment programs ¡s ¡n ¡t's
infancy.
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SECTION TWO - THE PRACTICUM

CHAPTER FOUR : The Practicum : Participants and
Procedures

STRUCTURE
lndividual clients were seen at the Community Resource Clinic

(CRC). Treatment was provided once a week. Duration of service varied

from three to seven months depending on referral date and completion of

an intake session. Prior to the intake session, pertinent information was

gathered and discussed with the adolesceni's Child and Family Service
(CFS) worker. The CFS worker attended the intake session with the

client and was contacted only as necessary after that. Each client also

had a variety of environmental supports that ¡ncluded group home statf,

foster parents, natural parents, step-parents,and grandparents. These

people were valuable sources of information and support at t¡mes. On

several occasions it became necessary to directly involve other members

of the adolescents soc¡al network in the treatment process. This took a
variety of formats including an individual meeting with a client's father
(offender), meetings w¡th a client and group home staff, a planning

meeting with a family and their CFS worker, numerous phone contacts

with a foster parent and two sessions with a client, her stepmother, and

the stepmother's therapist. Two of the mothers were involved in their own

individual treatment at this time, one through the CRC and one through

her own arrangements w¡th a psychiatr¡st. lt should be mentioned here

that the names of all clients and their family members have been

changed ¡n this report to protect their pr¡vacy.

Group treatment was also offered to practicum clients but
participation was voluntary. Two of my clients started their individual

sessions after the group had already commenced so it was not poss¡ble to
give them this option. The group ran for ten weeks and had a

psychoeducational orientation. The group started w¡th s¡x members and

was closed for membersh¡p after the first two sessions, Two members
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attended only once and twice respectively, so the actual membership

turned out to be four. The group was co-facilitated by Luvia Treftlin,

another MSW student completing her pract¡cum at the CRC.

Clients were seen at the CRC for the most part although there were

some interest¡ng exceptions. Debbie lived close to the downtown clinic

so a ritual developed of walking her home at the end of the session.
Carmen at times also required ass¡siance to get home and would get a
ride with me. Over the summer holidays it became difficult for Anna to be

transported to the clinic by group home staff so we met at her home

several times and went for drives, walks, and on one occasion a bike ride.

There were also a few occasions where Anna would get restless in

sessions at the clinic and we would spend part of the session walking in

the commun¡ty. Bonnie always made her own way to the clinic. Our final

meeting took place at her apartment. The purpose of this meeting was to
get her measures completed and to meet her newborn daughter.

Sessions generally went for sixty minutes and were held weekly.

Anna and Debbie requ¡red a lot of flexibility in scheduling over the
summer as they both had many outside activities to accommodate.

SUPERVISION
Walter Driedger provided supervision for my individual cases on a

weekly or biweekfy basis. Walter Driedger was the Director of the
Community Resource Clinic at the time of this practicum and a member of

the Faculty of Social Work, Supervision included some review of taped
sessions (video and audio) as well as ongoing consultation and case
planning. Dr. Laura Mills supervised the group treatment on a bi-weekly
basis. Dr. Mills is a clinical psychologist and is the Clinical Supervisor of
group therapy at the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Centre. Supervision
included sharing of resource materials and bi-weekly consultation.
Discussion in consultations focused on planning, reviewing members
reaction to mater¡al in session, and group dynamics.

Walter Driedger, Laura Mills and Dr. Barry Trute of the Faculty of Soc¡al

Work made up my practicum committee.
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REFERRAL PROCESS

At the time of this practicum Child and Family Service agencies

were set up for seven different regions of Winnipeg. Referrals were to

come from Central Winnipeg as that was the agency that specifically

made the request for services. ln January 1991 the agency referred 4

girls that seemed appropriate for this practicum and the abuse

coordinator for Central CFS was to continue canvassing workers for more

referrals. By March only three more adolescent females had been

referred from Central region. Of these seven in total only two eventually

agreed to or were appropriate for this practicum. Reasons that the

referrals d¡d not work out included the adolescent moving out of the area,

enter¡ng a placement that provided treatment, and workers suggesting

client's who were not prepared to be ¡n counselling. ln April in an attempt

to increase referrals, Northwest CFS and Ma Mawi Wi Chi ltata Centre

were contacted. Two referrals came through Ma Mawi W¡ Chi ltata but

one was much too young and the other chose not to be involved.

Northwest's Abuse Coordinator let workers in the agency know about my

project but only three referrals were made. Of these three, two were not

inteÍested once the service was made available and the other one

attended for 4 sessions before she moved out of the city. These sessions

were held outside of the clinic as this g¡rl had no way to get downtown.

Sessions would be held in locations closer to her home, parks and
restaurants, as I had to go pick her up and I was not prepared to spend

too much time in transit. By June referrals from Central had totalled nine.

Of these nine, three were engaged in ongoing treatment, two attended

intake sessions and rescheduled but never returned, and four declined or

became inappropriate. At the end of June four other clients from Central

were picked up from a departing student's caseload. Of these four one

remained engaged in treatment for nine sessions, one for three sessions,

one for two sessions, and the fourth client had not really engaged with the

original therap¡st and chose to not continue with me. Of these 18

referrals only two were engaged in therapy with me at the start of the

group. One dropped out after the first session and chose not to
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participate in the group and the other took part in the group when she was

not absent from her placement. Three other participants in the group

became my individual clients after the group ended and are included in

the description of the cases that were picked up from the departing

student. ïhe table below summar¡zes the eventual disposition of all

referrals fielded. This time period was a very frustrating part of the clinical

work as so mâny of the referrals eventually fell through.

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF REFERRALS AND OUTCOMES

INTERVENTION
lnterventions in this practicum are based on the model of treatment

developed by Wheeler and Berliner (1988). The therapeutic interventions

that they propose are based on their conceptualization of the abuse

experience as traumatic to the child victim. The child's victimization and

experience are the immediate focus of therapy and indivldual or group

therapy are the primary modalities recommended.

Specific ¡nterventions are described in Chapter Two of the literature

review under the heading individual therapy. All interventions attempted
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to continually gather information that clarifies the v¡ctims beliefs and

attitudes about their experience of sexual abuse. Distorted beliefs were

corrected through interventions based on a model Jehu, Klassen, and

Gazan (1986) provide for cognitive restructuring.

Before attempting to undertake therapy that focuses on the child's

victimizat¡on I realized that it was necessary to establish a safe

therapeut¡c environment for the child and build a therapeutic alliance.

Wr¡ght, Everett, and Ro¡sman (1986) see establishment of intimacy as the

first stage in the evolution of psychotherapy w¡th children. "This is the

foundation for change, and little can be expected to occur ¡n the

therapeutic relationship w¡thout it " ( Wright, Everett and Roisman, 1986,

p.29). "The initial focus of the therapist must be directed toward

establ¡shing an intimate relationship with the child, since intimacy is the

medium in which therapeutic growth occurs" (Wright, Everett, and

Roisman, 1986, p.31). ln my work it was imperative to acknowledge with

the child that we worked together because of their sexual abuse

experience but also inform them that we would only approach the subject

at the pace that they were able to tolerate as safety and trust developed in

our relationship. Briere (1989) suggests that the survivor's internal state
must always be mon¡tored w¡th regard to pace of therapy as a common

danger is to move faster than the cl¡ent can tolerate.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

Assessment and evaluation involved both informal and
standardized measures. Ihere are no psychological measures that
specifically assess the impact of child sexual abuse (Wheeler and

Berliner, 1988) so a combination of measures was considered to assess

self-esteem, experience of trauma, and beliefs about sexual abuse. Pre

and post tests were completed for the Rosenberg Self Esteem

Questionnaire, the lmpact of Events Scale, and a psychoeducational

scale.

The Rosenberg Self - esteem scale (Robinson and Shaver, 1973)

was developed as a self-report measure of the selÊacceptance aspect of
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self-esteem. There are 10 items on the scale, one half of which indicate

high self esteem and the other half ind¡cating low self-esteem. The

respondent answers using a four point scale that ranges from strongly

disagree to strongly agree. Tradit¡onally the items are scored only as

agreement or disagreement regardless of whether ¡t ¡s a strong or
moderate response, rece¡ving e¡ther a 0 or a 1. Moran and Eckenrode

(1992) describe an alternative method of scoring that they duplicated from

a 1986 study they cite by Sch¡lling and Savin-Williams . Moran and

Eckenrode (1992) made use of the system that Schilling and Savin-

Williams developed and evaluated, where each answer ¡s scored 0,1,2, or

3. This four step method demonstrated s¡gn¡ficantly greater person -

separation reliability than the two step method (Moran and Eckenrode,

1992). A score of 0 then is given when the answer is "strongly agree" to a

statement indicating low self-esteem or "strongly disagree" to a statêment

indicating high self-esteem, a 1 given when the answer is "agree" to a
statement indicating low self-esteem or "disagree" to a statement
indicating low self-esteem, and so on. This produces a range of scores

from 0 - 30. This practicum made use of the latter scor¡ng method as it
was seen as producing more meaningful results.

The lmpact of Events scale was devised to measure the stress

associated with traumatic events (Horowitz, Wilner, and Alvarez , 1979). lt
is easily used to repetitively track the response to a specific traumatic

event over a period of time. The measure provides two subscûres for
intrusive and avoidance experiences. This scale has been proven to be

reliable and a sensitive ind¡cator of change. lt has been used with people

of various educational, economic, and cultural backgrounds, and all seem

able to understand ¡t and seem comfortable with it .

The educational scale entitled "Th¡ngs To Think About and Things

To Learn" was adapted from a psychoeducational questionnaire

developed by Melanie Grace and Dr. Kathryn Saulnier for a practicum

done in 1984 (Grace, 1984). They developed their 12 item survey with

true or false responses based on common misunderstandings about
sexual abuse ¡n the general population. My version used 8 of their items,
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changed three to either simplify the language and take the focus otf of a
parent responding, and d¡scarded one item. To this I other items were

added. The Grace/Saulnier (1984) scale was developed for use with

parents that were being assisted in the cr¡s¡s stage, following the

disclosure of sexual abuse in their families, to measure their knowledge of

sexual abuse. They felt ¡t would indicate areas that needed to be

included in the educational component of the¡r ¡ntervention. As victims of

child sexual abuse are often trying to make sense of their experience it

seems important to assess the level of intormation they are working from

and take the opportun¡ty to correct some of the misconceptions they may

have developed. Morison and Greene (1992) developed a 40 item child

sexual abuse questionnaire based on areas where there appears to be a

general consensus in the literature. They employed a 6-point L¡kert scale

that gave respondents the chance to indicate the extent to which they

agree/disagreed with a statement, w¡th 1 indicating strong agreement and

6 indicating strong disagreement. Th¡s measure would have been very

useful as it is very thorough and stays away from subjective quest¡ons

about feelings/responses. ln hindsight it was obvious that the wording of

some of my questions implied that certain responses are typical and that

the girl may have responded negat¡vely if she herself had not

experienced that reaction or be at a different point in the processing of

the event. The two questions that raise this concern are #15 ("A lot of

children who have been sexually abused feel very angry") and #16

("Children who have been sexually abused sometimes think that they are

ugly or look different than other children"). The other 18 questions could

probably stand up to the same standard that Morison and Greene (1992)

used where the correct responses are linked to specific references in the

l¡terature. See Appendix 1.

lhe formal measures were not used in any way during the
treatment sesslons. For the few clients where they were g¡ven the option

of discussing the results there was no interest shown ¡n looking at the

measures once they were completed. As a clinician unfamiliar with the

use of standardized measures I gave the scores l¡ttle attention unt¡l it was
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time to wr¡te up my pract¡cum exper¡ence. lt seems worth ment¡oning that

it was a pleasant surprise to see evidence of change in positive directions

on the maiority of the scales.

lnformal assessment will use Finkelhor and Browne's (1984, 1988)

conceptualization of traumagenic dynamics as a guide to organize and

categorize my understanding of each client's unique experience of sexual

abuse.

The model of traumagenic dynamics will be considered useful in
providing informat¡on about the possible effects of abuse that may be

relevant for each case. lt fits well w¡th Wheeler and Berliner's (1988)

work in that it assesses the potential for trauma and allows clinicians to

ant¡c¡pate effects that might be expected. "Once an assessment was

made about the experience according to the four traumagenic dynamics,

a clinician should be able to draw inferences about what some of the
predominant concerns of the victim would be, and also some of the

subsequent difficulties that might be expected" (Finkelhor and Browne,

1985, p.195).

"Consideration of the level of suppori and of the family environment

of the victim should also be part of any clinical assessment conducted

with these cases" (Conte and Berliner, 1988, p.90). No formal measure

was used for this but it was considered at intake and termination.

SIMILAFITIES AND DIFFERENCES AMONG CLIENTS
Ot the four cases that will be profiled there are surprising

similar¡t¡es as well as an interesting range of differences. The two 13 year

olds, Anna and Debbie, would be classified as young adolescents.
Carmen was mid-adolescent (15 years of age) and Bonnie was in late

adolescence (17 years of age). The young adolescents were the most

involved in act¡ng out behaviors and presented difficulties ¡n gett¡ng along

with peers. The mid-adolescent was the most involved in self-
introspection and presented no behavior problems. The late adolescent
was ¡n the process of launching ¡nto an independent living situation and

was several months pregnant when we met. Before learning of her
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pregnancy, Bonnie had ongoing struggles with alcohol and truancy.

Anna, Bonniê, and Debbie were all living in placements outside their

fam¡l¡es and had been for several years. Their abuse had occurred

between 2- 6 years ago. Carmen was different in that her abuse had just

been recently disclosed and was still occurring at the time of disclosure.

This family was still ¡n immediate crisis. lt is interesting that Carmen

eventually did go into foster care but this occurred after our work together

had terminated. Anna and Carmen were both supported by their mother

and step-mother when the abuse was discovered. They were

appropriately protected and the women moved away from the offenders.

They both came into care later because of other issues in the family.

Bonnie and Debbie were not supported by their mothers and came

directly into foster placements for this reason. Three of these girls were

abused by at least two ditferent offenders. Offenders included biological

fathers, mother's partners, and brothers. Two of the girls talked about

incidents of physical abuse as well. All of them witnessed physical

violence between their parents. One girl was Metis, one was a South

American immigrant, and the other two were Caucasian. All except

Carmen had grown up in the city of Winnipeg.

Anna and Bonnie were the most unpredictable attenders. Bonnie

was hit and m¡ss in attending throughout the 6 months I knew her but was

usually consistent in taking the time to cancel appointments. Bonnie took

two months to agree to attend an intake appointment after her ¡nit¡al

referral and was clearly the most ambivalent of these four clients about

engaging in treatment. Anna's attendance was similarly hit and miss

from one week to the next but only because of transpôrtation problems

and frequent unauthor¡zed absences from her placement. Anna did not

seem to have much choice about her attendance if she was at the group

home, as the staff would drive her down. ln this sense she could be

considered the least voluntary of my four clients. There were two time
per¡ods where she missed for 2-3 sessions in a row because of extended

absences from her placement. Carmen and Debþie were very steady

attenders.
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At my point of termination two of the g¡rls, Carmen and Debbie,

indicated a strong desire to continue therapy w¡th anoiher student.

Bonnie was clearly not interested in furiher work and Anna remained

somewhat ambivalent. Anna later did continue in therapy at the CRC but

there was a lapse of several months.

GROUP SUMMARY
This section will discuss the composition, timeframe, agenda and topics

used in the group that was facilitated as an adjunct to this practicum. As the

group experience was not the main focus of the practicum and was only

participated in by two of the four clients summarized in this report a discussion

of group process will not be put forth. The clients individual participation in the

group and evaluat¡on is included in their respective summaries.

The group started out with 7 members and a spot was being kept open

for another girl who intended to come but could not make the first meeting. Only

2 of the girls were from my individual caseload while the other 6 made up

Luvia's caseload. One client from my contingent dropped out after the f¡rst

session and never did attend an individual session besides ¡ntake. A client of

Luvia's also stopped attending at th¡s point . The client that did not make the

first session later decided she was not ¡nterested in attending. After the 3rd

session another of Luvia's clients decided the group was not appropr¡ate for her

and stopped attending. At that point we reached a core of 4 regular attenders.

This core was made up 3 children that were in foster care and one who lived

with her mother. ïhe age range was 11 - 14. Two of the girls that dropped out

were older than thÌs age range by a few years. For all of the regular attenders

this was their f irst group treatment experience.

The group was scheduled to run for 10 weeks but turned out to be I
because of a statutory holiday and the school year ending sooner than was

realized. Any make up sessions proved imposs¡ble to coordinate between 6
people's schedules. There had also been some hold up in beginning the group

to accommodate the school Spring break. The group ran every Monday from

late April to mid June. Sessions were held from 4:15 - 6:00 p.m. The clinic was

not open to other cl¡ents on this evening. We started out meeting ¡n large
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interview rooms th¡nking that the ¡ntimacy would provide more safety for the

participants. ln actuality it felt contrived to be crowded into a small space and

produced a level of ¡ntimacy the partic¡pants could not seem io tolerate. Atter

the 2nd week we began to hold the session in the central meeting space of the

clínic. This space proved to be ideal. There was a central table area that was a
gather¡ng place for snack and group discussion. There was plenty of room to

accommodate people working on individual assignments with privacy but in the

same room which made supervision easier. The large space also allowed for
group activ¡ty that cou¡d get act¡ve and boisterous. There was also a couch

area that was an alternative gathering place for discussions that seemed to feel

more intimate. The walls of this room were textured glass and provided worry

free opportunity to tack up whatever visual aids we needed.

After the first week a pattern was established as to how we would

approach each session. Depending on how the group was responding to
topics/activ¡ties the agenda would be adjusted. Th¡s sometimes took the form of

staying longer on a topic than anticipated or moving quickly through things but

for the most part the pattern remained intact. Snack time was provided at the

beginning of each session as ¡t provided a natural way to br¡ng people together

and accommodated people joining in as they arrived. Late in the snack time we

would go through a check in activity that involved everyone sharing one good

thing and one bad thing that happened to them in the last week. We would then

proceed into an icebreaker or group building exerc¡se that took many ditferent

forms. After this any points of business within the group were discussed. This

would lead into introducing the specific topic of the week on which information

would provide the focus for and activ¡ty and discussion. This was really the
meat of the session and would be expected to take up the most time, 20 - 30

minutes. To wind down a relaxation and or self nurturing activ¡ty would be

¡ntroduced. The group always ended with each girl spending some t¡me
journalling which also provided an opportun¡ty to correspond with the

facilitators. The girls left their journals at the clinic and were aware that during

the week Luvia and I would spend time reading and responding to what they

had written.

The topics we attempted to cover ¡n the group were gathered from other
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models of psychoeducat¡onal groups. They included 3 session geared to

covering information specific to sexual abuse and the feelings associated with

this exper¡ence. Other topics covered included offenders, non-offending

parents, assert¡veness skills, relationsh¡ps w¡th males, personal safety, values

clarification, and sex education. The group section started with an introductory

sess¡on where goals and group rules were established and ended w¡th a party

to celebrate the¡r participation.
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CHAPTER FIVE : CASE STUDY I - BONNIE

PFESENT SITUATION

Bonnie was a 16 year old girl who was referred to the Community

Resource Clinic in February. She did not agree to come into an intake

appointment until the 6th of May and was amb¡valent about agreeing to therapy
at all. Bonnie lived in a foster home in the inner c¡ty. The foster parent's name
was Lynne. Bonnie had been dating her 22 year old boyf riend Jack for 1 .s
years. Bonnie's mother, Sara, lived in Winnipeg. Bonnie and Sara visited

when Bonnie initiated the contact but this had been infrequently. Bonnie had

three older brothers that do not live with Sara. She saw her brothers more

frequently than she saw Sara.

Bonnie found out she was pregnant in March and was due in October.

She was scheduled to have an abortion but changed her mind at the last

minute. At the point of intake she was planning to raise the child herself but was

aware that the CFS worker had serious concerns about her ability to do this.
Bonnie saw engaging ¡n therapy as one of the ways she could prove to her
worker that she was preparing to be a parent. Bonnie had recenily switched to
a special school program for pregnant students.

ABUSE HISTORY

Bonnie first came into the care of Child and Family Services when she
was 11 years old because of physical abuse by her mother. At that time she
was refusing to go home and l¡ve with Sara . She later disclosed to her worker
that her mother's common law husband, Lee, had raped her when she was 5
years old. He continued to sexually abuse her until she was 11 years old.

When Sara was informed of this she accused Bonnie of coming onto Lee and
called Bonnie a bitch. After being in care for awhile Bonnie returned home for
a short period of time. Lee was out of the picture and Sara had a new common
law, Frank. Frank attempted to rape Bonnie. Bonnie again disclosed the abuse
to her CFS worker. Sara did not support that Bonnie was tell¡ng the truth at that
time. Bonnie became a permanent ward of CFS and has remained in foster
care.
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FAMILY HISTORY

Bonnie's father died when she was I months old but she maintained a

relationsh¡p w¡th her paternal grandparents. She had also ma¡ntained visiting

relationships with numerous maternal aunts and uncles. Bonnie was Metis but

¡t is unclear ¡f this was the race of one or both both parents. Bonnie had

difficulty accepting this ¡nformat¡on as she had strong negative feelings about

Native people. Sara has had a problem with alcohol for a long period of time.

Sara had also chosen io stay w¡th two d¡fferent offenders when her daughter

disclosed sexual abuse. Sara had been very non-supportive to Bonnie and

seemed unable to respond to the needs of her children in general.

When Bonnie first came into care she was at Jessie group home. She

remained there for three years. The placement eventually broke down

because Bonnie frequently ran away and went drinking. At that point she

returned to Sara's home for a short period. She came back into care again in

the Spring of 1989, after the attempted assault by Frank. Bonnie stayed in a

receiving home for awhile before being placed with an adult cousin. This
placement proved to be inappropriate and did not last long. The cousin was in
her early tvventies and not mature enough to be a stable role model for Bonnie

or provide a consistent environment. Bonnie returned to the receiving home

until the Spring of 1990 when she moved into her present foster placement w¡th

Lynne.

Bonnie described that she had no real relationship w¡th her mother

because lhey are unable to communicate with each other. Bonnie felt that she

did not trust anyone in her family because " they all have big mouths" and told

each other everyone else's business. Bonnie could think of several examples
when information she had trusted with one family member was spread

throughout the family. Bonnie felt the only relationships that she trusted were

with Jack and Lynne. lt was also reported that Bonnie and her CFS worker,

Kate, had developed a close and meaningful relationship. They had worked

together for over four years. At the t¡me of intake however, the¡r relationship

was quite strained because of decision mak¡ng around Bonnie's baby and a
cancelled lunch appointment. Bonnie did not appear to have any other strong

supports in her life.
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PRESENTING CONCERNS

ln the year that Bonnie had been with Lynne she had developed qu¡te a
predictable pattern of taking otf with an older male cousin every 3rd weekend to
go dr¡nking. The CFS worker was concerned that Bonnie may be involved in a

sexual relationship with this cousin and that she may be an alcoholic. Before

the pregnancy Kate was very concerned that Bonnie was spinning her wheels
for the last few months and was becoming increasingly stuck in a negative
pattern. Bonnie seemed to have found new motivation to get herself organized

since becom¡ng pregnant. She had been falling behind in school before the
pregnancy but seemed quite comm¡tted to her new program. The worker

remained concerned about Bonnie's ability to parent because of her lack of

supports, her drinking problem, and her unresolved issues around her sexual

abuse.

Bonnie's concerns centred around doing whatever she could to prove to
Kate that she was prepared to be a parent. Bonnie acknowledged that
although she was happy about the pregnancy she was nervous about it and

would like to talk about this in our time together. Bonnie was clear from the

beginning that she was not very interested in talking about her family. Bonnie

did not feel that her drinking was problematic and did not want to engage on
this topic either. Bonnie had shared with Kate that she was not comfortable

talking about her sexual abuse. Bonnie felt focusing on abuse related material

would be ditficult because she was shy and did not want other people to know

about the abuse. Bonnie remained apprehensive about engaging in treatment.

At first she agreed only that she would come the next week and see how she felt
atter that. Bonnie was very determined that she would remain in control of our

work together. lt seemed to intr¡gue her that this control would be g¡ven to her

without any haggling. Bonnie seemed to appreciate that I was a neutral party

and not connected to the same agency that employed Kate. As she was
presently mad at Kate this worked strongly in my favour to get at least the initial

commitment for attendance from Bonnie.

Developmentally Bonnie was preparing for independence and
parenthood at the same time. She presented as very mature in her th¡nking and

actions and seemed older than her 16 years at times. This fluctuated with a less
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mature, impulsive presentat¡on where she became a young woman looking for

direction.

PROCESS

Bonnie's pattern of attendance seemed to reflect her ambivalence about

attending therapy. She attended 7 sessions including the intake session to

which Kate brought her. There was also one home visit to facilitate termination

and completing scales after her baby was born. ln total we met 8 times in 6

months. Bonnie attended 4 sessions in a row in May. At this point she seemed

most mot¡vated to prove to Kate that she was capable of keeping this

commitment and doing her part in preparing to parent. Bonnie called to cancel

her first two appo¡ntments ¡n June, attended 1 in mid June, then became

inaccessible until July 24. She called to make appointments for the 24th and

S lst of July but missed both of them. She kept appointments on August 6 and

September 23 but cancelled three others in this lime period.

On most occasions Bonnie called to cancel and reschedule ahead of

time. When she was challenged as to whether she would prefer a different

scheduling pattern she ins¡sted that she preferred to make weekly

appointments. On one occasion after she had cancelled for several weeks in a

row she became agitated when I could not fit her in when she desired. She

wanted an appo¡ntment made for the following day and insisted that she was

only available at one certain time. She was mad that I could not rework my

schedule around her request but I felt I needed to be firm that she was being

unreasonable. Bonnie was always offered alternative appointments when
possible . There was one 5 week period in June and July when there was no

communication between us. I gave her two weeks before I act¡vely tried to
contact her. After several weeks of not reaching her at her home I was

informed by the worker that she was staying with an aunt while her foster parent

Was away. By the time Bonnie contacted me 5 weeks had passed and another

2 weeks went by before she actually came in for an appointment. Bonnie said

thls lapse was not because she did not want to come to therapy but because of

logistics. Her aunt lived too far away to get back and forth from the Clinic.

ln sp¡te of this scheduling nightmare, Bonnie always came in prepared to
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work. She let herselt engage more and more with me and galned some degree

of comfort in the therapeutic relationship. ln her last session in September she

spoke very clearly about her relationship with her mother and opened up on an

emotional level without getting sarcastic or superficial . Bonnie resisted any

attempt to discuss the possibility of continuing work with another student after I

left. She was clearly of the opinion that she had done her time ¡n treatment.

ISSUES and THEMES

Bonnie's pregnancy demanded that she work through many decisions.

ln the month prior to her intake she had planned to have an abortion but

changed her mind at the last minute. Jack had been encouraging her to go

through with this plan. Bonnie then talked about raising the baby herself but

was not real clear how this could be accomplished . Two months into our work

together she informed me that she then planned to give the baby up for

adoption. Bonnie had not discussed this decision with her CFS worker yet.

She talked about this change of heart with little affect except that Jack was
pleased with the dec¡sion. Bonnie became very unavailable after ihis session.

By the time of our next meet¡ng, 7 weeks later, Bonnie was again planning to
keep her baby. She talked of her plans excitedly and without regret. At the
point where she accepted that she was act¡vely planning to keep her baby
Bonnie became increasingly interested in discussing her relationship with her

mother. This was frequently introduced by acknowledgements that she would

be a ditferent type of parent than her mother had been. After several weeks of

this Bonnie began to accept my challenges to consider factors that influenced

Sara's parenting. Bonnie felt she could forgive her mother but realized she
must also still approach a relationship with her cautiously. When discussing her
mother the only emotion that was ever brought out seemed to be pity on one
occasion. Bonniê telt sorry for Sara because she was living with a man that
Bonnie felt was a derelict. Bonnie made the connection that her mother's lack

of self esteem and her struggle w¡th alcohol led to poor decision making.

Bonnie presented a paradox of being very mature in her understanding of this

situat¡on but naively hoping that some "prince" would come rescue her Mom.

Bonnie allowed a gradual approach to the subject of sexual abuse and
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her experiences. For the most part she was in control of the discussion of

sexual abuse but would tolerate some probing. A probe stood an equal

chance of being received w¡th a terse response to deflect the topic or inviting

some level of ¡ntrospection. The first time I offered a video that dramatized one

family's experience of incest, Something About Amelia (Hanley, 1983), Bonnie

accepted but with a safety plan in place. Bonnie agreed to watch the movie but

warned me that she cÐuld only stay for 20 minutes of the session because of
another commitment, With this control g¡ven to her Bonnie showed the courage

to approach a ditficult subject. Bonnie then surprised herself and me by staying
for an hour past the or¡ginal deadline she had set. Bonnie watched the movle

intently, She became fidgety after the character in the movie made her

disclosure but this was the only display of anxiety. Bonnie was able to talk
about some of the dysfunctional characteristics of the father - daughter
relationship ¡n the movie. The movie was Bonnie's first opportun¡ty to share

someone else's experience of abuse. Afterwards she was engaged in a
discussion about common after effects experienced by and seen in incest

victims.

After the 7 week break Bonnie came back in the mind frame with which

she had started therapy , i.e.," my abuse happened a long time ago so what's
the big deal" ; "it doesn't bother me". At this point she added a new variable

that I had not heard before. Bonnie said it did not bother her to talk about the

abuse as it was behind her. The only part that bothered her about it was trying
to understand why someone would want to be sexual with a young child. She
accepted the information I gave her about different explanations put forth
regarding causation of sexual abuse of children. I kept her on the subject and
gently challenged her perception that the abuse did not bother her anymore . I

suggest€d that she may have issues to work through regarding the aftermath of
the abuse because in her case, as in many, the family's reaction had the most
lasting effect on Bonnie's experience of sexual abuse. Bonn¡e recognized that
her family, although they say they believe her disclosures, had been unable to
support her or protect her. She acknowledged that it was diff¡cult to accept th¡s

know¡ng that they still were friends with one of her otfenders. For the most part

she felt her family prefened to avoid the subject and she had come to accept
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this. She described confusion around the love/hate relationship she has with

her mother but did not link this to any of the abuse issues.

THERAPEUTIC STEPS

Bonnie was very cautious about letting herself get too involved in the

therapeutic process or in establishing a relationship with the therapist. Letting

her set a slow and disjointed pace was somewhat frustrating but seemed to be

the only way to make this endeavour safe for her, Patience and flexibility, with

limits, seemed to make this a workable relationship. Bonnie was less

ambivalent towards therapy once my role was clarified. lt was paramount that

Bonnie understood that my position was neutral regarding whether she gave

the baby up for adoption or whether she would choose to raise the baby.

Bonnie felt safer discussing her parent¡ng options, plans, and concerns once

she realized that this would be supported by the therapist as a mature way to
resolve a "normal" struggle. Bonnie and the therapist addressed issues that

any young, first time parent should spend time considering. As more trust

developed the therapist could confront and challenge Bonnie with information

that indicated that parenting was potentially an even more difficult task for

someone coming from her background. Present parenting concerns were

intertwined with historical concerns about how Bonnie had been parented by
Sara. This approach to tamily issues made this topic safe for Bonnie.

Approached from other directions Bonnie had been reluctant to discuss her

mother. Bonnie was encouraged to examine how Sara's parent¡ng had

etfected Bonnie and her brothers. Some problem solving was then done

around specific, difficult situations that the tamily had been through. This
involved rescripting these events with Bonnie. She was given the control to
make the parental decisions and developed concrete, appropriate alternatives.
This exercise reinforced for Bonnie that she had the opportunity and knowledge

to parent in a different manner than Sara.

Bonnie seemed to manage the anxiety that sexual abuse produced with
strong defense mechanisms of avoidance and denial that she had practised

over the years. Bonnie clearly wanted to believe that the experience was long

behind her and that it did not evoke strong feelings for her. Her curiosity for
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information about sexual abuse indicated that there were ¡ssues she wished to
work on just under the surface of her detached presentation. Bonnie was

especially interested in material regarding other people's experience of

childhood sexual abuse and offender's motivations. lnformation was shared

with Bonnie on these topics through discussion, written materials, and video
presentat¡ons. Bonnie's enthusiasm for getting to work when she did show up

coupled with the number of times she did not show up seemed to indicate the

struggle she continued to have in approaching the subject in any steady

fashion. The only way to manage her anxiety seemed to be to allow her to
proceed at her own pace wh¡le gently prompting her. lt was unclear whether

the int¡macy of the relationship bothered her as much as the subject of abuse.

The two factors probably worked together at some level to make trust very slow
in developing. lf one kept in mind the reluctance that this client showed initially it
was felt that success occurred in th¡s area as some headway was made.

Bonnie could clearly articulate her inability to trust people. Her hesitancy to
commit to treatment was further evidence of the struggle she had w¡th trust
issues. Wheeler and Berliner (1988) describe that what begins as an

experience with one person becomes the basis for overgeneralized responses

to many. Bonnie had learnt to approach all relationships with caution and the
therapeutic relationship was no exception. The reliable, safe, and predictable

relationship that the therapist continually offered to Bonnie hopefully provided

an alternative model that competed with her negative expectations.

The socially learned responses of maladaptive beliefs, behaviors, and

attitudes that Wheeler and Berl¡ner (1988) label the second major pathway to
postabuse maladjustment, were ditficult to uncover wlth Bonnie. She never felt
safe enough to disclose any of her beliefs about the sexual abuse except for
those that were socially appropriate. Bonnie said all the right th¡ngs about
placing blame on the offender and understanding a child's inability to glve

consent. lt was hypothesized that Bonnie presented an intellectual

understanding of abuse issues that ignored the underlying maladaptive

components that caused her much pain. This unacknowledged material
continued to influence her beliefs, behaviors and attitudes.

This experience in treatment hopefully demystified the process of
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therapy for Bonnie. Bonnie seemed to initially believe that she could be

magically transformed through treatment. She always wanted me to direct and

set extensive agendas for each meeting. Over time Bonnie became more

comfortable w¡th the ¡dea that she would determ¡ne how we spent our time

although I would always have several suggestions to prompt and guide her

work. Expecting this input from her made her a more act¡ve and responsible

participant. Bonnie was not allowed to get away with "just putting in her time" to
prove something to her CFS worker. Bonnie was surprised that I did not

respond to the demands she initially placed on me to orchestrate all aspects of

treatment. When given some choices to make as to how we would proceed

Bonnie at f¡rst tried to "wait me out' through silence. The therapist modelled that

the silence did not make me uncomfortable and that she was still expected to

make some decisions. This was done in a gentle and playful way so that

Bonnie felt safe com¡ng out of her defensive, withdrawn posture. There were

many indicators that Bonnie enjoyed our relationship despite her predisposition

to hate therapy.

The etfects of the sexual abuse for Bonnie seemed to be clustered

in the stigmatization and betrayal categories proposed by Finkelhor and

Browne (1986). Bonnie was deeply betrayed by her mother and other
family members inability to support her. Bonnie needed a great deal of

support to ventilate emot¡ons around this betrayal. Once Bonnie

developed more comfort in expressing anger about this situation it was

expected that grieving the loss of supportive relationships with family

members would be a significant therapeutic focus. "A strong therapeutic
alliance and improved self-concept may be prerequisites to catharsis

because the expression of emot¡ons may be very threatening or terrifying"
(Courtois and Sprei, 1988, p.288). As Bonnie did not have these
prerequis¡tes in place it seemed positive that she had at least been able to
recognize and label her anger towards these people. Another effect of
betrayal that F¡nkelhor and Browne (1988) consider is extreme forms of
dependency. People worried that Bonnie's relationship with Jack was one

of great dependency because he was considerably older and they had

been together for sometime without making a real emotional connection.
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ln my work with Bonnie this d¡d not seem like a problematic area as she

presented that she was capable of independent thought and action, She

did not seem overly reliant on Jack and seemed to protect her own

interests. Bonnie had so few supports in her life it did not seem beneficial

to challenge Bonnle's perception of this relationship, regardless of what

other people in her life believed.

The traumagenic model suggests that poor self esteem, a sense of

differentness, and isolation are related to the stigmatization that victims are

subject to or perceive (Finkelhor and Browne, 1988). Alcohol abuse is

cons¡dered a secondary problem associated with these feelings. Bonnie's

cognitive and emotional orientation to the world seemed to be based on a

sense of being different from other people. This sense of ditferentness

along with the fear of ¡ntimacy and inability to tÍust, results In isolation.

"lsolation in cyclical fashion fosters these same effects while contributing

to lowered self-esteem and intense loneliness" (Courtois and Sprei, 1988,

p.288). Bonnie could acknowledge that she was at times escaping her

isolation through the use of alcohol. She could tolerate some challenging

regarding the usefulness of drinking as a coping mechanism but only as ¡t

effected her choice to raise a child. This would be an area for further work

at some time, Preliminary work to break through Bonnie's sense of

isolation around her abuse experience was accomplished through shar¡ng

other people's experiences in v¡deotaped materials.

Bonnie seemed to appreciate being encouraged and allowed to
þe the expert on her own experiences and decision making. This

presented a precarious situation when the topic was Bonnie's commitment

to further treatment. The therapist did feel that ¡t was necessary to gently

challenge Bonnie's percept¡on that she had not been effected by her

abusive childhood and did not require further treatment. Bonnie's

decision to stop treatment was respected however and it was reinforced

that she knew what was best for herself regarding cont¡nuation at that
specific time. This allowed Bonnie to continue to be the expert but ¡t was
qualified by the therap¡st as an appropriate decision only on a short term

basis. A break at this time may have been developmentally appropriate as
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Bonnie needed to consolidate her energies as she adjusted to first t¡me

parenthood. Bonnie was encouraged to seek treatment again in the future

because clearly there were issues of victim¡zation and abandonment that

had not been resolved. At the time of term¡nat¡on it seemed imperative

not to undermine Bonnie's understanding that treatment could be non-

threaten¡ng and client controlled by challenging her too much around

these issues. lt was necessary however to remind Bonnie the success that

she had met w¡th, while of great magnitude for her personally, was

, realistically only the beginning of a long journey.
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Bonnie went from 5 wrong items to 3 wrong items on the

educational scale. This indicated that she had some knowledge about

sexual abuse before treatment began and this improved more over the

course of treatment. Of the three she had wrong at T2, two were the same

questions that were wrong at T1 . Bonnie still believed that abuse was

committed mostly by strangers and that teaching children about their

bodies was not helpful ¡n prevent¡ng abuse. At T1 she felt that abuse

victims d¡d not act out sexually with other children but at T2 she said this
sometÍmes happens.

Bonnie started treatment with a score ot 17 of a poss¡ble 30 on the

Rosenberg Self-esteem scale. This is just above the mid-point of 15 but

as no norms are prov¡ded by Moran and Eckenrode (1992) it is

impossible to know how this compares to other results. Of the four clients

reported ¡n this summary Bonnie scored the second lowest on this

measure at both testing points. At the end of treatment Bonnie's score

increased 7 points. This score, 23 of a possible 30, was considered

medium-high. The improvement was a sign of success in our work.

There were no dramatic switches in her answers except for two questions

that went from negative opinions to posit¡ve and one that went from
posit¡ve to negat¡ve. At T1 Bonnie disagreed that she was a person of
worth and agreed that she felt useless at times. These changed at T2. At

T1 she felt she was able to do things as well as most people but strongly

disagreed with thís at T2. lf Bonnie was thinking ¡n terms of physical

capabilities it may be because she had just given birth a week prior to
completing this scale. For 5 questions her opin¡on changed to a stronger

degree of self - acceptance, i.e. agreed became strongly agreed. These

subtle changes over a wide base of questions accounted for the overall

improvement in Bonnie's self-esteem as measured by this scale.

For the lntrusive subscale of the lmpact of Events Scale Bonnie

initially scored 14 of a possible 28. This low score indicates that intrusive
reactions occur infrequently for Bonnie. Bonnie increased from a low
rating to a medium by the end of treatment, scoring 22 at T2. lt ¡s
interesting that her avoidance subscale remained virtually identical for
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both testings at a medium-high level, scoring 24 and 25 of a possible 32.

This indicates that Bonnie frequently avoids certain ideas, feelings, and

situations that could be associated with the trauma of childhood sexual

abuse. The change in scores on the ¡ntrusive subscale indicated that

ideas and feelings about the abuse were becoming more intrusive to

Bonnie. This could suggest that perhaps treatment had opened up some

doors for Bonnie that made some of her avoidance coping mechanisms

less successful. For someone displaying Bonnie's level of denial about

the impact of her abuse the increase in intrusive thoughts may actually be

positive.

SUMMAHY

It was quite clear that in Bonnie's family there was a blurred

generational boundary as well as evidence of role confusion. Her mother

saw Bonnie as a competitor for male attention when the abuse was

disclosed. Sara seemed to judge Bonnie as a peer rather than as a child.

Sara's choice to stay with the offenders rather than protect her daughter

¡s strong ev¡dence that Sara was not able to parent Bonnie. The physical

abuse that first brought the family into contact with CFS also supports this
conclusion. Parenting seemed to interfere with Sara's own needs being

met. Sara could not operate in the parental role and chose to abdicate

her parenting rights. Even as a "visiting parent" Sara had a difficult time
maintaining a funct¡onal parent / child boundary. Bonnie learned quickly

not to trust this relationship or expect much of Sara. Bonnie was able to

explore these boundary disturbances and it helped her gain some insight

about her mother's perspective and behaviors.

It was difficult to assess the meaning that the abuse might have

played in Bonnie's family as she shared little about the context of her

experience. Her choice of the word rape may imply that her first abuse

experiences were aggression or rage based exchanges. Bonnie did not
present the same ambivalence that other clients presented towards their
offenders. Ihis may also help to rule out that the abuse was based in

expressions of atfection that Larson and Maddock (1986) describe.
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Bonnie made many small gains over the course of her sporadic

treatment, Bonnie practised problem solving skills and seemed to become

more confident in making her own decisions. Acquiring and

strengthening problem solving skills is one area that can reduce feelings

of powerlessness and isolation (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Bonnie's

self image was enhanced by breaking through some of her feelings of

isolation and fostering continued individuation from her family. The growth

in Bonnie's self-esteem also allowed Bonnie to acknowledge her betrayal

and start direct¡ng her anger at the appropr¡ate sources. This emotional

release was a very hesitant express¡on that will need to be facilitated

further. Hopefully this positive preliminary experience will make future
ventures into treatment enticing for Bonnie.
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CHAPTER SIX: CASE STUDY TWO - CARMEN

PRËSENT SITUATION

Carmen was a 15 year old female who immigrated to Canada three

years ago from South Americâ. She had lived in Winnipeg for one month with

her step - mother Maria and her half - sister Laura (4 years). Carmen attended

an innercity high school and spoke English quite well. Maria did not

understand English and Carmen had become the family interpreter outside the

small Hispanic community in which Maria interacted. Carmen's father, Paulo,

was in jail in Vancouver and she had not seen h¡m since the abuse was

discovered three months ago. Carmen's paternal grandparents and several

uncles were in Montreal. Carmen's birth mother, Pauline, remained in South

America.

ABUSE HISTORY

When Carmen was twelve she was brought to Canada to live w¡th her

father. She later disclosed that the sexual abuse started shortly after her

arrival. This continued for three years, first in Montreal, then Winnipeg, and

Vancouver. ln March the abuse was disclosed accidentally when it was

discovered by her step-mother. Maria walked in unexpectedly and saw Paulo

having intercourse with Carmen. Maria took Carmen and Laura with her to a
shelter the next day. Carmen had not seen Paulo since that day. Some of the

abuse took place in the bedroom that Laura and Carmen shared. There were

concerns that Laura had witnessed sexual abuse but there were no indicators

or disclosure that she had also been victimized. The family was living in

Vancouver at this time and remained there in the shelter for two months. They
now l¡ved in Winnipeg but Carmen may have to return to Vancouver for her

father's tr¡al. Mar¡a was appropriately protective and supportive of Carmen and
placed responsibility on Paulo. There have been concerns raised however that
she may not be consistent in her support and was assigning some blame to

Carmen.
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FAMILY HISTOHY

Carmen's family history took several sessions to gather because it was

complicated by many instances of people adopting and deserting children. The

cultural differences were at times difficult to comprehend also. Carmen was

born to Paulo and Pauline in rural and remote Boliv¡a. Paulo and Pauline had

another child, Antonio, one year after Carmen. When Carmen was two her

parents divorced. At that time Paulo immigrated to Canada with his halt brother

"4". Paulo took Carmen from Pauline before he left for Canada. He arranged

that Carmen would be raised by his parents in a small village. Antonio

remained with Pauline. Carmen grew up thinking that her grandparents were

her parents and that her four uncles were her brothers. These uncles
(B,C,D,and E) are 3 to 17 years older than Carmen and she described being

very fond of them. Carmen was not told of her real mother or father unt¡l she

was between 8 - 10. She was told that her father was living in Montreal and

remembered writing him some letters. Her grandparents would tell her to ask
him to send money. She explained that this may have been to help pay for the

medical care she needed. Carmen recalled that as a child she was often sick

but was unsure what kind of illness th¡s would have been. Carmen was told that
her mother had not been taking care of her very well so it was decided it would

be better that she live with her grandparents. Carmen does not have any clear

memories of visiting her mother before she was 12 years old. Paulo took

Carmen to visit her before she left tor Canada. She had a vague memory that
she may have met her mother one or two times prior to this but ¡t had not been

explained to her yet that this was her mother . When they visited before

leaving for Canada, Carmen remembered thinking that Pauline seemed very
nice and that it may have been nice to live with her.

Carmen described her grandfather as mean especially when he had

been drinking. He would insult people and sometimes became v¡olent with his
wife. Little is known about this as Carmen remained quite vague about her life

with her grandparents . Carmen's grandmother was described as being

somewhat nurturing and protective of Carmen.

When Carmen was 12 years old her father appeared and announced his

intention of taking her to Canada. Paulo returned to Canada ahead of Carmen
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and she was sent to go live with Maria's (his new wife) parents in the capital of

the country for 5 months, to await her departure. The move was necessary as

Carmen needed to be near the lmmigration Otfices. Her Uncle "B" also lived

with this family as he was also emigratlng. While they were staying there,

Carmen's uncle had an argument with Maria's family. The argument was never

resolved and the uncle ended up taking Carmen with him to live with friends for

the final month before emigrat¡ng.

When Carmen arrived in Canada she went to live with Paulo, Maria, and

their infant Laura, in Montreal. Shortly after her arrival the rest of Paulo's family

imm¡grated to Montreal. The grandparents wanted Carmen to continue living

with them and a custody battle ensued. Paulo was awarded custody and was

so angry with his parents that he would not allow any visitation. All contact

between Paulo and his parents became strained. They were in Montreal for

two years then Paulo, Maria, Carmen, and Laura moved to Winnipeg (1 year)

and then Vancouver (less than 1 year) to distance themselves from these other

relatives. When Maria left Paulo she decided to return to Winnipeg because

she had a good friend there. This is Maria and Carmen's only connection in
this area.

Maria and Paulo were married for seven years and had one child

together. Maria had a 10 year old child from another union who was being
raised by her parents in Bolivia. Maria described Paulo as an alcoholic who

became physically aggressive at times. He physically assaulted her on one

occasion. He would often slap Carmen as part of a roughhousing klnd of play

that would leave Carmen ¡n tears. When the abuse was discovered, Maria

decided right away that she would have to leave Paulo to keep the girls safe.

Mar¡a felt she had an obligation to provide a family for Carmen although they
were not really related. Carmen said that she got along well with Maria and
called her Mom. She did confide that Maria could be very short tempered and
was often hard on her about doing housework and chores properly. The shelter
in Vancouver had passed along information to CFS in Winnipeg that indicated

concerns regarding this family. Observers worried that Carmen provided

excessive child care for Laura and that Maria was at times blaming Carmen for
what happened with her father. Carmen did not share these concerns.
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PRESENTING CONCERNS and ISSUES

A CFS intake worker referred Carmen for counselling services as soon

as the case was transfened from a Vancouver agency because Carmen

expressed ¡nterest in treatment. The social worker did not intend to work w¡th

this family on any ongoing basis as they presented no protection concerns. The

concerns that Maria may be inconsistent in her support of Carmen and that

Carmen was shouldering too much of the child care responsibilities in the tamily
, were passed on from crisis shelter workers in B.C.

, Carmen was interested in learning more about what sexual abuse is and

why it happens. She recognized that She was still sorting th¡ngs out and

probably still in crisis. She was eager to have support while these topics were

opened up and expressed motivation to get started right away. Carmen was

. very focused on her own response to the sexual abuse and did not see family

, issues as an area of concern at this time.

; fhe therapist agreed with Carmen's concerns and was pleased to have
.suchamotiVatedclient.ltWaShypotheSizedthatCarmenwouldalsohave
ÌisSueSrelatedtobeingSeparatedfromherfamilyoforigin.ltwasteltthat
.carmenmightteStMaria'ScommitmenttoraiS¡ngher'TherealSoseemedtobe

a sense of isolation related both to being victimized and being in a foreign :

, country. Carmen presented lingering self-doubt about her part in the abuse.

] nn underlying need to process what this all meant to her relationship with her

: tather seemed to be present.

iDeVelopmentallyCarmenseemedtobefocuSedondefiningherself¡n
: telation to her new living arrangements. This presented a need to build a strong i

, attachment while at the same time start achieving some independence. She did

! not present as struggling w¡th sexuality or peer relationship ¡ssues.

PROCESS

Carmen came for 15 sessions including her intake appolntment. There

were also 2 joint sessions with Maria and her therap¡st. The joint sessions

were conducted in Spanish. Carmen and the other therapist interpreted for me

and Mar¡a.

Carmen was easy to engage because she was very interested in
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receiving treatment. She was open to the therapeutic process as she was still

in crisis over the recent discovery of her abuse and the ensuing life changes.

Carmen would have liked to take part ¡n group ireatment also but she was

referred to the Clinic after the group had finished. Carmen attended her weekly

appointments regularly without exception. Carmen approached generalized

issues regarding sexual abuse from the very beginning of our work together. lt
remained difficult for her to approach more personalized issues regarding the

abuse. This seemed to bring out a great deal of affect with which she was not

comfortable.

ISSUES and THEMES

The work Carmen and I did together seemed to centre around her

relationship w¡th Maria and how this could impact on her future. Maria seemed

to be giving mixed messages about her commitment to parent¡ng Carmen.

Once some trust was established between us Carmen felt comfortable exploring
how Maria's inconsistency impacted on her. ln the beginning Carmen was

reluctant to mention struggles with Maria. The first time she spoke of their
arguments it was a tearful conversat¡on. Carmen was carrying around a lot of
guilt about disrupting Maria's marriage to her father. She felt obligated to go

along with whatever Maria decided in her life as she faced total abandonment if

Maria did not want to parent her. By the time we had our joint sessions Carmen

felt comfortable pushing Maria to clarify her position on the family. Carmen had

also looked into what the realities would be if Maria did go back to her father or
gave up on Carmen. Hearing options that were available to her relieved a lot of
anxiety over her future. This seemed to encourage her to communicate her
needs better to Maria instead of conceding all the time. This development also

caused more conflict in the relationship between Carmen and Maria. Carmen
was increasingly able to focus on the developmentally appropriate stage of
defining herself outside the family home. Maria had never contended with this
adolescent behavior before. ln our sessions we decided to call Maria by her
first name instead of Mom. This title had been forced on Carmen when she
immigrated and felt very deceitful to her. Carmen felt empowered by this

designation but elected only to exercise it in the privacy of our sessions.
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As we explored what resources and supports Carmen had available to

her it became very obvious how isolated she was from the rest of her family. We

explored the potential of these family members to be supportive to her at any

level. Next we problem-solved around how to contact the few that were

identified as potential supports . ln the course of doing this Carmen shared a lot

of information about physical and emotional abuse by other family members

and the strained communication between many family members.

lntermittently Carmen would use the sessions to ventilate feelings about

her father and explore how this relationship had become abusive. Carmen had

no confusion about loyalty to her father and was very angry with him. Contact

between Maria and Paulo over the phone or through the mail seemed to

instigate Carmen bringing him up in session. Occasionally the fear he evoked

in her would also be brought up but Carmen had a harder time sharing this

emotion. With support Carmen voiced her confusion about Maria's position

towards her father and a secret tear that Maria would reconcile with him. She

connected this to her suspicion that Maria still held her responsible for the

sexual relationship with Paulo.

Exploring Carmen's relationship with her father provided many

opportunities to increase Carmen's knowledge about sexual abuse in families.

Carmen was very eager for this information. She progressed from a basic

understanding of dynamics and effects of child sexual abuse to making qu¡te

sophisticated insights and observations about her situation. Carmen also

sought out information on sexual¡ty and decision making. Th¡s was a difficult
area to address with her as the cultural differences she experienced became

very evident. The patriarchal framework that her culture provided was difficult
to integrate with information about sexual decision making based on equality in
a relationship. This issue was furiher compounded by the misinformation about

sexuality that her victimization had created. lt seemed positive that Carmen

recognized the gap she had to straddle on this topic and she continued to
explore her concerns in this area. Discussion around the dynamics of abuse

helped Carmen let go of the parts she st¡ll telt were her responsibility. She also

needed a lot of specific information around why victims do not tell of their abuse

as this seemed to be a source of tremendous self-doubt and punishment.
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lntellectually she came to understand that her isolation was a major source of

her compliance. She struggled however to consistently forgive herself for what

she continued to feel had been her mistake, not telling anyone about her
problem.

THERAPEUTIC STEPS
It was easy to form a therapeutic alliance with Carmen as she was eager

to form a relationship. The therapeutic relationship served as a model of a

reliable, safe, and predictable relationship that was reciprocal rather than

exploitive (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Carmen seemed intrigued by my
position in life as an independent, educated woman. Carmen had not really

had much opportunity to connect with people outside of her family. Carmen was

empowered by being accepted into an environment outside of the confines of

the Hispanic immigrant community in Winnipeg. Ih¡s was balanced by the

empowerment she seemed to experience in sharing her culture with me. The
interest I took in her culture seemed to point out to her areas that she was the

expert on and highlighted information that she had never considered valuable

before. ln empowering Carmen ¡t was important to strike a balance between the

two cultures in which she lived. lt would not have been therapeutic to empower
her in a way that sent her home to challenge everything about the reality in

which she lived. Carmen had a nice way of understanding the balance she

would feel comfortable with in this area.

It was important in our work together to be patient when there were

language difficulties. Carmen was so eager to please people she would

sometimes present that she understood when she really did not. This became
less frequent as our work progressed and her comfort level increased. On the
few occasions where we were both frustrated by language barriers it was crucial
to work through them and not compromise. lt was feared that compromises
would set a standard for communicating on a level that was mediocre rather

than really communicating with each other.

It was seen as a sign of success in our work that Carmen felt comfortable

backing away from abuse issues when she felt out of her comfort zone. lt was

easy to push Carmen a bit more than the other clients as she was more open to
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approaching the abuse from the beginning. lt was helpful for the therapist to be

reminded that she too had her limits even if her pace was considerably faster

than the others.

It was unfortunate that Carmen could not take part in group treatment as it

was ditficult to break through the sense of isolation that she felt, Video materials

were useful in sharing information trom other survivors but this was really just a

starting point for addressing the isolation and siigmatization that Carmen

described.

Carmen responded very well to encouragement to take care of herselt

between our sessions. She was assisted in th¡nking of selt nurturing activ¡ties

that she would find relaxing, pleasurable, and positive. lt helped her to realize

that the work we were doing together was difficult and that she expended a

great deal of energy be¡ng too hard on herself. The nurturing exercises were

useful in forcing Carmen to consider her own needs and seemed to reenergize

her in a healthy way.

The traumagenic framework that F¡nkelhor and Browne (1988) proposed

would describe Carmen in all of the four areas that they outline. The two

strongest areas of difficulty for Carmen were her sense of powerlessness and

betrayal. Carmen was overwhelmed by her inability to stop the abuse and

much time was spent challenging her to develop a better understanding of why

she was so powerless. Carmen had many negative and faulty beliefs around

this topic. Courtois and Sprei (1988) point out that the "recognition that they are

beliefs rather than facts allows for a reexamination and a determination of which

ones continue to be applicable and which can be discarded" (p.288).

Acknowledging and reviewing the factors that made her totally dependent on

her family helped to empower Carmen.

Carmen had two specific fears that also contributed to her sense of

powerlessness. Carmen was fearf ul and anxious that her father would show up

and get her someday or that Maria would reconcile with him and leave her

stranded. Carmen worried that the decision to live away from her father might

be out of her control. This allowed her sense of powerlessness to grow.

Carmen was very open to examining these issues and made real progress in

addressing her fears. A specific strategy for coping with the unlikely event that
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her father would attempt to get to Carmen was developed. This first required

that the therapist elicit detailed information from her regarding the nature of her

intrusive thoughts and the source of her anxiety. This information was then

restructured to create a scenario that Carmen felt she could exercise control

over. The new s¡tuation ended w¡th her either conquering or avoiding her

offender. She fluctuated between the two possible endings and was not

pressured to accept only a "conquering" outcome. Avoidance was considered

an equally protective response. This intervention provided Carmen the

opportunity to improve her problem solving skills and was part of enhancing a

positive self image (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Feeling able to manage both

of the scenarios she feared allowed Carmen to regain some power and move

away from her perception of herself as a victim. This may have contributed to

the dramatic increase in Carmen's self esteem indicated by the formal

measures.

Carmen was betrayed by her father in that he sexualized their

relationship and also because he took her away from the family she had

grown up with. She was moved from pillar to post by a man who promised

her a better life and presented that he was acting in his daughter's best

interests. Carmen suffered grave disenchantment and d¡sillusionment

upon coming to Canada that Finkelhor and Browne (1985) outline as

connected with the experience of betrayal. Not allowing her to have

contact with her grandparents and previously with her mother were

difficult ¡ssues for Carmen to process, perhaps as difficult as the abuse

itself. Carmen was very angry with her father and was encouraged to

ventilate these feelings. Carmen did not feel safe expressing this anger

around Maria so ¡t was important to develop a management strategy tor
when she was at home. Carmen also was supported in grieving the loss

of the relationships with her mother and grandparents. Carmen was

encouraged to reminisce about these people. This is part of the normal
process of mourning and considered necessary for recovery (Wheeler and

Berliner, 1988).

Carmen needed extensive educating about child sexual abuse to
counter the maladaptive beliefs and att¡tudes her experience had
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engendered. This was achieved through the sharing of written and v¡deo

materials as well as discussion. A great deal of time was spent discussing

the issue of responsib¡lity and sorting through the areas for which Carmen

felt she should carry the responsibility. lt was important to identify her

perceptions of behaviors that she believed made her responsible

(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988), Throughout our time together we looked at

the choices she made and the reasons behind those choices over and

over. Educating around her own sexuality and decision making was

undertaken in order to decrease Carmen's vulnerability to further abuse.

"Understanding the concepts of consent and mutuality, defining readíness

to be sexually active, knowing the reasons why people arê sexual, and

assisting in the formulation of a personal set of beliefs assist in placing the

abuse experience in perspective" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.244).

An indication of success in this area came when Carmen could recognize

the dangerous dating situations in wh¡ch a friend of hers was taking part.

Wheeler and Berliner (1988) refer to this as "becoming knowledgeable

about pre-abuse warning signs" (p.242). Carmen became better able to

make better decisions regarding her own safety while balancing this with

her need to form relationships w¡th appropriate males.

Carmen was sad that our work together was short lived when it was

time for our termination. She was eager to continue in treatment and had

no hesitation in agreeing to continue with another graduate student. An

introduction to the new therapist took place in one of our last sessions

together. This was done to prov¡de support for Carmen ¡n the trans¡tion to
the new therapist.
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MEASURES

EDUCATIONAL SCALE

CORRECT

WRONG

MISSED

OTHER

. ROSENBERG SELF ESTEEM SCALE

:TlT2
: 10 17
:
:

:

IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE (IESì

T.I T2
j

ì AVOIDANCE 20 (MEDÍUM) 23 (MED|UM)

; INTRUSTVE 21 (MED|UM) 14 (LOW)
j

i Carmen started with a very low score on the educational scale ¡n

, comparison to the other clients in this report. At termination Carmen made 5

, fewer mistakes and scored 15 of a possible 21 . Carmen also left out 2
questions at this time. The 4 items that were wrong at T2 were also wrong at the

in¡tial testing. She felt it was true that most offenders are strangers and are

, mentally ill or retarded. She also believed that offenders stopped abusing

I children once they were caught and that the victim is strange as abuse rarely
1, happens to other children. Carmen was allowed to ask for clar¡fication on the

i wording of these questions and on the other scales because it was felt that she

: had a disadvantage of recently learning English as a second language. The

T2

15

4

2

0

T1

12

o

0
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other respondents were not allowed any clarification of the questions.

On the Rosenberg Self-esteem scale Carmen scored the lowest of

all four clients reported here, scoring 10 of a possible 30. This was

considered a low score as it fell considerably below the mid-point of 15 but

the problem of having no norms for this scoring system again made this

result difficult to interpret. At the end of treatment Carmen rose to a score

closer to the mid-point, making a 7 point improvement. Six of the ten

answers changed from a negative to positive appraisal by the end of

treatment while four remained the same. The most dramatic shift was from

rating that she strongly disagreed that she had good qualit¡es to agreeing

that she d¡d have a number of good qualities, Carmen continued to rate

herself negatively on whether she had anything to be proud of, the amount

of respect she felt for herself, and agreed she st¡ll felt useless at times.

On the intrusive subscale of the lmpact of Events Scale, Carmen

started with a score that was consistent with the mean score of 21 of a

poss¡ble 28 (Horowitz, Wilner, and Alvarez ,1979). This indicated that she

was in the mid-range compared to other samples in describing how

frequently ideas and feelings about her abusive experience were

registered. At the end of treatment Carmen's score decreased 7 points to
14. Th¡s indicates that Carmen was able to exercise more control over the

intrusive experiences. This was considerêd a sign of success in our work

together. The avoidance subscale fell within the medium range on both

testings with only a difference of 3 points between thê ¡nitial and

termination test scores. This indicated that Carmen was putting the same

amount of energy into avoiding thoughts about the abusive experience. lt

is difficult however, to avoid ideas and feelings when they are being stirred

up and examined each week by going to treatment. She was perhaps

having more success controlling the intrusive thoughts as we had worked

spec¡f¡cally on managing flashbacks and developed safety plans

regarding recurring fears. Th¡s new level of control would fit with

Carmen's verbal description of how her experiences were effecting her at
the beginning and termination of treatment.
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SUMMARY
Carmen's family seemed to struggle with boundary disturbances in

several areas. The boundaries around the family seemed to be quite fluid.

Family membership changed with great frequency and sometimes little

explanation was provided. Generational boundaries seemed somewhat

appropriate as Maria took a protective stance when the abuse was

disclosed. There did seem to be times however when role confusion

allowed Maria to contemplate Carmen's responsibility in the abuse and

when Carmen became the caretaker in the family. Generational

boundaries were obviously disturbed between Paulo and his children.

Societal boundaries were also maintained very tightly by Paulo in attempts

to isolate Carmen. Being in a foreign country also exaggerated this

boundary d¡sturbance as the ¡solation was both self-imposed and

culturally imposed. This made family members extremely dependent on

each other and decreased the possibilities of Carmen getting help. lf th¡s

abuse had not been accidentally discovered it is likely it would have

continued for many more years.

The sexual abuse in this family seemed to be based in what Larson

and Maddock (1986) would describe as an aggression based exchange or
possibly rage based. ln both of these processes the offender is seen as

using sexualized anger to deal with frustration and disappointment in other

areas of his life. He dealt angr¡ly and at times violently with Carmen. lt is
unknown if his motivation was to get back at someonê else in the family

that he really wanted to hurt, as is outlined for aggression based

exchanges, or if he was act¡ng on existential rage and long term

frustration. The latter conesponds with the rage expression process

(Larson and Maddock, 1986). lt is highly possible that he had a childhood

history of abuse that is believed to contribute to this outcome.

Therapy seemed to provide Carmen with a safe environment in
which she could approach abuse related material. Talking about the

abuse in a matter of fact way helped the memories lose their capacity to

arouse "out of conûol" feelings (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). Ventilating

both anger and grief were new experiences for Carmen and had to be
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strongly supported and encouraged. Carmen worked really hard to put

words around aspects of the abuse that still made her fearful. This
produced a tremendous amount of anxiety for her and was approached at
the pace she set. Carmen was such an experienced caretaker it seemed

ditficult for her to give herself permission to take care of herself . Self-

nurturing exercises were very valuable with this client. Restoring or

enhancing an adolescent's sense of competency is also an important part

of recovery from the effects of abuse (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988).

Carmen became increasingly competent in a variety of areas over the

course of treatment. The educational scale indicated that her knowledge

base had increased. Carmen was more successful in communicating her

needs to Maria and continued to become appropriately assertive in this

area. Carmen developed a wider support network and her social skills

became more age-appropriate.

Carmen really responded to the therapeutic environment and ¡t was

suspected that this relationship may have been one of the only where an

adult was "reliable, safe, and predictable" as well as "genuinely interested

in her welfare" (Wheeler and Berliner, 1988, p.242). Over our four months

together Carmen's sense of isolation was broken and the therapeutic
env¡ronment fostered increased self-acceptance, self-awareness, and

independence.
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CHAPTER SEVEN : CASE STUDY THREE - DEBBIE

PRESENT SITUATION

Debbie lived ín foster care wlth Fran and her son Dallas (7 years). They
lived in an apariment two blocks from the Clinic. Her s¡sters, Kim (13 years)

and Mandy (5 years), were together in a foster home while her brother,
Michael (10 years), was in a seperate foster home. Debbie had no visiting
with her mother or siblings at this time. Her mom, Shelley, was 33 and lived in
Winnipeg. Child and Family Services had permanent guardianship of all four
children in this family. Shelley's second husband, Pete, was in jail but was to
be released in September. Debbie had just completed Grade 6 in an inner city
elementary school. ln the fall she would start Junior High in a suburban school
Debbie had been working with another student therapist from March to June
and had also taken part in the group that I co-faclitated from April - June.

ABUSE HISTORY

Debbie and her siblings were taken into foster care in 19Bg after an
investigation found that Michael was a victim of chronic long term sexual abuse
by Pete. This came to light because Michael was sexually acting out with
children in the neighbourhood. It was suspected that the girls had also been
victimized but no disclosures were made at that time. There were concerns
raised that the children may have been sexually abused by multiple offenders
including their mother. Ihe children's descriptions about what went on in their
home lead people to believe that the children were used as sexual toys for the
adults that went in and out of the home. After coming into care Debbie
disclosed to her worker that she had been sexually abused by pete. One of the
crueller events she disclosed was Pete inserting a frozen wiener in her vagina.
Debbie was also aware that her brother had been sodomized by pete.

Debbie and her siblings had witnessed a lot of physical abuse of their
mother by both of her partners. Shelley's first husband made a point of hav¡ng
the girls watch their mother being beat up. The children were also encouraged
to call their mother a whore and other derogatory names.

ln the children's first placement Debbie would become physically
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abusive to other children and adults when she felt she had to protect her litile

sister. Debbie also had terrible nightmares when she first came into care,

somet¡mes as many as I per night.

Shelley had not been supportive of the children's disclosures or the

concerns presented by CFS. She chose to stay with Pete when the children

went into care and has tried to influence the children to recant their disclosures.

FAMILY HISTORY

Shelley's first husband, Matt, was 12 years older than her. They married

when she was 18 years old and were together for nine years. Matt spent five

or six of those years in prison. He was imprisoned for break and enters, drug
possession, and manslaughter. Matt is the father of the first three children while

Mandy is a product of the second marriage. The first child, Kim , was born when

Shelley was 20 years of age. Debbie and Michael followed in the next two
years. Debbie was 4 or 5 when Matt left the family. Her only memories of this
man were of him beating Shelley and that she did not like h¡m.

Shelley's second marriage was to Pete and they have been together for
six years. With Pete around the family home turned into a hang out for friênds to
drink and use drugs. There were always lots of extra people in the home,

especially men. On the day that the children were apprehended and placed

into the care of CFS a party was in progress. The police attended the home
with a social worker and there was quite a scene. The party goers tried to
obstruct the apprehension and the children were dragged out of the house.

Debbie insists that the police were too rough with her and said she bit one of

them ¡n self-defence.

The children all went to the same receiving home at first but were later

separated into individual foster homes. Debbie had been with Fran for just over
a year. Fran was a specialized foster home chosen to meet the very significant

emotional needs Debbie presented. ln a psychological assessment Debbie

was found to be dysphoric. She remained very loyal to her mother and missed

her siblings very much. Debbie seemed to feel hopeless about ever returning

home. Debbie would become angry and frustrated when she felt helpless.

Debbie has had many ditficulties relating to peers at school. She had been
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very manlpulative with other children and at times resorted to v¡olence to get

her way.

The entire family went through a psychological assessment by Dr. Eric

Ëllis as part of the CFS ¡nvestigation. ln his opinion there was evidence that
suggested that Kim and Debbie had received some adequate parent¡ng in their
early years but this was not the case for Michael and Mandy. These two both

had significant developmental delays which called into question the adequacy
of parenting and environment. Dr. Ellis described Shelley as distant and

emotionally constricted.

THANSFER INFORMAT]ON

When Debbie first came to the clinic in March she worked with Luvia

Treftlin. She was transferred to my caseload ¡n late June when Luvia left the

Clinic. She had been encouraged to attend therapy by Fran and was open to
trying it out. With Luvia, she attended regular weekly appointments that were

extended from 1 to 1.5 hours at Debbie's request. Ihis evolved into t hour
spent in the playroom and .5 hour spent in a regular ¡nterv¡ew room. Debbie
was very eager to do dramatic work and play therapy with Luvia so this was

facilitated in the playroom. Luvia started the custom of walking Debbie home

after sessions. She lived very close to the Clinic but had safety concerns that
lead to this arrangement. Debbie was also very eager and willing to participate
In the group treatment segment.

INDIVIDUAL WORK W]ÎH LUVIA
Debbie came into her sessions w¡th a very high energy level and wanted

to be physically active. The playroom gave Debbie the opportun¡ty to address
abuse issues in a way that felt safê to her. She would create different abusive
situations for dolls in the playroom and set herself up as their rescuer. Debbie
would play the part of the policewoman that chased otfenders away or the
mother that kept people from killing her children. She also dramatized scenes
where a mother sexually abused children. Debbie's role often included
physically caring for children. Debbie was not ready to address her own abuse
directly. She steered clear of this subject and other issues related to her family,
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ln their work outside the playroom Debbie preferred to discuss her relationship

with Fran and peer problems.

GHOUP PARTICIPATION

Debbie attended 6 of I group sessions. She was eager to attend the

group and came in with a very high energy level. The topics that were

presented to the group and the ensuing discussions clearly agitated Debbie.

Her behavior became very difficult to manage at times and was often disruptive

to the rest of the group in the beginning. Debbie was very demanding of

attention from the group leaders and the other girls. The group had some

success in providing feedback to Debbie that helped her monitor her own

behavior. On a few occasions it was necessary for group leaders to discuss the

problems that her behavior created for the group privately with Debbie. The

situation improved considerably after the control battle that Debbie created with

the group leaders was diffused . This happened in the first two sessions.

Things seemed to escalate for Debbie again however, near the end ot the
group and she chose not to attend the last ttvo sessions.

One of Debbie's biggest complaints about the group format was that we

did not have each girl tell thêir story of abuse. Debbie could not see that she
was expecting the other girls to do something that she herself was not prepared

to do. Debbie would somet¡mes refuse to take part in activ¡ties in the group and

would try to distract the others while she sat and watched. Debbie refused to
spend time doing journalling in the group but did sometimes accomplish this in
her individual sessions.

The group experience may have been premature for Debbie as it caused

a great deal of anxiety for her at times. Debbie could have benefited from a
lengthier opportunity to experience some success in individual therapy before

attempting a group setting. The experience was not without positive aspects
however. The other members were very tolerant of Debbie's difficult behavior

for the most part and but also helped Debbie by providing feedback regarding

the social appropr¡ateness of her behavior. Debbie really wanted to belong to
the group and sought approval from other members. The sense of belonging

that she was able to achieve at times "may go a long way toward reducing her
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sense of isolation and increasing her feelings of adequacy and self-esteem and

her trust in others" (Knight, 1990, p.203). Debbie also took great pride in

helping out the group by always assist¡ng in preparing the snack and helping to

clean up at the end of session. This was an important part of group

membership for Debbie because she did not contr¡bute a great deal to

discussions or activities, where others made their mark. The group st¡ll

prov¡ded Debbie with "factual information, social support, and an opportunity for

emot¡onal ¡nteraction with peers" (Herman and Schatzow, 1984, p.614).

Although this experience was somet¡mes stressful to Debbie it was considered

valuable in breaking through her sense of isolation and beneficial to her

ongoing healing.

PBESENTING CONCERNS

Debbie's CFS worker hoped that treatment would increase her ability to
talk about abuse related issues and ventilate feelings around the loss of her

mother. lt was expected that this would help to decrease her acting out

behaviors.

Debbie was interested in learning more about sexual abuse and talking
about her foster placement. Debbie also appreciated having a one on one

relationship with an attentive adult.

: PROCESS

i nlthough Debbie was transferred to my caseload in late Junei circumstance (summer camp) and miscommunication lead to our first
appointment taking place August 1. We had seven sessions together between
August and October. Debbie was thên transferred to another student who

, would be with her through the fall and winter. Debbie was aware of the short

: term nature of our work when we started. lt was decided that because she was

i already familiar with me from participating in the group, I would carry the case

I until a longer term arrangement was available,

Oebbie attended her weekly sessions regularly. For the most part they
' remained at one hour and were always spent in an interview room. She did not

push for the play room and I did not suggest it as this had not been offered to
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the others included in my practicum. We would bring simple activities into the

interview room such as coloring supplies or board games. This insured that the

focus of the entire hour was not on sitting and talking. That model of Interaction

would have been difficult for Debbie to participate in for an entire hour. The

activities were simple enough that they did not have to d¡stract from discussion.

Two different videos were also used in our sessions, Something About Amelia

(Hanley, '1983) and lncest:The Circle of Healing (Millican, 1979). Debb¡e had

seen both ot these before in group but requested to see parts of them again.

Debbie also brought in a family photo album to one session that was helpful in
facilitating discussion around family issues.

ISSUES and THEMES

Debbie was prepared, right from the f¡rst session we had together, to
discuss the physical and emotional abuse that Pete inflicted on her and other
family members. With a little encouragement she was able to label feelings that
went along with these events. She spoke directly about her brother's sexual

abuse but spoke in generalities about her own. ln our fifth session Debbie was

clearly worked up about something. She kept suggesting that there were some
things she really had to get working on and share with me although she did not
feel ready to do this. After some encouragement and exploration it became

clear that Debbie was feeling pressured by Fran. Fran had told her that she
needed to get working on her issues and start behaving better if she wanted to
stay in her specialized foster home. This lead to clarifying and reiterat¡ng that
in our work I expected her to only share that with which she was comfortable.
I suggested that perhaps we could explore ways to make her feel more

comfortable getting into the harder issues. This gave the control over our pace

back to Debbie and seemed to relieve the anxiety she was feeling. Debbie

then felt safe enough to disclose a more pressing concern regarding safety
planning for Pete's upcoming release from prison. Debbie was clearly fearful

that Pete would seek revenge against her in a violent way as she felt she had

helped send hím to pr¡son. While th¡s was belng addressed she let herself
disclose some scary memories of Pete show¡ng a sexual interest in the children

as soon as he moved in with their mother. She also disclosed that adult sexual
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activity took place ¡n front of the children in the home. ln this same session
Debbie sought information to help her understand if she had the potential to be

a sexual offender. Her fears were based on the concerns that have been raised

about her caring for younger children.

On the day that Ðebb¡e was feeling pressured to get go¡ng on her abuse
issues she requested that we watch the lncest: The Circle of Healing (Millican,

1979). She was so wound up she could not stay w¡th the movie for long and we
watched very little of the show. At the next session she was more settled and
took great interest in the characters in Something for Amelia ( Hanley,19B3).

Debbie asked very thoughtful guestions about the material presented in the
show and was able to draw some comparisons to her own life.

Debbie was open to exploring the conflicting feelings she had towards
her mother as long as it did not sound l¡ke crit¡cism of her mother. The
confuslon Debbie felt towards her mother was evident many times in our work.
Debbie would pour out memories of being hurt and neglected by Shelley. Then
in the next breath she still planned to run away as soon as possible to go live

with Shelley. Debble acknowledged that, atthough she sometimes wished she
had a different mother, she still loved Shelley. ln the beginning this was the
closest Debbie ever came to acknowledging pain or anger associated with how
she had been parented. She was not angry that Shelley had been unable to
protect the children or had chosen to stay with pete. She explained that
Shelley could not stand up to Pete and could not leave him because she loved
him. Debbie could not tolerate any discussion that probed these choices
Shelley had made or Shelley's behavior since the disclosures about abuse.
After several sessions Debbie expressed anger towards her mother but it was
specifically over the choice of a new boyfriend disliked by Debbie. For a
moment she seemed to judge her mother in a more accurate light. This carried
over into our last session when Debbie again talked about the confusion about
loving and hating her mother as we reviewed our work together. She surprised
me by being able to express that there were things to be mad about with
Shelley. Debbie also understood that it was acceptable to feel this way. She
could now see that it was very important that Shelley believed her children and
not put them at risk in the future.
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Another theme that often came up was concern about her younger

siblings. Debbie would put a lot of energy into worrying about the placements

of her younger brother and sister. This seemed to allow her to take the focus off

of areas in her own life that were creating problems at times. lt was also a sign

of attachment that she longed to be able to visit with them. The natural longing

was exacerbated because she had no understanding of why visit¡ng was not

being planned for the famlly. There was some ambivalence towards Kim and

acknowledgement that they had a difficult time getting along. lt was unclear

whether she would visit Kim if given the opportunity. The younger children

were her primary interest .

Debbie seemed to be at a developmental stage that brought on a great

deal of self-appraisal and she focused on th¡s frequently. Debbie seemed to
recognize the tough image she had projected to her Grade 6 classmates and

talked about changing her image. She hoped to make a fresh start ¡n the new

school for Grade 7 and redef¡ne Debbie. Debbie used me as a sounding board

to assess other people's perceptions of her at times. She could not believe that
the kids at her new school thought she was pretty, funny, popular and athletic.

After some discussion she could accept the athletic label but wanted to discard

the others. A few weeks later she reported that someone had called her a slut
at school but she did not provide any context to this remark. This of course

raised many questions about Debbie's ability to relate with boys in a non-sexual

manner as her home environment had been so sexualized. Debbie insisted

that she had not developed any interest in boys yet and seemed to have a hard

time imagining that she ever would.

Debbie also could do some introspection about her relationship with

Fran. She described that Fran was the only person she had ever trusted. We

talked about behaviors and situations that proved to Debbie that Fran could be

trusted. When Fran suggested that perhaps her home was not the proper
placement for Debbie ¡t left Debbie quite shaken. The magnitude of Debbie's

reaction to this discussion indicated the strong attachment that had formed to
Fran. Debbie's desire to please Fran, although it created a higher level of

anxiety for herself, ind¡cated that she did not want to have to consider another
placement. Debbie preferred to approach problems in the relationship from the
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perspective of what Fran was doing wrong and could rarely consider her own

contribution to situations.

THERAPEUTIC STEPS

Therapeutic movement w¡th Debbie all seemed to evolve around letting

her set the pace that we would approach issues on and avoiding control

struggles with her. ln our first meeting through the group we got off on the

wrong foot by engaging in a power struggle. This soured our relationship for
the first half of the group sessions. The pride we shared in working past this
tenuous starting point proved to be a joining factor later in our work. When

Debbie was approached with a clear focus on avoiding control issues, she was
much easier to engage. Debbie would sometimes try to bait people to see if
they would get into an argument with her. Her other trusted strategy was to
manipulate and test situations to see what level of response she could elicit
from people. She had tried this out a few times with the therapist and found

either no fight or clear limits for her behavior when necessary. Once these

outcomes were established as predictable Debbie seemed able to move away
from these destructive tactics. lt was important for the therapist to respond

firmly only to the behaviors that presented overt concerns, such as a question of
safety, and learn to let other obnoxious behaviors run their course. A
differentiat¡on needed to be made between these two categories of behaviors
that was clear and consistent for both Debbie and the therapist. This clarity
allowed a healthy relationship to develop between therapist and client that was
not burdened by unproduct¡ve power struggles.

Debbie seemed to feel comfortable with the agreement we had that we
would acknowledge that we worked together because of her abuse history but it
would be approached at her pace. There were frequent fluctuations in her
willingness to approach issues related to the abuse. On a few occasions, she
would surprise me by leading us into abuse related material from other topics

that had seemed unrelated. At other times Debbie would take the
encouragement I gave her to move into these areas with little hes¡tation. She
could stay focused on these topics for d¡fferent amounts of time depending on

many factors, both obvious and covert. If Debbie seemed reluctant to stay w¡th
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an abuse related discussion she was given the freedom to approach and avoid

the topic as she felt necessary, There were also some sessions where Debbie

would deflect all invitat¡ons to get into any issues and would sidetrack for long

periods of time. Debbie was in a very agitated state when she was feel¡ng

pressured by her foster parent to "get going" in her therapy. It was obvious that
clarifying her freedom in approaching subjects actually freed her up to do more

work that day than the threat she had been trying to operate under. This

clarification also encouraged her to keep going in treatment with a third
therapist when previously she had been suggesting that she needed a break.

Debbie received extensive educational information regarding sexual

abuse both through the group and her individual work. Straightforward

information helped clarify responsibility attributions and gave Debbie a more

realistic explanation for what had happened in her family. lnformation around

causality remained ditficult for Debbie to comprehend. She felt most

comfortable with an explanation that her offender was "s¡ck". This belief

resisted all efforts at modification and all alternative explanations were ignored.

The resistance encountered with this specific belief was consistent with the
theory that some childhood messages are deeply entrenched and will not suit
restructur¡ng (Çourtois and Sprei, 1988). Debbie felt safe enough to disclose

concerns she had about her part in the abuse and faulty beliefs around this
could be examined. Debbie was then challenged to discard the beliefs that
were no longer applicable. Developing more appropriate and educated beliefs
about her abus¡ve childhood was intended to increase Debbie's self-esteem.

Debbie became increasingly comfortable w¡th this form of intervention and
eventually shared one of her most pa¡nful beliefs. Debbie was frantic about the
potential she felt she had to be a sexual otfender. She trusted the therapist
enough to question information that Fran had provided her about the possibility

that she may become an offender. This was a sensitive area as the therapist
did not want to undermine Fran but wanted to help Debb¡e have a realist¡c

understanding of where this concern comes from. lt was important to
encourage Debbie that this was a behavior she could have control over while
not minlmising the need to be aware of everyone's potential for abusive
behavior.
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Debbie did not show a great deal of affect during our sessions. She

discussed difficult issues in a detached manner. The only exception to this was

the fear that was evident when she talked about Pete. This fear was expressed

so dramatically it seemed possible that it was exaggerated. The therapist did

not share this hypothesis with Debbie or confront her in any way. All the

concerns she raised regarding Pete were given ample attention. lt was felt that

any attempt to challenge heÍ on the accuracy of her perceptions could have

closed off this important subject prematurely. This would not have been

helpful to Debbie at this time. The fears she raised were clarified and

operationalized where possible. As the fears became more concrete Debbie

and the therapist could problem solve around each issue. A safety plan

developed out of this exercise that was shared with Fran and Debbie's CFS

worker. This seemed to increase Debbie's sense of safety and self-efficacy.

Debbie's concerns about v¡siting her family were addressed both through

advocating on her behalf and empowering her to be her own advocate. On two
occasions I discussed with Debbie's social worker how visiting would be

therapeut¡c for Debbie. As visiting was clearly something that CFS would have

to take into consideration in their case planning, Debbie was encouraged to
keep bringing it up with her worker. lt was discouraging to both Debbie and

myself that a v¡sit did not take place until September and visiting was not

committed to on any regular basis. The concerns regarding visiting with

Shelley needed to be considered as a seperate issue. We reviewed the
available informat¡on that supported why Shelley did not have visitation with

Debbie to try and help her understand CFS's position.

The eroticized env¡ronment that Debbie grew up in would be

expected to have had a profound influence on sexual att¡tudes that Debb¡e

acquired. There was little evidence of this, however. Debbie was not

sexually acting out at this time and seemed to be able to distinguish (in

discussion) between abusive and non-abusive sexual behavior. As she

enters junior high school and developmentally becomes more of a
soc¡al¡zer, sexual acting out may be anticipated. The only symptomatic
behav¡or that would fall into the traumatic sexualization (Finkelhor and
Browne, 1988) category was the anxiety that sexual information created in
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Debbie. ln the group, sexual topics frequently seemed to coincide w¡th

Debbie engaging in disruptive behavior. This may have also been

related to want¡ng to impress her peers in the group forum. The anxiety

was present in the individual sessions as well but was exhibited in less
problematic ways. lndividually, Debbie would show her discomfort

through increased fidgeting and irritability when sexual topics arose. This

seemed to subside over the course of individual therapy but remained a
problem ¡n the group setting. Debbie was provided with feedback about

this behavior and taught appropriate methods of self-control.

Debbie showed a real need to control both the therapeutic and

outside environments. This would be classified by Finkelhor and Browne

(1988) as a psychological impact of the state of powerlessness the abuse
created for Debbie. Debbie was allowed complete control within the

interview room and did not abuse this arrangement. ln other parts of the

Clinic or when we would walk home it was necessary to set limits for
Debbie. This again may have been related to needing to impress any
one that Debbie perceived as an audience. Setting consistent limits

around the Clinic hopefully helped Debbie practise responding to
situations that she could not exercise complete control over. Debbie

challenged some of the limits and needed to be reminded of the roles of

adults and children. Treating Debbie like a younger child was necessary

at first until she showed that she could monitor her own behavior more

appropriately. This entailed giving Debble a choice between a limited

number of opt¡ons. This gave her a sense of control and helped avoid
power struggles while still operating w¡thin prescribed boundaries. For

example, Debbie would be given a choice whether she would like to br¡ng

in activity "a","b", or "c". Debbie would not be allowed to go in the
playroom and look through all the materials as she would spend half the
sess¡on engaged in this decision. A limit would also be set that the
activities she chose stayed for the entire session. There would be no going

back and forth out of the interview room to exchange materials. These
limits were necessary as Debbie initially was in and out of the interview

room tor frivolous reasons, Debbie was st¡ll allowed to leave the room
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once to use the bathroom or to get a drink. The frequency of this needed

to be monitored by the therapist at first but later was put in Debbie's

sphere of responsibility. Debbie made better choíces regarding her own

behavior over the three months that Indicated an increasing ab¡l¡ty to

exercise self-control. She became less unruly in and around the Clinic

and her social skills seemed more age appropriate. W¡thin the

therapeutic env¡ronment of the interview room Debbie's ability to display
age appropriate social skills was often related to the material being

worked on at âny given time. Debbie was allowed a great deal of freedom

to physically express her anxiety. Debbie would change seats frequenfly
in the interv¡ew room and once conducted a portion of our session with
her body in a chair and her head on the floor. The therapist would

encourage Debbie to express these feelings in words while this was

occurring. This remained very difficult for Debbie. The physical agitation
was something she could acknowledge and this was seen as a starting
point for future emotional expression.

Debbie had many issues related to betrayal that needed to be
resolved. She was supported in labelling and expressing feelings around

the betrayal by the abusers and the lack of support by her mother. Debbie
also felt betrayed by the CFS worker that was not planning vis¡ts and I

advocated for her on this point. Debbie was more comfortable sharing
negative feelings related to her worker than feelings about her mother but
made some progress with this issue. Debbie was very young to be

expected to ditferentiate from her mother. As she matures and

appropriately separates from her mother she will have much anger and
gr¡ef to experience regarding this relationship. This would be a continuing

area of work for Debbie.

As Debbie continued to be very anxious about approaching abuse
related material it could be concluded that the treatment process had not
gone very far with her. The level of anxiety that Debbie exhibited had

however, clearly decreased from the first session to our last. Although

there was very little discussion of direct abuse issues, it was felt that a
trusting base had been established. From this base we d¡scussed
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sexuality occasionally but more often focused on the relationship

struggles Debbie had with her mother and foster parent. Debbie was

encouraged to problem solve for herself . All of her efforts in this area

were supported and pra¡sed especially those that presented alternatives

to violence. Debbie seemed to appreciate the expectation that she was

capable of taking care of some of her concerns herself. Her sense of

competency was enhanced by expecting her to choose appropriate

means of solving conflicts and expressing her needs. Debbie was

challenged to appreciate the pugnacious atlitude that she presented to the
outside world. With encouragement and support she recognized where

this tough persona had come from. Examining and acknowledging the
many factors in her home that forced her into the role of protector allowed

Debbie a better understanding of her response to abuse. She talked

sadly of incidents where she had to fend for herself and the other children.

We reframed toughness as a coping mechanism that had served her well

in her home environment but was becoming problematic in environments

where it is not necessary, i.e,, Fran's home and school. Working to
enhance her self-image gave Debbie the opportunity to experience more
positive interactions with peers and adults. This may in turn reduce the
frequency of conflict in Debbie's relationships. Debbie was given practise

in evaluating situations where she would need to differentiate between

small concerns and bigger concerns through structured rehearsals w¡th

the therapist. This was done to help Debbie assess when a situat¡on

called for assistance f rom appropriate adults. lt seemed important that a
young adolescent like Debbie with a history of being parentified clearly
understand that she could still expect assistance from caring adults. The

therapist frequently reiterated that while she was being coached to solve
her own problems more effectively this did not imply or necessitate

complete independence. lt took a lot of encouragement to have Debbie
imagine or practise how she would be assertive in letting people know

when she needed help. This intervention met with more success when

Debbie could be worked into a playful mood. Hopefully continued practise

in these skills will contribute to a decrease in her act¡ng out behavior.
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MEASUHES

EDUCATIONAL SCALE

T1 T2

CoRRECT 18 17

WRONG 1 1

MISSED O O

OTHER 2 3

RgSENBERG SELF ESTEEM SCALE

T1 T2

24 30

IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE

T1

, AVOTDANCE 16 (LOW-MED) 25 (MED-H|GH)

j 'NTRUS|VE 
I (LOW) 10 (LOW)

i
II On the educational scale that Debbie wrote at the time of

' termination she had only one wrong answer as well as two ,'maybe,s,,,
.

and one "sometimes". The alternatives of maybe and sometimes were
: written in by Debbie and were not actually otfered as possible responses.

: fhe one incorrect responsê on both the pre and post test was to the same

i question. At both times of testing Debbie felt it was true that most

] offenders are mentally ill or retarded. Her "maybe" answers were in
: Íesponse to whether children who have been sexually abused will ever

lead normal lives and that most children disclose the abuse right away.

12
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She responded thai children are confused about their feelings towards the
offender sometimes. This seemed to be an issue that Debbie was just

beginn¡ng to explore near the end of our time together.

On the Rosenberg Self esteem scale Debbie initially scored well

above the mid-point of 15 with a score of 24. This indicated a healthy

level of self-acceptance and f it with Debbie's confident presentation. At

the end of treatment Debbie surpassed this high starting point by scoring

the highest possible level on the scale, 30 of a possible 30. She

answered in a strong positive direction for each and every question. This

may reflect Debbie's discomfort w¡th focusing on difficult issues and
perpetuate her desire to see everything in only the most positive ways. lf
this measure was to be believed it ind¡cated that she did not struggle or

falter in any area of self-acceptance. lt is my belief that this is what

Debbie would like people to seê in her. ln reality it seemed that Debb¡e

struggled with many painful feelings about herself and experienced a
great deal of self-loathing. These more sensitive aspects of Debbie's

character seemed to be hidden ju$t under the surface of a carefully

cultivated confident presentation. The six point increase from the first
test period to the second may indicate that she was becoming more
proficient at telling people what she thought it was they wanted to hear.

This would have been the fourth time that Debbie had completed this
scale as it was also used with her previous therapist. lt could also indicate

that Debbie was becoming increasingly comfortable with herself as a
person. An increase in scoring on this scale would have been expected

as Debbie's behavior seemed to indicate positive growth in self esteem.

It is ditficult to accept that the six point increase in scores holds any true

meaning when the scores on both tests presented suspicious results in
the first place.

On the intrusive subscale of the lmpact of Events Scale Debbie

scored very low at both times of testing. A score of 8 at T1 and i0 atT2
indicate that Debbie was rarely bothered by intrusive experiences related

to the her history of childhood sexual abuse. All answers in this category
at T2 reflected that intrusive experiences were never a problem except for
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the question related to reminders of the experience. Debbie indicated that
reminders "often" brought back memories of the abuse. At T1 Debbie had

answered "not at all" to the same question. This ¡s the only indication that
ideas or feelings were becoming increasingly ¡ntrusive. On the avoidance

subscale Debbie scored below the mean at the initial test¡ng. Her score
fell halfway between the mean and the low. At the end of treatment
Debbie's score rose nine points to 25 of a possible 30. Debbie

recognized that she was more actively avoiding certain ideas, feelings,

and situations. The mean for this scale is 21 so her score falls between

the mean and the high. At both times of testing 28 out of 30 questions

were answered with only the most extreme ends of the scale provided, that
is, either "often" or "never" w¡th nothing imbetween. This is consistent with

Debbie's black and wh¡te or concrete approach to l¡fe. Debbie seemed to
exaggerate or minimize things and rarely presented any middle ground.

These scales were completed during the termination session which may
have increased her emotionality. Debbie's affect seemed somewhat

exaggerated regarding our termination and this may have influenced her

answers.

Debbie's measures for the end of group treatment were used as her

initíal measures (T1) in our individual work together. This made sense as
the testing coincided w¡th the point of transferring the case from the
departing student.

SUMMARY
Debbie's family was character¡zed by boundary diffusion between

members and invited friends. Members were not allowed any autonomy
and were expected to follow the lead set by the Shelley's partners. The
disturbed personal boundaries within the family produce dysfunctional
interactional patterns that become "rigidly structured into the behavior of
family members, producing a lifestyle directed at overcoming a pervasive

sense of intrapersonal and interpersonal emptiness" (Larson and
Maddock, 1986, p.30). The high level of sexuality and the abuse of drugs
and alcohol in the home may have evolved as methods to cope w¡th this
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emptiness. Boundaries between child and adult generations seemed

nonexistent. Debbie seemed to take on adult roles that nobody else was

fulfilling and became a parent to anyone who needed one. Shelley

competed with her children for attention and prov¡ded very little parenting

to her youngest two children. Shelley chose to ignore the needs of her

children by staying with their otfender. Shelley did not move back into an

adult position even atter the children were removed from her care. She

showed very little initiative to maintain a relationship with her children

since they went into foster care. The few times she did have contact with

the children it was obvious that she could not exercise any consistent

adult-child boundaries. Asking the children to recant their allegations is a
good example of how Shelley expects her children to meet her needs.

The abuse in this family seemed to be based ¡n an erotic -

exchange process where all relationships are somewhat erot¡cized if not

outright sexual (Larson and Maddock, 1986). There was little concern for
privacy around parental sexual relations and some suggestion that other
adults were tak¡ng part in a variety of publ¡c sexual behaviors in the home.

Even food was seen as having erotic potential in this home.

The therapeutic environment gave Debbie an opportun¡ty to
increase her self-awareness, self-acceptance, and her independence.

These are some of the most important aspects of therapy with abuse
survivors (Briere, 1989). The therapeutic relationship provided a good

model for Debbie ot a reciprocal, safe, and predictable relationship
(Wheeler and Berliner, 1988). This was a type of relationship that she had

rarely seen. Debbie's decision to continue with yet another therap¡st gave

me great optimism that the groundwork that had been laid in our work
togêther would serve her well in her continued efforts to make sense of
her abusive past. An important area to address in further work would be
increasing Debbie's comfort level regard¡ng expression of difficult
emot¡ons. As a strong therapeutic alliance and improved self-concept are
sometimes considered prerequisites to the necessary emotional release
(Courtois and Sprei ,1988) this may be a task for longer term therapy with
this client.
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CHAPTER EIGHT : CASE STUDY 4 . ANNA

PRESENT SITUATION

Anna was 13 years of age when she was referred to the CRC by her

Child and Family Services social worker. Her mother Wendy was divorced from

her father John since 1986. Anna lived in a group home with 7-8 other
adolescent females at the time of referral. Anna attended Grade 7 at a local
junior high school. Anna had been at the group home for just over one year but
had been in and out of foster care for the last four years. Anna's brother , Bill

(17 years), had just recently moved out of their mother's home. Bill lived with

his girlfriend and their infant son. Anna's other brother, Carl (16 years), was still

living with Wendy. Wendy's second husband Mac was currently serving time in
prison for physically assault¡ng Wendy. Anna was aligned with her father and
her paternal grandmother at the time of referral. On her frequent absences from

the group home it was strongly suspected that she was being harboured by

these people. CFS continued to have protection concerns regard¡ng the
relationship between John and Anna and allowed only supervised access
(office visits and limited, monitored phone calls). John had talked about
pursuing custody of his daughter but had not formally set this in motion. Anna

had a very strained relationship with her mother and had not seen her for many
(4-6) months. The family lived in a duplex where Wendy's mother occupied the
main floor suíte and Wendy had the upper level.

ABUSE HISTORY

ln December of 1986 Anna disclosed that her father was sexually

abus¡ng her. Her two brothers w¡tnessed th¡s abuse at times. John was

immediately charged and asked to leave the family home. Wendy appeared to
be supportive and planned to divorce John. She remembered suspicious
incidents with Anna and John since Anna was five years old. Wendy had

suffered her own abuse from John, physically, sexually, and emotionally.

Wendy also had a history of sexual abuse in her childhood.

ln September of 1987 the trial was held for John's charges of assaulting
Anna. John was found not guilty. Anna's testimony was described as very
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believable by the judge but she was confused about when the abuse had

occurred.

ln November of 1989 Carl disclosed that he was also sexually abused

by John. Carl refused to talk about this abuse with anyone because he did not

want to go through what Anna had been through.

ln March 1990 Anna was seen masturbating the family dog and Wendy
responded by having her hospitalized for three weeks on a psychiatr¡c ward.

Anna then went through an assessment at the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment
Centre. At that point Anna recanted that her father was a sexual offender and

alleged that her mother filled her head with those ideas when she was too
young to know better.

. ln September of 1990 Carl felt safe enough to share his disclosure of

sexual abuse by John with the CFS social worker.

ln October ot 1990 Anna made a new disclosure and cla¡med it was

actually her brother Bill that assaulted her f rom 7 - 12 years of age.

ln February 1991 Anna was referred to the CRC.

FAMILY HISTORY

Wendy and John lived as a family unt¡l the abuse was disclosed in 1986.

Bill was adopted while the other two are their natural children. Wendy was an
emotionally needy person with recurring mental health problems, before and
after the marriage. As a father and a partner John was described as cold and
excessively strlct. Carl had threatened to run away or kill himself while they
were living together because of John's cruel treatment. After John left the home
all three children reported that they were happier and had minimal contact w¡th

him for a year. Some level of contact was established in December ot 1gB7

and this seemed to have a noticeable negative effect on the children. Anna's
behavior began to deteriorate and become increasingly problematic. Carl was
hospitalized for psychiatric treatment. Since the separation John had

maintained a campaign to discredit Wendy as a mother and harassed the
family from a distance. Somet¡me in this time period Wendy went through a
phase of befriending street kids and giving them shelter with her family.

Wendy (40 years) and Mac (25 years) started a relat¡onship in June
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1987. Mac had a lengthy criminal record, a history of severe physical and

sexual abuse as a child, and an addiction to alcohol. By September 1987 this
relationship was extremely abus¡ve and Wendy made a suic¡de attempt. The

family environment became increasingly chaotic and both sons presented as

suicidal and depressed. Little is recorded in the CFS file until May 1 989 when

the family entered family therapy at Children's Home. At this time Anna and

Carl were placed in foster care for three months to help the family stabilize. ln
August 1989 the children returned home, Wendy was deemed increasingly sell
sufficient and the CFS file was closed. ln November 1989 the case was re-

opened when Wendy was hospitalized for suicidal thoughts and depression. A

severe physical assault by Mac, that was interrupted by Carl, precipitated the
hospitilization. ln February 1990 Mac and Wendy married. Anna was

hospitalized shortly after this (the dog masturbation incident) then placed in
foster care again. Anna continued to be aligned with her mother at that time.

She ran away from her placement frequently to return to Wendy's home. ln
October of 1990 Anna switched her allegiance to her father and became
focused on clearing his name and going to live with him. She made several

appearances at police stations to make statements recant¡ng her previous

disclosure. Anna severed her relationship with her mother. She was placed in
care at a group home. Wendy was not considered as a placement option at
this time because her home continued to be abusive and chaotic. CFS

continued to only allow supervised access between Anna and her father as
this relationship continued to be dysfunctional. Anna talked about her father
like a boyfriend at times, he seemed to scr¡pt how he wanted her to try and
manipulate the system, and he fluctuated between babying her and courting
her. Wendy became angry with CFS as time passed and withdrew from
pursuing a relationship with her daughter. Wendy concluded that although she
felt badly for how th¡ngs had turned out for Anna, she felt helpless and unsure
how to change the situation as long as Anna was rejecting her.

PRESENTING CONCERNS and ISSUES
Anna's social worker was concerned that Anna lacked social skills, she

was displaying very sexual¡zed behavior, and that she had an insatiable
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appetite for adult attention. The worker felt that Anna could benefit from

developing an understanding of her family's dysfunctional interactions and

relationships. While do¡ng th¡s ¡t might also be possible to address the
protection concerns that John continued to present. lt was also hoped that she

would develop a better understanding of the sexual abuse that she

acknowledged by her brother.

Anna's was interested in ialking about her grievances with CFS,

building her relationship with her non-offending brother, and achieving more
freedom in her relationship with her father. Anna had no interest in her

relat¡onship with her mother and was clear that this was a very sensitive ¡ssue

that she was not willing to discuss.

The therapist agreed to work with Anna on her issues and hoped that the
social worker's issues could be incorporated as the work progressed. Anna

had been hesitant to attend this initial meeting and had little commitment to
therapy. Her apprehensions had subsided enough that she quickly identified

that one hour per week may not be sufficient as she had so much to talk about.

Anna also agreed to give the group treatment an opportunity for one session.
She remained pessim¡stic, however, that a group experience could be useful.

Developmentally Anna was very focused on selÊdefinition. She also
seemed torn between gett¡ng nurturance from her family and proving herself as
an independent ent¡ty. Her budding sexuality was a major concern to adults
working with her. The confusion related to her victimization mixed with a need
to appear independent and in control contributed to different types of
inappropriate and dangerous sexual activity. Anna was definitely lacking in
social sk¡lls. One example of this was the difficulties she had ¡n maintaining
peer relationships. Developmental issues were also compromised by her
need to be aligned with one parent over the other.

GROUP PARTICIPATION

ln the beginning Anna was unconvinced that the group experience was
someth¡ng in which she wanted to participate. Her opinion was etfected by a
bad experience with group work that was done at the group home where she
lived. After a month of working together individually she agreed to give the
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group a try, on the condition that she did not have to continue if she did not like

it. Some obnoxious behavior by another member (Debbie) in the first session

convinced Anna that she would not like to be part of the group. ln her next

individual session with me Anna indicated that she no longer had transportation
to the group and would not be attending future group sessions. W¡th some
pushing she was able to clarify that the real problem was that Debbie's

behavior had hurt her feelings. Anna acknowledged that leaving the group was
her way of avoiding Debbie. Her objection was validated and plans were

developed about how the group leaders would take respons¡bility for getting

Debbie to behave more responsibly to other group members or not take part.

Anna was also capable of understanding that Debbie was expressing her own

anxieties about attending the group through her rude behavior. Anna was

empowered by the consideration that perhaps she had some more appropriate

coping skills to model for other group members when they were neryous.

Being helpful to other group members is acknowledged as a significant
therapeutic experience that can boost self-esteem (Knight, 1990). Anna

agreed to give the group one more try and became a regular attender. This
sense of having some importance to other members contributed to Anna

establishing herself as a leader. She missed only one session and this was
because she was absent without permission from her placement.

Anna seemed to feel safe ¡n the group and took part ¡n most discussions
and activities. The only piece she opted out of was writing in journals at the end
of each group. She did agree to spend time on this at the beginning of some of
her individual sessions and proved to be very expressive in her writing. lt was
somewhat unexpected that Anna would become one of the leaders in the
group. Her social skills were not as noticeably underdeveloped in the

adolescents that made up the group. Her leadership actually helped move the
group in a positive direction for the most part. There were exceptions when she
would try to shock the others with graphic language or problematic behavior
but she came to recogn¡ze that this only impressed the peripheral group

members. Anna was more successful interacting with peers in structured

activ¡ties and with the leaders present. The group provided a safe place for
Anna to practise her social skills and it seemed that she struggled less with this
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as time passed. ïhe group also provided a valuable peer group to Anna that

helped break her isolated experience of sexual abuse and sexuality. Anna

seemed to apprec¡ate that everyone in the group, no matter how "cool" they

seemed, had a great deal to learn about sexuality and that ¡t was acceptable to

struggle w¡th this knowledge. Anna seemed to enjoy the freedom to get silly

about sexual discussions w¡thout be¡ng reprimanded. lt was often Anna's

lighthearted comments that opened the girls to any discussion. Anna made

many valuable contributions to the group. The group experience benefited

Anna by providing "factual information, social support, and an opportunity for

emot¡onal interaction with peers" (Herman and Schatzow, 1984, p.614).

PROCESS , ¡SSUES, and THEMES
The process of Anna's treatment was ditticult to unravel from the issues

and themes. They are grouped together here tor this reason although the other
client summaries separate these categories. Anna attended 20 sessions over
a 7 month period so there was a great deal of material to sort through.

Anna's initial focuses were maligning both her mother and the group

home staff and envlronment. She could not tolerate much discussion around

issues with Wendy. Anna was always eager to throw out a few barbs at Wendy,

however, before she closed this otf as a topic of conversation. ln¡tially these
were very concrete items like Wendy had too much sex, it was Wendy's fault
she had failed Grade 5, and Wendy screwed her up by filling her head with the
false abuse allegations against John. Anna distanced herself from this painful

subject by saying she had no mother or she did not want Wendy to be her

mother. At this point Anna had not seen or been ¡n contact w¡th Wendy for at
least 4 months.

Anna would often move away from ditficult subjects by focusing on all the
injustices and inhumanlties she suffered at the group home. She was reluctant

to look at how she could act on any of her complaints but seemed to feel

validated when she was allowed to vent¡late as much as she wanted. After 8
sessions (where group home complaints were her main focuses) she agreed to

have a meeting with her keyworker at the group home and myself. The purpose

of this meeting was to support her in clarifying what her concerns were and to
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help her understand what responses shê could reasonably expect from the

statf. This agreement was reached only after Anna was so worked up about

how she was being treated at the group home that she let herself cry for the first

time in session. At this po¡nt Anna also needed clarification about why she was

attending therapy. She had reached the understanding that her lawyer had

arranged for therapy to help her get back w¡th her father. This was clarified and

for the first time Anna was challenged around issues with her father. This

included discussing what her father was actually doing to get her back and

appropriate ¡ntimacy between fathers and daughters.

After the meeting at the group home Anna allowed the focus in treatment

to move away from the problems in the group home. Anna was increasingly

open to invitations from the therapist to talk about her family and was less

prone to sidetrack ¡nto group home issues. On May 28 Anna watched the

documentary lncest : A C¡rcle of Healing (Millican, 1979). One segmeni

featured abuse victims discussing their experience while another section

focuses on non-otfending partners (typ¡cally mothers) v¡ewpo¡nts in incestuous

families. Anna was very interested in the first part of the documentary but

indicated she wanted to go for a walk later in the session and was not interested

in seeing the mothers'segment. She later requested to continue the tape and

forgot about the walk. Anna then proceeded to pretend to fall asleep while the

mothers spoke and remained sleep-like after it was finished. I talked about
other girl's responses to the show and reviewed points the mothers had raised,

hoping that Anna was taking it ¡n at some level. Before Anna left she said some

things about her mother that seemed to indicate she had been taking in most

of what was being put forth. Anna said she could see the mothers' side in the
story and that this made her understand and feel sad for her own mother. We

discussed how her mother needed to focus on her own survival over the last

few years as she was in an abus¡ve relationship with Mac. Anna identified Mac

as a scary person. Anna did not feel hopeful that she could establ¡sh a
relationship with Wendy now though because " they had never really had a
relationship". Anna forgot that Wendy used to be her parent of choice and only

remembered that Wendy had never visited her in foster care. There was only
one occasion after this session where Anna spent time wishing that she could
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live with her father. This occurred in mid June. She talked longingly of living

with John full time. Anna was also feeling desperate enough to consider some

out-of-province relatives as an acceptable second choice if OFS would not

approve placement with John.

ln late June Anna surprised everyone by dramatically abandoning her

alliance with her father. Anna left the group home without permission and

arrived unannounced at Wendy's door after be¡ng on the run for several days.

This produced a variety of new focuses for our work together. Anna's new

agenda at that po¡nt was to líve with her mother again. This was to be assessed

as a possibility by her CFS worker, at the end of August. Wendy made it clear to

Anna that she would only be welcomed home if she had made a lot of progress

in therapy. Although Anna was not clear what exactly Wendy meant by this

she approached therapy with renewed gusto. Anna became very focused on

the issues surrounding her sexual abuse in a rushed and superficial manner.

She was in such a hurry to "get over" her sexual abuse that she became

somewhat non-discriminant in talking about it with people. Anna now

acknowledged that both her father and brother were perpetrators and she had

been sexual with the family dog. Anna was g¡ven the choice about continuing

v¡s¡ts with her father or not. She acknowledged that seeing John made her feel
like running away and lying for him and that would make ¡t too difficult to see
him.

The first issue that Anna presented after changing alleg¡ance to Wendy
was working through her feelings about being put into the hosp¡tal by Wendy
several years ago. Anna reconnected with her favourite statf member at the
hospital and came to see this as a positive part of her life. Anna acknowledged

that going to the hospital had felt like some kind of punishment and it had never

been acknowledged why Wendy had taken her there. Through conversations
with her mother and work done in our sessions Anna came to see that Wendy
had acted out of fear and ignorance as many people do when faced with a
sexual problem. Anna was helped to understand that her own behavior was
not weird or abnormal and that Wendy had acted ¡n a way that she thought was
helpful to Anna. Briere ('1989) refers to this as normalizing the clients reaction

to their abusive childhood experiences, or dest¡gmatizing. Anna came to
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forgive her mother for the hospital¡zation. She separated this from continuing

to feel angry at Wendy for allowing Mac to be a higher prior¡ty than the children.

Anna continued to struggle with this aspect of her situation and recognized that
she felt abandoned by her mother. ln early August Anna clearly felt that she

was now ready to live with Wendy. She could tolerate little d¡scussion that this

may I may not happen as it also depended on Wendy being ready to parent full

t¡me.

When Anna felt comfortable approaching abuse issues the focus

intertwined with sexuality concerns. lt was apparent that Anna's ideas about
sexuality had been severely impaired by her own vict¡mization and a highly

sexualized home environment. Anna still struggled with why her brother had

chosen to be sexual with her. Desp¡te ongoing efforts by the therapist to
prov¡de information to help resolve her questions, Anna continued to
understand only a sexual explanation. She held out that he had fathered a
child as proof that he was sexually active and ¡nsisted that he had always had
plenty of willing sexual partners. Anna also showed the chaos in her own
exploration of adolescent sexuality. This started with her testing the water with
roundabout and vague comments about other people's sexual act¡vities. She
asked informational questions regarding birth control for "her friend,' who
thought she might be pregnant. Anna later disclosed that she had experienced
non-abusive sexual experiences. She became very ambivalent and
ambiguous about whether she had consented to sexual activiiy and whether it
had been an age appropriate partner. Anna settled on the fact that she had

said this guy could have sex with her but she had slept through it. Anna
acknowledged that there was a time period when she thought all she was good

for was sex and she did not care what happened to her body. Anna seemed to
feel safe by putting this in the past and claiming to be in control of her sexuality
at present.

ln late August Anna saw her father for the first time since her change of
allegiance. lt remained inconclusive whether it was by coincidence that he had

arrived at the same campsite that the group was using. lt was also
hypothes¡zed by group home staff that Anna could have arranged this
coincidence. When Anna f¡rst saw John she spoke with hím briefly in the
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presence of another group home resident. Anna then let the staff know what
was going on and stayed in the staff's presence. She became quite worked up

about her father coming to get her and assault her again. The statf were of

mixed opinions whether this was real fear or dramatized. Anna's sexual acting

out started to increase after this campíng trip. ln sessions Anna started

focusing on problems with group home staff and peers again. At the very end
of August Wendy declared she was not ready to parent yet as she was feeling
"pretty messed up". Anna became very angry and left without permission for a
two week hiatus from the group home. A placement review at this t¡me

acknowledged that she had become more open about her own sexuality and

abuse issues since reconnecting with her mother. There was concern raised

that Anna discussed the abuse issues w¡thout attaching any emotion to it at ail.
The staff also felt that she continued to have ditfículty relat¡ng to men as she
tried to sexualize all contact with males. Her relationships with staff had

suffered since she started visiting Wendy again. While she was away from the
group home Anna spent sometime with her father and grandmother at the
Public Satety Building (P.S.B.) trying to clear her father,s name. She had also
run into Mac (who is now a friend of John's) and passed her Mom's unlisted
phone number on to him. Wendy was furious with Anna as Mac then started
harassing her over the phone. Wendy started to wonder if all the etfort she feli
she had put into reconnecting with Anna was for nothlng. Wendy was unclear
about whether she was still willing to work out a relationship with Anna at this
point and continued to focus on her own needs.

When Anna returned from her leave she asked the staff that an
appointment be set up with her therapist. She acknowledged her anger at
Wendy and saw this as the trigger to her latest absence from her placement.

She was forthcoming about meet¡ng John at the p.S.B. but said that th¡s
ep¡sode of running away from her placement was diffêrent than the others as
that was their only contact. Anna recognized that her Dad still had power over
her. Anna felt that she had to stay away from John because she did not want to
lie for him anymore. Anna was also more honest ¡n discussing her own sexual
activity that had transpired while she was living on the streets. After much
discussion Anna could acknowledge that at some points being on the run had
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been scary and that was why she had eventually returned to the group home.

For the most part Anna had a real sense of bravado about the scary situat¡ons

she descr¡bed. Many of the events were clearly abusive and exploitive. Anna

could not see the revictimization because she wanted to believe she had been
in control.

ln the final review of our work before we terminated Anna made a
realistic appraisal that she had been let down by both her parents in different
ways. She seemed to apprec¡ate that Wendy was feeling discouraged by her
behavior of late but felt that this was a relationship worth worklng on in the
future. Anna appreciated that she would like to have a relationship with her
father someday. She was clear in her understanding that this would never be
possible unt¡l he apologized and accepted responsibility for the sexual abuse
and other manipulations. Anna presented some interest in continuing therapy
with another graduate student but also expressed relief that this work was over
for the moment. This seemed to indicate that she remained amb¡valent about
treatment and was not taken as a negat¡ve appraisal of our work together. The
prospect of doing some therapeuiic work that included her mother seemed to be
what interested Anna the most at this time.

THERAPEUTIC STEPS

The most therapeutic aspect of the relationship that developed betlveen
Anna and myself seemed to be the posit¡ve regard that I showed for her, I

accepted Anna as the expert on her situation right from the beginning and let
her set a pace that she was comfortable with in addressing abuse issues. I did
not focus on trying to prove that John had sexually abused her. Other helpers
in Anna's life were forced to focus on the fact that John had sexually abused
Anna as this created ongoing child protection concerns. Clearly establ¡shing
that I had a ditferent role than other adults in her life was the first step in
establishing trust w¡th Anna. Advocating for Anna by talking to group home staff
with her and writ¡ng a letter to her lawyer also helped to bu¡ld a therapeutic
alliance. Anna seemed more prepared to open up about her family after I acted
on the requests she made for me to support her outside the clinic setting.
lnitially family topics were so threatening that even completing a genogram
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together proved difficult. Anna was very guarded about informat¡on as

innocuous as the ages of family members. Anna was not forced to prov¡de

information she wished to keep private at that time. This demonstrated to Anna

that she was in control and the therapist would respect her pace. A few

sessions later Anna accepted an invitation to complete the genogram and
provided detailed observations about family members. Demonstrating that this
activity was something that she had a choice about and waiting for an

appropriate level of trust to develop facilitated the completion of the genogram.

On one occasion ldisregarded the pace that Anna had set for approaching

abuse issues. ltried to invite Anna into considering why people recant abuse

allegations and attempted to expose her faulty belief on this topic. I continued

to challenge and confront her and eventually felt like I was digging myself into a
hole. I was working on my own agenda of forging ahead on her abuse issues

and failed to recognize that Anna was not prepared to entertain this subject yet.

I came face to face w¡th the tremendous oppositional energy that Anna put into

other relationsh¡ps with adults who were try¡ng to help her. After this session I

approached all challenges and confrontat¡ons in a gentler manner that fit my
personal style more appropriately and met w¡th more success. Confronting and
rebuilding faulty cognitions were frequently used interventions that became
increasingly successful as trust developed in the therapeutic relationship.

Anna became more accepting of encouragement to take in other peoples

viewpoints and information that allowed us then to d¡smantle faulty beliefs.

Anna was so defensive w¡th other adults that any information they tried to
prov¡de her was aggressively disregarded. Annâ was constantly inv¡ted to take
in new information. lt varied a great deal from session to session how she
would respond to these invitations and how long she could stay focused on
topics ¡f she took the challenge. lt was important for her to be given this sense
of control and demonstrated to her the therapist's ability to respond to her
needs. Over the long run, the posit¡ve regard I showed for Anna, being willing
to advocate for her, and g¡v¡ng her choices about how we would proceed, all
contributed to Anna letting me into her world.

ln the beginning it was also important to accept Anna's inability to
discuss her relationship with her mother. Allowing her the freedom to ventilate
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hostile feelings about her mother opened the door later to discuss the origin of
these feelings. lt was an lmportant breakthrough in our work when Anna could

acknowledge and describe how her mother had let her down and how this
made her feel. The insight she later gained that both parents had let her down

was the most rewarding indicator of success with Anna. This awareness was a
sign of increasingly mature and independent thinking that Anna had not been

capable of when we first started working together. Hopefully this was the first
step for Anna towards a more realistic understanding of her situation. This

understanding could serve as the foundation she would need to face the

inconsistenc¡es that both parents would continue to present in her life. Anna

was beginning to define herself outside of what her parents expected her to be.

This was a very healthy development as Anna had previously been trying hard

to figure out what her parents wanted and was constantly manipulated into

meeting their needs. Beginning to separate from parents was developmentally
appropriate for a person Anna's chronological age but somewhat premature for
Anna's level of emotional neediness. lt would have been beneficial if Anna

could have been supported and nurtured by her parents for a much longer time
per¡od. As her parents would not be capable of doing this hopefully Anna
would be able to have these needs met in other appropriate ways while she
struggled to develop an identity separate from her own parents.

The most apparent effects of Anna's abusive childhood were
inappropriate sexual behaviors and attitudes. The extensive information she
was provided in both ind¡vidual and group work regarding healthy sexuality
sometimes seemed like a drop in the bucket compared to what would be

needed. Anna seemed to take in the information and displayed a keen interest
in sexual topics. She cont¡nued to display however, through her questions and
behaviors, that it was very difficult for her to incorporate these new ideas

against all the misinformation she possessed. Educating would definitely be a
long term process for Anna. lt was considered to be a posit¡ve sign that in the
end she was less clandestine about her own sexual¡ty and was asking more
questions. The questions reflected that she was seeking out information to
challenge some of the misinformation herself rather than waiting for the
therapist to lead in this area. Along with the ¡nformation that Anna was
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provided about sexuality she was encouraged to be aware of different societal

attitudes about sexuality. We attempted to formulate a personal set of beliefs

around sexuality for Anna that put the abuse in perspective. lt was important to

emphasize issues related to consent and responsibility in these discussions as

Anna continued to struggle with these concepts.

Anna's presentation seemed to mirror the negative self-image she

harboured. Finkelhor and Browne ('1986) would relate this to the stigmatization

that child sexual abuse creates. For the tirst 5 months we knew each other
Anna was unkept and dressed like a boyish hoodlum. She seemed to take very
little interest in her appearance even when this exacerbated a skin condition

she had. When Anna made the disclosure about her father she started to take
a greater interest in these previously neglected areas and looked like a different
person. The positive feedback this received was very encouraging to her. lt
would have been interesting to see if her score on a second self esteem scale
would have reflected the visible changes in her self acceptance.

The other area that Anna seemed strongly affected by was the betrayal
involved in her situation. Vulnerability to subsequent abuse and

exploitation,depression, extreme dependency, impaired ability to trust, anger,

as well as discomfort in intimate relationships were some of the behaviors that
Finkelhor and Browne (1988) attr¡bute to the betrayal of being let down by the
offender and other family members. Anna exhibited all of these symptoms to
some degree. When she was able to develop some compassion for her
mother's pos¡tion she seemed to feel less betrayed by her. This turning point

then allowed for the more difficult work of processing the betrayal by her father.
This was in the ¡nitial stages when our work ended.

ln our 7 months together the process of therapy lent itself to anxiety
reduction around the subject of sexual abuse. Anxiety was never completely
dissipated and anxiety levels fluctuated a great deal from session to session. ln
general ,however, it was still felt that Anna became increasingly more
comfortable with the subject and could tolerate discussing some of her
memories. Therapy also started to chip away at some of the socially learned
responses that Wheeler and Berliner (1988) describe. Anna was able to
discard some of the maladaptive beliefs, behaviors, and attitudes that her
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abusive history had fostered. She placed responsibility clearly on her

otfenders, she attempted to understand her otfender's behavior, she

acknowledged some of the vulnerable s¡tuations she had recently put herself in,

and she had a better (although rudimentary) understanding of consent ¡ssues.

Anna was able to express some feelings around her experience with her

brother and later, her father. Anna was encouraged to label these feelings and
learn to handle them in constructive ways. She appreciated this opportunity to
talk posit¡vely about John as she did not feel free to do this anywhere else.

The therap¡st initially surprised Anna by giving her permission and

encouragement to miss her father. With this freedom, Anna was then able to

move away from her defensive stance regarding their relationship. Gefinas
(1983) cautions that if loyalties are ignored they will operate as resistance to
treatment. Anna then found it tolerable to question and challenge some of her

father's actions and became increasingly objective in evaluating their
relationship. When Anna took a healthier position and distanced trom her

father the shift paved the way for the rebuilding of Anna's relationshlps with

Wendy and Carl. lt seemed like Anna believed that Wendy could fill the large
void in Anna's emotional life that withdrawing from John had created. lt was
frustrating for Anna that reconnect¡ng with Wendy was really just a starting point

and not the immediate solution that Anna had hoped. Anna's fantasy that
Wendy would be able to provide all the support she needed was d¡tficult to
challenge at this point. lt was feared that Anna would have taken confrontation
on this topic defensively and the developing therapeutic relationship would
have been jeopardised. This issue was left to run it's own course and Wendy
proved on her own that she was not instantly ready to parent again. Wendy
also fluctuated in her commitment to working through issues with her daughter
and often put all the pressure on Anna to change. Wendy's behavior forced
Anna to let go of her perfect family fantasy. This was a fortunate natural

development as the therapist was not put in a position that could have been
interpreted by Anna as a negative stance towards Wendy. previously, Anna
had slowly developed some comfort in examining her relationship with her
mother. This lead to their reunification. Anna was also capable of continued
examination of this topic after their "honeymoon period". When Wendy's
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position was more evident Anna was able to continue exper¡menting with the

expression of grief around the lim¡tations of this relationship. lt seems like the

hopeful period immediately following their reunion was very confusing and

disorienting to Anna. lt also temporarily halted the treatment process. Anna

could only be supported by the therapist during this time through their safe and
predictable relationship. lt was imperative to wait for a more appropriate time to

continue the difficult work of developing a healthier understanding of her

relationship w¡th her mother.

ln the time periods when Anna was open to exploring her relationship

with her mother we normalized Wendy's responses to Anna. This was done by
presenting information and challenging faulty cognitions about possible

explanations for Wendy's behavior. Anna's faulty beliefs about her mother's

behavior seemed to have an extremely negative effect on her self-esteem. The

therapist encouraged her to think about many possibilities and expected Anna

to reach her own conclusions. lt was very important to determine the specific

misinformation and faulty beliefs that were influencing Anna so that new

¡nformation could be tailored to her needs, Developing an understanding of her

mother's position that was not blaming or accusatory was an important

therapeutic milestone. Anna previously seemed trapped between needing to
believe that either she was a bad child or Wendy was a bad parent. The same

educated understanding of attitudes and behaviors found in abusive families
needed to be developed for Anna's belief system about herself. This all

seemed to breakdown Anna's sense of isolation and differentness which can
foster low self esteêm and loneliness (Courtois and Sprei, 1988). This boost to
Anna's selÊesteem seemed to give Anna the courage to pursue a relationship

with Wendy again after many months of eslrangement. Shortly after this
therapeutic development Anna showed up on her mother's doorstep. This also

seemed to allow Anna to let go of the desperate attachment she had been

maintaining with her father.

The dramat¡c shift in Anna's support system changed the coursê of our
carefully nurtured relat¡onship initially. As part of the plan to move home
permanently Anna was being encouraged by her mother to complete her

therapy. Anna attempted to "work out" all her abuse issues by quickly
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acknowledging all the abuse ¡n her past and openly analyzing her own sexual

behavior. She became indiscriminant in talking about her abuse and in her

sexual activ¡ty. Anna seemed strangely detached from both of these activit¡es

and discussed these areas with a noticeable lack of affect. lt felt like Anna had

dramatically moved away from the pace she had previously set regard¡ng

abuse issues and was moving at a rapid fire pace to please her mother. Her

sexualized behavior and inability to connect any emotion with discussion of her

own victimization indicated that now Anna was proceeding at a speed that she
could not tolerate. lt was difficult to remain engaged with Anna during this time
period. She did not want to be challenged or confronted on the possibility that
she may not be returning to her mother's home in August. She also avoided

any probing about the change in her relationship with her father. Anna did not

make herself available to discuss diff¡cult issues until she was in crisis again.

Anna was devastated in late August when it was determined that Wendy was

not ready to parent full time. Anna reacted with her standard coping

mechanism of running away, When she returned however there was an

indication that Anna was beginning to include healthier coping mechanisms in

her repertoire. Actively seeking out time w¡th her therapist was seen as an
indication of positive change. Anna came to her next session prepared to
vent¡late many difficult emotions regarding her mother. lt was unfortunate that
Anna's need to reconnect with the therapist came only weeks before our
termination. lt díd provide the opportunity however to reach some

understanding about this difficult time period w¡th her mother. The last few
sessions were also used to review with Anna all the hard work she had put into

treatment and reinforce the positive changes that the therapist was observ¡ng.
Although Anna st¡ll had a long way to go in her journey of heal¡ng she has
taken many important beginning steps and her courage was applauded.
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MEASURES

EDUCATIONAL SCALE

CORRECT

WRONG

MISSED

OTHER

AVOIDANCE

INTRUSIVE

T1

17
a

1

0

T1

29.5 (HrGH)

20 (MED|UM)

T2

ROSENBERG SELF E9TEEM SCALE
ï1 T2

21

IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE (IES)

T2

Anna wrote the educational scale at the end of the group treatment in
June. At that time she had three items wrong. Her measure for April has been
misplaced so it is impossible to determine what her level of knowledge was
pr¡or to treatment. Like all the others tested Anna agreed that offenders were
mentally ill or retarded. She disagreed that many children feel the abuse was
their fault. This possibly indicates a healthy understanding that this is not right,

although the quest¡on was intended to indicate that this is a common reaction.
The other item that Anna had answered incorrecily could fall into the same
category in that true or false does not adequately satisfy the statement. Anna
said it was false that abused children sometimes think they are ugly or look
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different than other children (#16). The answer considered correct for this

statement (true) indicates a frequent response but not all children will

experience this reaction. ln those instances "false" may be a more accurate

answer and could indicate a ch¡ld at a different point of resolution of their abuse.

As mentioned previously, amb¡gu¡ty proved to be an obvious fault of the

wording chosen for several questions. lt is interesting that Anna left out the item

that questioned whether most children tell someone right away when they have

been sexually abused. Perhaps this was an uncomfortable area to think about
at that po¡nt in tíme as Anna was still spending time with and protecting her

abusive father. Anna scored 17 of a possible 21 . This indicated that Anna had

a good knowledge base about common beliefs about sexual abuse.

On the Rosenberg Self-esteem scale Anna scored 21 of a possible 30,

with 30 indicating the highest level of self esteem. As Moran and Eckenrode
(1992) provide no indication of norms for this new method of scoring it is difficult
to know what this represents when compared to other results. lf a score of 15 is

the mid-point in possible scores Anna has scored in a medium high area.

Anna had only one question that fit the negative caiegory of response. She
indicated that at times she feels she is no good at all but saw the nine other
areas in a positive light. This indicates a healthy level of self-acceptance that
f¡ts with the cocky, confident presentation Anna exudes but does not account for
her self- destructive behavior and unkept appearance. lt was difficult to accept

the results of this scale as accurate in this case. Anna's behaviors and attitudes
indicated a great deal of inner turmoil. Her confident presentation seemed to be

a strained and exaggerated attempt to cover up a very low opinion of herself.

For the lmpact of Events Scale Anna scored in the medium range of the
intrusive subscale, 20 out of a possible 28. The mean for this subscale is 21 . lt
was surprising that someone projecting so much denial about her abuse when
she came into treatment would be exper¡encing this level of intrusive thoughts.
Anna presented that everything was under control for her and that she had not

been sexually abused by her father. At the time of testing Anna would have

been using the sexual abuse by her brother as her point of reference. The

scale would indicate that thoughts around this experience were fairly intrusive.

Anna put so much energy into denying that she had been sexually abused by
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her father it would be surprising if she was having intrusive thoughts about that

experience. Anna scored much higher on the avoidance subscale, scoring

29.5 out of a possible 32. This seemed to f¡t with a v¡ctim that was trying to

convince herself and others that she had not been abused. All I of the

avoidance quest¡ons rated either "sometimes" or "often". This would indicate

that Anna was actively and consciously avoiding certain ideas, feelings, or
situations that could be associated with the abuse she had experienced. The
test cannot measure the potential for or frequency of denial and repression as

this does not occur at a conscious level. As part of Anna's experience was still

being denied at this point this is someihing that must also be considered as an

indication that the scale may underestimate both the levels of intrusion and

avoidance for this cl¡ent.

Anna's terminatlon measures wêre never completed due to a variety of
reasons. lt had been planned that they would be completed at the last meeting

scheduled at the Clinic where Anna was to meet the therapist that was taking
over her case. This meeting was never accomplished as Anna was absent from

the group home without permission and did not return while I was still at the

CRC. When it became obv¡ous that I would not officially terminaie with her I

dropped the measures otf at her group home and asked that they send them

along to me iflwhen she returned. An envelope and postage were supplied to
thê group home statf in order to accomplish this with minimal effort on their part.

I never received any response from Anna.

SUMMARY
Anna's family had boundary disturbances in many of the areas that

Larson and Maddock (1986) described. There was evidence that the adult/
child boundary was extremely bluned with both parents. The blurred boundary

allowed the sexual relationship to exist between father and daughter. The role

confusion that accompanies these blurred boundaries helps to explain why

Anna protected her father and sometimes described him as a boyfriend. With

her mother the blurred boundary gave Wendy the permission to use Anna as
her confidante regarding her own emotional issues. Anna appeared to be a
peer of her mothers. Wendy would probably need ongoing support and
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guidance in order to assume more of a parental role with Anna. lndividual

counselling that would lead to dyadic work was recommended to Wendy for this
reason. This was suggested when Anna first reunited with Wendy and again in

August when ¡t became apparent how unsure Wendy was in her commitment to
parent Anna. Anna's blind loyalty to her father was a test¡mony to the

enmeshment and overdependence found in incestuous families. Helpers were
seen as intruders and were not allowed to penetrate the rigid boundary that
Anna and John hid behind. Anna spoke of the common agenda she and her

father shared and seemed programmed in her responses. John seemed in

control of Anna when she first entered into treatment and she seemed

incapable of independent thought. Anna relied on denial to "minimize the

cognitive dissonance and emotional pain created by the intrafamilial abuse

while maintaining the emotional dependency" (Larson and Maddock, 1986,

p.30) she had with her father. At the end of our work together Anna had put

some clear boundaries around her relationship with her father. She recognized

that it would be d¡tficult to maintain a clear boundary with him if she continued to

see him. This contributed to her request to have visiting put on hold. lt
remained unknown if Anna would be able to mainia¡n this position with her

father as it was qu¡te a drastic stance to take. She hoped to develop a healthier
relationship with him ¡n the future but was clear about the safety factors she
would need in place f¡rst. As there was no indication that John would ever

accept responsibility for his abusive behavior it seemed unlikely that Anna

could have any level of relationship with her father and be true to herself.

ln Anna's family it was difficult to establish one precise funct¡on that the
incest served. At times the abuse seemed to be a means of "atfection

exchange" between adult and child generations. John would plan special

outings with the children that gave him the opportunity to ¡solate them and
engage them in sexual activity. There were also hints that the entire home

atmosphere was somewhat sexualized and that the children were socialized to
accept this atyp¡cal atmosphere. There was much discussion between
generations regarding adult sexual behaviors that did not seem to bother

anyone. This indicated the possibility of an" erotic exchange process" in the
family. The abuse of Anna by her oldest brother seemed to serve a ditferent
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function than the abuse by her father. Anna's brother was aggressive towards

her and at times restrained her. Anna had a real fear that he was capable of
physically hurting her. This abuse could fall into an "aggression expression"

functional category. Larson and Maddock (1986) describe that "an adolescent

male may sexually exploit his younger sister in retaliation for what he perceives

as abandonment or reject¡on by his father, whom he believes shows intense

favouritism towards the girls in the family (which may itseff have an incestuous

element)" (p.38). Bill's abusive behavior may have been a response to his own

long history of neglect and possible abuse. Larson and Maddock (1986) would
put this in a" rage based" category. His actions were cold and calculated by

Anna's descriptions and this is a factor in "rage based" families. Larson and

Maddock's (1986) categories were useful in suggesting possible meanings the

abusive experiences had to this family and individual members but far from

conclusive. Speculating on possible f unctions in this family reinforced the belief

that this was a very complex and dysfunctional family system. Anna cont¡nued

to struggle w¡th her own capacity to make sense of the abuse at the end of our

work but this is not surpr¡sing as she did not or could not acknowledge being
victimized by her father unt¡l many months had passed. Perhaps coming to
some understanding about what happened with her father in the future would

force her to reevaluate her abusive experience with her brother. Anna was still

very confused as to why her brother had been sexual with her as it did not fit her

understanding that abuse is only motivated by sexual needs. Looking at her

father's possible motivations and other contributing factors may challenge her to

move past a sexual explanation for both of her offenders. Larson and

Maddock's (1986) functional categories prov¡de much information for Anna to
consider.

ln the beginning of our work Anna identified very few supports in her life.

She d¡d not believe that anyone at the group home could be trusted and had

trouble relating to peers at school. The friendships she valued appeared
superficial and unhealthy. Her father, her grandmother, and her father's lawyer

were the only people she felt were supportive of her position and capable of
caring for her. We will never clearly know what inf luenced or caused the

dramatic shift in allegiance for Anna as she could not consciously identify how
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she had arrived at this point. lt is hypothesized that therapy prov¡ded a safe

and neutral environment for Anna to take in new information about sexual

abuse in families. Anna was constantly being challenged by the therapist to
¡ncorporate new information into her thinking. Most importantly the therapeutic
environment seemed to foster increased self-awareness, self-acceptance, and
increased independence that Briere (1989) concluded were the most important

aspects of therapy with abuse survivors. At the end of treatment it was hoped

that Wendy would be a valuable support to Anna in the long run. At that t¡me

she was at least a more positive support for Anna than John. At the end of our
work Anna had reconnected with a helper from the past that she seemed to
trust. This person seemed to be a valuable support to Anna in the transition

from her father's sphere of influence over to her mother's. lt seemed apparent

that this woman's warm reception to Anna gave her a much needed boost in
her self esteem during this ditficult time. Anna was able to engage in a more

age appropr¡ate manner with group home staff when we terminated. She

continued, however, to be involved in manipulative and superficial peer

relationships.

Several months after I left the CRC Anna came back to continue

treatment with the graduate student I had otfered to her previously. As I could
not bridge the transition with the new therapist I had written Anna a letter to
¡ntroduce them.
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CHAPTER NINE : Personal LearninE and Evaluation

GOALS

From the beginning it was hoped that this practicum experience would

increase my skill in meeting the treatment needs of adolescents w¡th mental

health concerns. Although clients who had experienced sexual abuse within

their families were the focus of the pract¡cum it was expected that the skills

learned could also be put to use w¡th other presenting problems.

Working with survivors of sexual abuse and an extensive literature

review of the sub¡ect was expected to increase my understanding of child

sexual abuse. Developing an understanding of the vast array of effects that are

attributed to the experience of childhood sexual abuse and family dynamics in

incestuous systems were considered to be important foundations for any work

with this client group. Developing appropriate interventions would also be

researched and practised with particular attention paid to the needs of

adolescents. This practicum hoped to establish a better apprec¡ation regarding

the possibility of unique treatment needs for this population.

It was also expected that planning the practicum would help me to define

the principles of therapy that were important to me and provide an anchor for
future work.

EVALUATION
Over the course of the practicum ¡t became clearer that working with this

client group successfully really meant meeting them where they were, i.e., on

issues that were presently focused on. I found that I needed to relax my initial

expectations about how much time we would spend talking about the actual

sexual abuse. This was a necessary precursor to accepting the pace that the
client set or responded to. I quickly came to realize that the time we spent

together was still useful treatment for adolescents who had experienced sexual

abuse. Understanding that dealing with the seemingly tr¡vial content at times
was important groundwork for moving into the more d¡fficult subject allowed me

to take some pressure otf myself to get clients mov¡ng faster than they were

ready to proceed. Once some level of trust was established abuse related
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material was allowed to weave in and out of each session. Another theme that

was frequently focused on were ¡ssues related to loss of family or strained

family relationships presented. The family ¡ssues the clients struggled with

were for the most part the direct result of the family's response to the discovery

of the abuse. lt was fascinating to see how these tvvo areas of concern, abuse

and separation, would be interspersed and intertwined w¡th the more
generalized developmental issues that were confused for these girls. A great

deal was learnt about encouraging clients to approach difficult subjects while

also allowing them the freedom to decline these invitations. Clients also

needed to feel that they could move away from the subject when they had had

enough. They would also at times be encouraged to go past what they

believed was their own capability. There is a real balance that must be

achieved ¡n these pursuits and I feel a stronger understanding for the

description of therapy as both an art and a science. At times it was necessary to

acknowledge to myself and to the client that I may have pushed too hard and

been too eager to stay w¡th an area that the cl¡ent wanted to abandon. Of

course the opposite was also true on occasion where the client could have

been encouraged to go deeper into an area but was allowed to retreat
prematurely. lt was clear that establishing trust was the most important factor in
being successful in setting the tempo of therapy and that this would be different
with each cllent.

ln my study of the subject of sexual abuse within families the most

important development in my own thinking has been an increased ability to

understand otfenders and their role in the lives of the daughters I met. The

separation and attachment issues that come up over and over again can only

be understood it one accepts that the abuse was just one facet of very
complicated personal relationships between vict¡m and offender. For some

victims there ¡s a great deal of confusion to resolve about feelings towards their
offenders and mourning the loss of healthy parts of the relationship. Without

some empathy towards ofienders it would have proved difficult to engage with

the client around these concerns and they may have been misjudged as

un¡mportant.

The other aspect of sexual abuse that has been clarified by this
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practicum ¡s that the most lasting atter effect is not actually the abuse itself but

the lack of support and loss of family thai all my clients experienced. Treaiment

of a child abused in their family and supported throughout the process by

trusted adults would seem to be a far simpler and more straightforward

assignment. ïrying to sort out the pieces after a child's family is shattered and

the ch¡ld ends up in isolation for speaking the truth is a somewhat daunting task

thât probably represents long term treatment needs. The treatment íssues also

need to be addressed at several ditferent developmental stages over the

client's lifetime. lt is important to start working on whatever part of this the client

is willing to join with the therapist around and not get hung up on meeting all

their needs in their first experience of treatment. lt was important to realize that

for my clients hav¡ng a positive experience in their first treatment opportunity

would hopefully encourage them to seek further therapy as issues cont¡nued to
present later in their lives.

ln defining my own work it became apparent that both feminist and

systemic principles guided my thinking and that these two views could be

compatible. Allowing clients to be the expert on themselves and expect¡ng

them to be able to create the¡r own solut¡ons was especially empowering to
adolescents because they do not get this response from many adults. They

were also empowered by ¡nterventions that educated them by providing

accurate information and in contact with other abuse victims. Systemic thinking

was important to connect these young women with other significant people in

their lives even if they no longer had relationsh¡ps with them. Many of the

adolescents had erased people from their lives that had deserted them or
mlstreated them. Clients gained a lot of insight from seeing how these people

still atfected them whether they liked it or not. Some supportive people that had

been overlooked or left behind for a variety of reasons were also ¡ncorporated

into our work by taking a systemic approach.

My clients taught me a great deal about adolescence. They were living
proof of the humanistic belief that people are always evolving towards health.

At times each of my clients demonstrated the exuberance of youth even though

they had experienced much trauma in their lives. At other times their emotional

turmoil was overwhelming and painful to watch. There was a real fluctuation
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from session to session in their emotional presentat¡on. A crisis in their

environment on any level assured a more affective presentaiion in treatment.

As expected there was a false maturity in these young women that comes from

being g¡ven adult responsibilìties too soon. lt was difficult to separate this

unnecessary maturity from the developmental task of separat¡on that the girls

were eager to accomplish and demonstrate. lt was hypothesized that self-

nurtur¡ng experiences would be very therapeutic for these girls. They were not

open to obvious nurturing from caregivers as that seemed to make them feel
"babied". lt would be hoped that actively nurtur¡ng themselves would fill some

of the voids in this area. Peers can sometimes do this for each other in

adolescence but most of my cllents did not have a strong peer group.

The need to separate and individuate are strong developmental

influences in adolescence. The recovery from sexual abuse however

necessitates reliance on strong emotional and environmental support. Th¡s is

the crux of the matter in providing sexual abuse treatment to adolescents and

accounts for some of their uniqueness as a client population. Developmentally,

separat¡on from family and difterentiat¡on are to be strived for. Time needs to be
suspended for sexually abused adolescents in treatment however so that this
developmental task can be put on hold. These adolescents need the
opportunity to understand that it ís a parent's responsibility to protect and
support their children. Recovering adolescents still need the chance to feel this
support and revel in it. Research suggests that adolescent maturity is gained

within the context of progress¡ve and mutual definition of the relationship

between parent and child (Fishman, 1988). tdeally this relationship is
maintained rather than abandoned and functional separation ¡s ach¡eved
w¡thout alienation (F¡shman, 1988). lf the necessary support cannot come from
parents, other appropriate adults mustfill this need. Adolescents may resist

attempts to nurture and support them but adults need to persist ¡n offering this.

Success in treatment seems to require environmental support for the
adolescent.

The most important areas that my clients highfighted for me regard¡ng

sexual abuse were the strength of denial and the ambivalence victims feel
towards offenders. Denial was fuelled by many contributing factors in my client's
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lives. Loyalty seemed to be a major influence in determining the strength of
denial. Denial for one client seemed to be an attempt to protect a relationship

with an offender. ln another client, where loyalty was not t¡ed to their offender,

denial was still understood as a function of loyalty. I came to believe that for
some clients denial is a form of self- loyalty. A victim may believe that talking

about the abuse will cause overwhelming emot¡ons. The victim fears they will
lose control of themselves unless these feelings are continually repressed.

Denial then is a protective strategy motivated by the need to faithfully protect

their own interests. This is what I choose to call loyalty to the self . This can
present a strong obstacle to overcome in the therapeutic setting. Loyalty ¡ssues

are also related to the ambivalence that victims present regarding their
relationship with the¡r offenders. lt is ¡mportant to examine these confused

loyalties and not make assumptions about relationships. The client must feel
that the therapist can respect their loyalties. lf loyalties are challenged or
disregarded the therapist may be regarded with distrust.

CONCLUSIONS
Many things were learnt in setl¡ng up this practicum that may be helpful to

others in the future. The student had no idea how frustrating the refenal
process was going to be at the beginning of the practicum. perhaps students
should allow for an extensive recru¡tment per¡od before they plan to concentrate
on their clinical work rather than use up precious practicum time hunting down
refenals. With the high rate of client drop out that can be expected it would also
be beneficial to pursue referrals from many sources. The student would need to
be clear that these referrals may never receive service but offer that they will be
on a wait¡ng list for the specific practicum. This waiting list could be transferred
over to the referral system of the practicum setting when it was determined that
these recruits were extraneous. This would be a viable alternative to aligning
w¡th one referral source that later does not produce the anticipated client
volume.

The intake process of having the CFS worker attend the session with the
client worked well. The amount of time that the CFS worker actually spent in
discussion with both the client and the student at intake varied for each client,
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Whether the CFS worker was present for ten m¡nutes or fifty minutes it was an

important transition point that needed to be accomplished in person. Some

CFS workers needed more convincing than others that it was an important

meet¡ng for them to schedule even if it was for only ten minutes. For the most
part as long as the therapist made the scheduling very flexible the CFS workers

would make themselves available. Prior to the first intake appointments the
student went to ihe CFS office to gather information from files for the in¡tial

referrals. This proved to be tedious and unnecessary. The files were difficult to
make sense of as they contained masses of poorly organized material. lt was

also frustrating when time would be spent on this exercise and then the client
would not attend an intake appointment. Family history was efficienily and

sufficiently gathered through discussion with the client and the CFS worker,

both jointly and individually. lt was appreciated that CFS made these files
accessible to this student but ¡t would not be recommended that they be studied.

Workers, familiar with where to access specific information, can prov¡de copies

of relevant assessments, evaluations, and summary recordings if necessary.

It would have been ideal if all clients could have taken part in the group

treatment experience. As peer relationships are so essential to adolescent
development the group experience probably provides the most relevant

treatment model for this client group. The psychoeducational focus is

appropriate for clients in all stages of recovery from childhood sexual abuse.
Even the client that struggled with the the abuse material more than the others

benefited in many ways from attending. lt remained ¡mportant for all group

members to be involved with an individual therapist in conjunction with the
group experience. Following this initial experience some members could
probably move to a group w¡th a therapeutic focus while others should be given

the opportunity to attend another cycle of the psychoeducational group. This

would require developing an assessment procedure to determine who seemed
ready to process their abuse experiences in a group format.

Working w¡th another therapist to facilitate the group was a useful
learning experience. A certain comfort level must be worked towards so that
open communication can take place. Without great effort and patience,

planning sessions become difficult and unproductive. T¡me must also be
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allotted for debriefing after each session. lmportant issues and subtle group

developments were forgotten when the debriefing took place w¡th much delay
and inegularity. lt would have been ideal if both therapists could allot some

time immediately after the session. This was not possible for our situat¡on as

the therapists were also prov¡ding transportation home for the clients. Greater

efforts could have been made to be stricter ¡n our scheduling of debriefing in
close proximity to the sessions even though the ideal could not be achieved.

Working with someone that you do not know very well necessitates that clear

expectations be established about the roles and functions that both parties will

perform.

The interventions used in this practicum were very appropriate for this

cl¡ent group and felt comfortable to the therapist. Wheeler and Berliner (1988)

provided many practical suggestions that f¡t with my own beliefs regarding

recovery from sexual abuse. The theory base that Wheeler and Berliner (1988)

connected all interventions with helped make me feel confident applying this
approach.
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APPENDIX ONE

EDUCATIONAL SCALË DEVELOPED FOR THIS PRACT¡CUM

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT. THINGS TO LEABN

Please read each of the following statements and circle True or False.

1. Many children make up stories about being sexually
abused.

2. Most sexual abuse otfenders are strangers.

3. Teaching children about their bodies (that they are
special and they own them) is helpful in preventing
child sexual abuse.

4. Most sexual abuse otfenders are strangers.

5. The child who is believed when he/she reports
sexual abuse has the best chance of recovery.

6. Parents should ignore an incident of sexual abuse
because it is just a part of growing up,

7. Many children who are sexually abused feel guilty
and feel that it was somehow their fault.

B. Only female children are sexually abused.

9. lt is better to keep the secret of sexual abuse than to
tell someone who cares about you.

10. Most offenders stop sexually abusing children after
they get caught.

1 1. Children who have been sexually abused will never
lead "normal" Iives.

12. Once a child has been sexually abused they are
more vulnerable to being abused again.

ïrue False

True False

True False

True False

True False

ïrue False

True False

ïrue False

True False

True False

True False

True False
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13. Children who are sexually abused are responsible
for what happened to them. True False

14. Boys or glrls who have been sexually abused
sometimes act out what happened to them in a
sexual way w¡th other children. True False

15. Many children who have been sexually abused feel
very angry. True False

16. Children who have been sexually abused sometimes
think that they are ugly or look different ihan other
children. True False

17. People who sexually abuse a child should admit
that it is thelr fault and apologize to the child. True False

18. Most children tell someone right away when
they have been sexually abused. True False

19. Children who have been sexually abused can
be confused about whether they like or dislike
the person that abused them. True False

20. Child sexual abuse happens so rarely it must
mean that you are strange if it happens to you. True False

21 . Mothers always know when their children have
been sexually abused. True False
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